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This report signifies just over two decades of Agra’s pursuit of excellence. 42 years ago, 
Namibian organised agriculture found a corporate partner in Agra. From these humble 
beginnings, Agra has grown into a household name.
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This report signifies just over two decades of Agra’s pursuit 
of excellence. 42 years ago, Namibian organised agriculture 
found a corporate partner in Agra. From these humble 
beginnings, Agra has grown into a household name.

Our presence in rural Namibia and our investment in local 
infrastructure across the country provides a stable hub for 
those who are dependent on agriculture. Not only in the 
form of the various products and services that we offer, 
but also through employment and skills development of 
local communities. Namibian producers are safe in the 
knowledge that Agra will always work tirelessly to provide 
value to the agricultural sector. Ever expanding, Agra 
established more than 20 branches across Namibia.

Approximately 167,242 Namibians are formally employed 
by the agricultural sector, which creates an enormous 
impact in such a small economy.

Over time, Agra has proven itself to be a reliable partner 
in agriculture. Our 3 760 shareholders and 859 employees 
are evidence of our dedication towards a better future 
for all. For 2022 and beyond, we will continue to strive 
towards excellence by providing even more value to our 
stakeholders and empowering agricultural production.

Agra, a better life!

Let’s Start Here
8 Bessemer Street

Southern Industrial Area
Windhoek

061 290 9111

2022
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Agra is a diverse company with a focus on agriculture. 
We are a company that:
 •  Is successful and creates value
 •  Achieves our goals as a team with our people, customers, stakeholders  
  and our community
 • Uses innovative solutions that create competitive advantages and  
  shape a successful future for everyone
 • Operates according to a set of values that portrays reliability,   
  trustworthiness, integrity, and our commitment to be driven by socio- 
  economic growth and welfare
 • Acts in a spirit of partnership with all its direct and indirect stakeholders  
  – employees, customers, shareholders, government, members of  
  society and the people in our local communities.
 • Has proud roots and an established history of growing the productivity  
  of our country by helping local producers to optimise their output
 •  Has a firm foundation of set values, that supports our purpose

WE DO THE RIGHT THINGS
Right
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Growing our business, 
setting the benchmark 
in our chosen markets 

and benefitting all 
our stakeholders on a 

sustainable basis.

MISSION
To be relevant and 
the market leader 

in our 
chosen markets.

VISION
• We do the right things right
• Rooted in our people
• We all serve
• Let’s talk
• We care for the environment
• Hooked on results

VALUES
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Ryno Van der Merwe

CHAIRMAN WORD
A message from the Chairman of the Board

I am both proud and excited about the financial performance 
reported in this annual integrated report, as it is the very 
first time that Agra has recorded more than N$ 100 million 
in profit before tax. While this is a milestone achievement, it 
is important to note that these results were achieved through 
the implementation of strategic goals and through excellent 
management practices that created opportunity from 
adversity.
Large parts of Namibia have experienced above average rain 
since the prolonged drought that had far reaching effects on 
agricultural production for an extended period. This creates a 
favourable environment for producers to rebuild their herds 
and to expand on their production capacity. The current meat 
prices are a further incentive for farmers to increase their 
output.
The preceding drought had forced many Namibian farmers 
to diversify and even alternative production streams are 
experiencing good growth potential. Crop farmers have had 
high crop yields, biomass production has improved through 
good marketing initiatives, while the hunting and tourism 
sectors have also largely recovered after the devastating 
impact of COVID-19 on global travel. However, it is important 
to recognise that due to a number of complex global events, 
there have been numerous challenges due to the availability 
and high cost of certain inputs required for agricultural 
production.
Amidst these challenges, Agra continues to find opportunities, 
rather than limiting ourselves to constraints. COVID was a 
testament to how adaptable Agra has become in times of 
uncertainty, accomplishing record financial performances 
in a time where many businesses found themselves under 
pressure. While external factors continue to test our 
resilience, Agra has remained committed to supporting 
Namibian producers by supplying agricultural inputs and 
products, as well as providing training on a number of 
different production systems. Additionally, Agra facilitates a 
large part of the Namibian livestock trade through auctions 
and liaison services, with considerable growth in the game 
and wildlife sector.
It is a big priority for Agra to constantly identify and overcome 
operational risks. The environment in which Agra conducts 
business is fast-changing and susceptible to external factors 
that Agra has very little control over, yet these factors can 

have far reaching effects on our business. Although local 
and regional risk factors are often easier to control, Agra has 
to ensure that these are continuously managed in order to 
ensure operational efficiency.
During the past year Agra has been exposed to a number 
of these risks. The war in Ukraine has caused commodity 
prices to increase and certain inputs necessary for primary 
production to become unavailable for erratic periods of 
time. Agra has a strong focus on adapting to change and 
managing all risk factors as and when they arise. As the 
only manufacturer of endemic vaccines, Onderstepoort 
Biological Products has been unable to manufacture many 
of the agricultural products that the region depends on for 
some time now. The South African electricity crisis has had 
a severe impact on the manufacture of many products and 
implements that our clients depend on. Furthermore, all 
across the world our industry has been plagued by transport 
and logistics problems. Locally, the beef value chain was 
put under pressure, as payment delays caused widespread 
uncertainty and concern, while negatively impacting producer 
cashflow. Another factor causing widespread concern is the 
exploration of uranium mining within prime agricultural 
production areas, which carries a number of risks, not only for 
agriculture, but for all human and animal life. These risks pose 
a long-term threat to the health and wellbeing of everything 
in existence.
The Agra board of directors and senior management had 
a strategic session, where a critical analysis was done on 
all aspects of Agra’s business. All internal and external 
factors contributing to performance, as well as the overall 
sustainability of the business were assessed in relation to 
the vision and mission of the company. A number of strategic 
projects were identified. These are supported through goal-
oriented targets through the guidance of a board directive.
The main aim of the strategic session was to set goals for 
outcomes and value-additions, including Agra’s financial 
performance. Agra’s management has been exemplary in 
taking ownership of these strategic projects and the outcomes 
of these projects are reflected in the financial performance of 
the company.
During the past financial year, Agra has experienced 
incredible growth, with turnover more than doubling in 
comparison to inflation and an almost 30% increase in net 
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profit. This was largely due to a combination of operational 
growth in market share, efficiencies and cost savings, as well 
as the implementation of board-led creative strategic plan. 
As always it is important for Agra to stimulate the sustainable 
growth of agriculture by offering a good value proposition. This 
includes ensuring competitive prices to consumers, while at the 
same time remaining an attractive investment for shareholders.
It is important that Agra’s budget ensures sustainable growth. A 
hefty budget was approved for the next financial year to ensure 
positive returns for shareholder investment. There is a strong 
focus on offering shareholders good returns, while building 
on Agra’s reputation as a good investment choice. Agra has 
consistently paid dividends to shareholders and over the last two 
years, has had a very strong increase in share price. These are 
important factors for demonstrating the benefits of investing in 
Agra shares. The Agra share price increased from N$ 1.80 on 31 
July 2021 to N$ 2.42 on 31 July 2022. In addition, Agra declared 
a dividend pay-out of 10 cent per ordinary share for the year 
ending 31 July 2021. When considering both dividend pay-outs 
and capital growth, it offers a phenomenal return on investment.
Agra continues to invest heavily in expanding its footprint 
throughout Namibia, as well as in upgrading existing infrastructure. 
We believe that Namibia continues to offer attractive investment 
opportunities. We also believe in serving the nation through the 
expansion of our service offering, especially in rural areas, where 
much of the population is dependent on agriculture for their 
livelihood. Since 2014, Agra has invested an average of N$ 46.8 
million per year into brick-and-mortar development. This not 
only stimulates local economies, but also creates employment 
and assists in the development of other sectors.
According to the Namibia Statistics Agency, the value added for 
Agriculture, forestry and fishing sector for the second quarter of 
2022 was estimated at N$ 6.2 billion in nominal terms (12.7% of 
GDP). Of this, the crop subsector recorded the highest contribution 
to GDP of 5.8 percent, followed by livestock subsector (3.9%).  In 
real terms, (using inflation adjusted prices) the 2021 financial 
year was the first-time crop production out performed livestock 
production for share of GDP.  The World Bank reported that nearly 
22% of Namibians were formally employed through agriculture, 
making agriculture a very important employer of Namibian 
people. This is aside from the fact that nearly 70% of Namibians 
are estimated to be directly dependant on agriculture for their 

livelihood. Even though the tremendous impact of agriculture is 
undeniable, there is also still a lot of opportunity for growth. We 
are fortunate to live in a country where government welcomes 
free market trade without interference. This allows for positive 
investment and economic activity with ample opportunity for 
growth and we recognise the responsibility that decisionmakers 
have to bear.
With an improved operational environment, Agriculture can 
employ even more Namibians, while offering opportunity for 
entrepreneurs to benefit from various points of the different value 
chains. Agriculture has the potential to be a catalyst for change 
in the poverty levels in the country. In order for this to happen, 
primary production levels must increase and value chains must 
be supported. Agra is focussed on supporting primary producers 
by delivering key products and services to the industry, as well 
as through various training options, which could greatly benefit 
both new and existing farmers.
Agra is built on a strong set of key values. But values are not 
meaningful unless they are applied by the workforce. Agra has 
a very positive work culture and employees live these values, 
not only at work, but in their daily lives. This culture cannot exist 
without good governance. Open dialogue and good management 
allow staff to be motivated to excel. The willingness to serve 
others and to do the right things right are two examples of values 
that are important beyond the workplace. Agra is proud to have 
incredible people making a difference in their communities.
Agra has a strong leadership through its Chief Executive Officer, 
with the support of a strong and well experienced senior 
management team. The board recognises the influence of Agra’s 
leadership on the incredible results that we have achieved in the 
past financial year. I would personally like to congratulate the 
CEO, Arnold Klein, as well as the management of Agra, and thank 
them for their continued dedication. Mr. Klein is an exemplary 
leader. His insight, passion and focus are critical traits that directly 
contribute to the successful financial performance that Agra is 
able to report on. Thank you to the Agra staff for living up to the 
values of the organisation and for embracing our aim to offer 
every Namibian a chance of a better life. Thank you to my co-
directors. Your insight and inputs are invaluable to the success of 
Agra. And finally, thank you to all of the Agra clients who continue 
to trust and support the household name in agriculture.

The Agra board of directors and senior management had a strategic session, where 
a critical analysis was done on all aspects of Agra’s business. All internal and external 
factors contributing to performance, as well as the overall sustainability of the business 
were assessed in relation to the vision and mission of the company. A number of strategic 
projects were identified. These are supported through goal-oriented targets through the 
guidance of a board directive.

Ryno Van Der Merwe
Chairman of the Board

iNamibia Statistics Agency Second Quarter Agriculture Bulletin: https://d3rp5jatom3eyn.cloudfront.net/cms/assets/documents/
trustSecond_Quarter_Agriculture_Bulletin_2022.pdf 
iiQuoting Robert McGregor, Cirrus Capital
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Arnold Klein

CEO WORD
A message from the Chief Executive Officer

42 years ago, Agra became the corporate partner of organised 
agriculture in Namibia. From these humble beginnings, 
Agra has grown into a household name and today, Agra is 
synonymous with Namibian agriculture.
Our presence in rural Namibia and our investment in local 
infrastructure across the country provides a stable hub for 
those who are dependent on agriculture. Not only in the 
form of the various products and services that we offer, but 
also through employment and skills development of local 
communities. Namibian producers are safe in the knowledge 
that Agra will always work tirelessly to provide value to the 
agricultural sector.
Agra has proven itself to be a reliable investment option 
for shareholders. Our share price during this past financial 
year is a testament to this. Through good financial results 
and organisational leadership, Agra not only offers excellent 

returns on capital investment, but also through dividends 
that are paid out in times of good financial performance, as 
has been the case every year since 2017.
As Namibian agriculture continues to evolve, Agra is the 
link to which the sector will look for products, services and 
advice. We believe that through passion, commitment, and 
consistency, our legacy will be one of excellence.
None of this would be possible without the support of our 
loyal clients, the confidence of our shareholders for always 
believing in us, the vision of the Agra Board of Directors and 
the leadership of the Agra management team. I also want to 
thank the employees of Agra for their continued dedication 
and hard work. We value our staff and we thank them for 
consistently delivering on our promise to serve Namibia. It 
truly is an honour to lead such an inspiring team.

As Namibian agriculture continues to evolve, Agra is the link to which the sector 
will look for products, services and advice. We believe that through passion, 
commitment, and consistency, our legacy will be one of excellence.
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INTRODUCTION
Below are a few graphs illustrating some of the highlights for the group:

 A NOTE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

42 years ago, organised agriculture in Namibia was established on the foundation of an organisational 
leg, which was the Namibian Agricultural Union and a corporate leg, in the form of Agra. From these 
humble beginnings, Agra has grown into a household name and today, Agra is synonymous with 
Namibian Agriculture. 

Our presence in rural Namibia and our investment in local infrastructure across the country provides 
a stable hub for those who are dependent on agriculture. Not only in the form of the various products 
and services that we offer, but also through employment and skills development of local communities. 
Namibian producers are safe in the knowledge that Agra will always work tirelessly to provide value 
to the agricultural sector. 

Agra has proven itself to be a reliable investment option for shareholders. Our share price during this 
past financial year is a testament to this. Through good financial results and organisational leadership, 
Agra not only offers excellent returns on capital investment, but also through dividends that are paid 
out in times of good financial performance. 

We strongly believe that there is opportunity for growth in the Namibian agricultural sector. As 
Namibian agriculture continues to evolve, Agra is the link to which the sector will look for products, 
services and advice. We believe that through passion, commitment, and consistency, our legacy will 
be one of excellence. 

None of this would be possible without the discipline, hard work and continued dedication of the 
employees of Agra. We value our staff and we thank them for consistently delivering on our promise 
to serve Namibia. It truly is an honour to lead such an inspiring team. 

INTRODUCTION 

Below are a few graphs illustrating some of the highlights for the Group: 
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW 

As per my previous year’s report I have used figures from the segment report, which tie back to the 
attached audited financial statements. Agra’s Management Reports are department-specific and 
include inter-company sales and internal rent, and are used to monitor the operational performance 
of each individual department. 

The total turnover for the Agra Group increased significantly by 10.3%, from N$1 810 million in the 
2021/22 year, to N$1 997 million in the 2021/22 financial year. 

This growth can largely be contributed to Agra’s fuel distribution expansion, which alone has increased 
revenue by N$124.6 million, due to a 24% increase over the previous year. Another notable 
performance was attained by Agra Auctions commissions, with an increase of 15.9% (N$10.2 million) 
from N$64.7 million in 2020/21 to N$75 million in 2021/22. While auction prices per head have 
remained fairly consistent since the previous financial period, an 11% increase in livestock numbers 
marketed during the period under review contributed to very favourable results. 

Increased revenue had a direct positive impact on the gross profit achieved. This increased by 8.6% 
from N$397 million in 2021/22 to N$433 million in 2021/22. Noting that the increase in Auctions 
commission mentioned above is a direct increase in Gross Profit. 

Operating expenses increased from N$308 million in 2020/21 to N$330 million in 2021/2022, which is 
an inflationary related increase of 6.8%. Most notably, it is evident that the continuous efforts to 
prevent stock losses has had a positive effect, with stock losses having decreased from N$10.4 million 
in 2020/21 to N$6.2 million for the period under review. 
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

As per my previous year’s report I have used figures from the segment report, which tie back to the attached audited financial 
statements. Agra’s Management Reports are department-specific and include inter-company sales and internal rent, and are 
used to monitor the operational performance of each individual department.

The total turnover for the Agra Group increased significantly by 10.3%, from N$ 1 810 million in the 2021/22 year, to N$ 1 997 
million in the 2021/22 financial year.

This growth can be contributed to Agra’s increased market share and fuel distribution expansion. Another notable performance 
was attained by Agra Auctions gross profit, with an increase of 15.9% (N$ 10.2 million) from N$ 64.7 million in 2020/21 to  
N$ 75 million in 2021/22. While auction prices per head have remained fairly consistent since the previous financial period, an 
11% increase in livestock numbers marketed during the period under review contributed to very favourable results due to an 
increase in market share.

Increased revenue had a direct positive impact on the gross profit achieved. This increased by 9.1% from N$ 397 million in 
2021/22 to N$ 433 million in 2021/22.

Operating expenses increased from N$ 308 million in 2020/21 to N$ 330 million in 2021/2022, which is an inflationary related 
increase of 7.1%. The nett effect on the Agra Group’s overall performance was a 25% increase in profit after tax for the year, 
from N$ 60 million in 2020/21 to N$ 75 million in 2021/22. 

Below is a short analysis of each division’s performance for the financial year.

1. AGRA RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DIVISION

The Agra Retail division includes all 22 of Agra’s retail branches, service stations, four GoAgra convenience stores, as well as the 
four larger wholesalers, Auas Wholesale, Agra Safari Den, Auas VetMed and A Rosenthal (Pty) Ltd.

Revenue has increased by 10.4%, from N$ 1 720 million in the previous year to N$ 1 899 million in 2021/22. Gross profit 
increased by 8.8% from N$ 310.7 million to N$ 338 million in 2021/22.

As mentioned earlier, Agra has been increasing its footprint in the fuel sector by converting fuel pumps at retail branches 
into service stations. This expansion included three new service station sites, as well as adding four convenience stores to its 
portfolio. With the increase in fuel turnover, it must however be noted that due to price regulations in fuel, retail sales show a 
lower gross margin percentage. The fact that this did not negatively affect the total gross profit percentage for the division is 
largely due to the increase in sales of higher margin categories. There was a continued decline in lower margin categories such 
as feeds and licks, brought on by widespread good rainfall across large parts of the country.

Stockholding continued to increase from N$ 283.7 million in 2020/21 to N$ 319.6 million in 2021/22. This was mainly due to the 
increase in size of a number of newly upgraded branches, the fuel expansion, as well as an intentional increase in inventories 
to ensure availability of stock to consumers. Extraordinary price increases experienced as a result of a number of international 
factors further contributed to the increased cost of stock.

Agra continued to focus on cost management, keeping the annual increase down to 3% for operational expenses, a figure 
which is substantially lower than inflation. Operational expenses increased from N$ 185 million in 2020/21 to N$ 191 million 
in 2021/22. Stock losses were reduced from N$ 10.7 million to N$ 6.4 million, while staff costs increased from N$ 107.5 million 
to N$ 111.8 million. Bad debts increased from N$ 2 million in 2020/21 to N$ 4.3 million in 2021/22, despite increased pressure 
on credit controls.

Despite a number of operational challenges, the net operating profit before head office expenses increased with 15.7%, from 
N$ 132.5 million in 2020/21 to N$ 153.3 million in 2020/21.
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2. AGRA AUCTIONS DIVISION   

General good grazing and a positive price outlook contributed to the general wellbeing of the primary agricultural sector.  
Restocking and herd improvement still received attention and that was confirmed by successful stud auctions and a larger 
number of breeding animals sold during the period under review.

Agra Auctions again ended the financial year with a very successful weaner auction season, with a significant increase in 
numbers when compared to 2021. During the series, it was again evident that smaller numbers of heifers were sold in 
comparison to tollies, complimenting the sentiment of restocking and the expansion of breeding herds on a national level.

Weaner exports always remain an important source of income for producers, with tollies achieving an average price of  
N$ 38.68 per kg and heifers N$ 38.07 per kg. The average weaner weight increased with around six (6) kilograms. Exceptionally 
high prices were again paid for weaner calves weighing less than 200 kg. Prices as high as N$ 59.00 per kg were paid for 
weaners that weighed less than 130 kg.

The year under review was marked by good, stable livestock prices, including commercial and stud animals. The numbers of 
cattle marketed increased by approximately 11% when compared to 2021, while the average price per head increased with 
3% to N$ 9 428.

Stud auctions ended the year on a high note with an average bull price of N$ 60 600 and an increased number of Namibian 
breeding stock being exported to South Africa, Botswana, Zimbabwe and Zambia. 

During the period under review, game auctions experienced an increase in demand for plains game and some exotic species.  
The highlight of the season was the sale of an Oryx cow for N$ 250 000 and a Sable bull for N$ 840 000.

The turnover for sheep marketed through Agra auctions increased by 15% compared to 2021. The increase in numbers of 
sheep sold has had a more significant effect than the price difference when compared to 2021. 

Goat marketing was again challenging with floods and political unrest in KwaZulu Natal limiting exports for a significant period 
of time.  The gross turnover for goats increased with nearly 40% due to higher numbers marketed, while the average price 
increased with N$ 2 per head, year on year.

3. AGRA PROPERTIES DIVISION   

The Agra Properties division was extensively involved in the construction of new branches, as well as upgrading several other 
existing properties. At the Agra Okahandja Branch, two new buildings were constructed at a cost of N$ 12,5 million. One 
building was built to accommodate the new enlarged and enhanced retail offering, while the other was the construction of a 
new feedstore.

In Outjo, phase two of the development was completed at a cost of N$ 11.5 million. This involved the demolition of the 
previous Agra branch building in favour of the construction of a new multi-story building to accommodate the Agra Retail and 
Auctions offerings in the town.

In Gobabis and Karibib, service stations with GoAgra convenience stores were constructed at a total cost of just under  
N$ 7 million. As part of the Gobabis development, new offices were also constructed for the Agra Auctions division. New fuel 
stations were also developed in partnership with Vivo Energy at the Agra Opuwo and Otavi branches.

Extensive engagement with existing tenants, as well as associated marketing efforts, resulted in the vacancy factor being kept 
to minimum in comparison to property market trends.

The total revenue for Properties increased from N$ 18.8 million in the previous year, to N$ 19.2million for the year under 
review.

Total operating expenses for the division increased from N$ 14.3 million in 2020/21 to N$ 16.1 million in 2021/2022, resulting 
in Operating Profit decreasing from N$ 6.7 million in 2020/21 to N$ 4.4 million in 2021/22.
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4. AGRA PROVISION

Agra ProVision offers professional support services to the agricultural sector. Agra ProVision provides a number of different 
training, mentorship, and auxiliary services.

The Agra Agricultural Academy of Namibia was established in 2020 and launched successfully in 2021. To date, 85 students 
have enrolled in the Academy to either complete their National Diploma or Certificate in Plant or Animal Production. The 
Agra Agricultural Academy offers fully accredited qualifications for via an E-learning platform. These qualifications are fully 
recognised by the Namibian Training Authority.

Agra ProVision recorded a loss of N$ 1.182 million during the year under review. This performance is in line with its performance 
during the 2020/21 period.

5. TAXES

 5.1 TAXES

 The group contribution towards Government in terms of taxes (including Income Tax, VAT, import VAT and VET Levies, but  
 excluding PAYE which is payable by staff) amounted to N$ 140.6 million, compared to N$ 115.8 million in 2020/21.

 5.2 INCOME TAX

 Income tax charges amounted to N$ 34.7 million for the group (2020/21: N$ 26.3 million) and N$ 32.8 million for the company  
 (2020/21: N$ 24.9 million.)

Major components of the income tax expense comprised of:

    2022 2021
Group    
Current 30,397   18,573  
Deferred 4,289  7,790  
    34,686   26,363  
Company    
Current 28,642  18,047  
Deferred 4,178 6,829  
    32,820   24,876  
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6. CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

The highlights from the Statement of Financial Positions are contained below.

 6.1  PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

 For the 2021/22 financial year, Agra invested a further N$ 39.8 million into Property, Plant & Equipment. This was done  
 through investment into the expansion and upgrading of our branch network, allowing us to increase the offering that we  
 provide to our clients, while at the same time broadening our footprint in Namibia.

 This resulted in the largest portion of total investments being made into the Owner-Occupied Land & Buildings portfolio,  
 from where the branches operate. A total of N$ 34.2 million was being spent on the two categories, Owner Occupied  
 Property and the accompanying Branch fittings alone, excluding any additional assets required to support these branches.

 The majority of this was utilized by two developments, namely the new branches in Okahandja and Outjo. The investment  
 of N$ 12.3 million into the Okahandja branch allows Agra to operate from its own premises now, no longer needing to  
 make use of an external landlord. The investment of N$ 11.5 into the new Outjo Branch, saw the new branch handed over  
 to the retail department at the end of July 2022.

 The GoAgra Convenience expansion saw two additional 24-hour convenience stores being added to fuel station   
 developments at Karibib and Gobabis. This required a combined investment of N$ 9.1 million.

 6.2 INVENTORIES

 The increased trading and warehousing space brought on by the upgrade of Agra branches, as well as the expansion of our  
 fuel station footprint, has increased Agra’s stock holding.

 Furthermore, the increased stockholding was necessary to prevent shortages as a result of the continued pressure on  
 international supply chains and shipping. Additional stock pressure was caused by a dramatic increase in prices of raw  
 materials. This was partially due to the Ukrainian war, as well as an increase in shipping costs and shipping lead times. This  
 has significantly increased the value of Agra’s stockholding.

 The nett effect of this was an increase in inventory of N$ 36 million up to a total carrying amount of N$ 319.6 million for  
 the year under review.

 6.3 TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

 Trade and other receivables have again increased substantially for the year. When compared to the previous financial year,  
 trade and other receivables for the Agra group increased by N$ 24 million, while increasing by N$ 25 million for the   
 company. Note 14 in the annual financial statements indicates that Auction debtors increased from N$ 78.1 million in 2020/21 to  
 N$ 97.5 million in 2021/22, while Retail & Wholesales debtors increased from N$ 65.7 million in 2020/21 up to N$ 72.8  
 million in 2021/22.

 Due to the increased risks associated with primary production in agriculture, including escalating fuel prices, general   
 inflation and interest rates, as well as the lack of availability of certain essential raw materials, we decided to increase the  
 historical average default figures used as the expected Credit Loss calculation in order to be prudent, resulting in an   
 increase in the provision for doubtful debts of 7.3% from N$ 10.9 million in 2020/21 to N$ 11.7 million in 2020/21.

 6.4 EQUITY 

 The group’s total equity increased from N$ 495.8 million in 2020/21 to N$ 652.7million in 2021/22, of which share capital  
 remained unchanged at N$102 million. Reserves increased slightly from N$ 27.6 million to N$ 28 million due to revaluations  
 on Investment Properties.

 The net asset value of the group as of 31 July 2022 amounted to N$ 5.51 per share, compared to N$ 4.85 per share at the  
 same time in 2001. Throughout the year, the share price showed an above average growth of 34.4%, from N$ 1.80 in 2021  
 to N$ 2.42 for the year under review.

7. CASHFLOW

Cashflow generated by operations increased by N$ 17.7 million when compared to the previous year – from 63.1 million in 
2020/21 to N$ 80.8 million in 2021/22. However, as can be seen in the section on taxes, the group paid N$ 24.8 million more 
in taxes and invested a further N$ 38.8million from its cash flow into infrastructure. This resulted in a net negative Cashflow 
of N$ 21.9 million for the year.
We will continue to monitor this closely, given the expected increase in interest rates, while maintaining a long-term view on 
the return of investment, as several capital investments are planned for the next financial year.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

I have to once again express my deepest gratitude to the Agra Board of Directors, under the leadership of Mr Ryno van der 
Merwe, for their continued support, visionary guidance and strategic focus. The executive team and the employees of Agra, 
at all levels, have excelled and resulted in us achieving our strategic objectives for the year. These achievements require 
teamwork, goal-oriented planning and diligent execution. To our clients and shareholders, we thank you for your continuous 
support. We do not take your trust, nor your support for granted.

We at Agra are committed to striving for excellence in everything that we do through a culture of discipline, and the character 
and integrity with which we conduct business. Excellence is our collective pursuit and includes everything from how we engage 
with our clients, to the value we provide to our nation’s primary producers. How we build and maintain relationships, manage 
risks and develop infrastructure. We are committed to offering good returns to all of our investors, while creating opportunities 
for employment and industry development. We believe in the future of Namibia and the future of agriculture. We will continue 
to manage our operations and our investments in a way that we can contribute sustainably to Namibia.

As we reached another milestone with a second consecutive record financial year, it is important to note that any success we 
might enjoy is merely an opportunity for us to further expand, improve and innovate, in order to get us closer to achieving our 
goal of offering every Namibian the opportunity of a better life.

ARNOLD KLEIN
CEO - Agra
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Agra converted into a public company on 1 February 2013, 
a move seen as the beginning of a new exciting era in 
Namibia’s agricultural sector.

Auctions

VetMed
A N I M A L  &  P E T  H E A LT H  S O L U T I O N S

June 2020 - AGRA Corporate Identity Manual

Brand architecture

Agra’s brand architecture consists of the following sub- and/or business unit 
brands:

• Agra Retail

• Agra Hyper@Lafrenz

• Agra Safari Den

• Agra DIY

• Auas VetMed

• A. Rosenthal Guns

• Auas Wholesalers

• Agra Auctions

• Agra ProVision

• Agra PropertieS

• Auas Valley Shopping Mall

WHAT WE DO 
an overview
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A specialist’s outlet for veterinary and medical 
products, as well as a pharmaceutical wholesaler and 
distributor of veterinary pharmaceutical and animal 
health care products, scheduled veterinary medicine 
and a comprehensive range of over the counter 
products.

AGRA PROVISION
Agra ProVision aims to empower the agriculture 
sector to grow sustainably, by supplying and 
transferring industry knowledge and expertise via 
training, mentoring and access to data resources, 
to allow producers to implement and manage their 
own successful agri-businesses. Our team covers 
all relevant processes for successful business 
development, farming and production management, 
offered to our clients via mentorship, training, 
specialised consultancy services, joint projects, 
capacity development, research and technological 
advice. The Agra Agricultural Academy provides 
National Diploma qualifications to agricultural 
students completely online. Agra ProVision provides 
support in an effort to improve productivity and 
business success, in a flexible manner that suits the 
clients’ needs.

AGRA PROPERTIES
Agra is committed to continuously invest in 
infrastructure, ensuring the highest level of 
service to our clients by creating the best shopping 
environments possible.  Agra Properties therefor 
spends a large amount of resources in upgrading, 
renovating and enlarging our retail branches. We 
are also looking at increasing our property portfolio 
if and when strategic properties are required or 
become available. Agra currently owns just short of 
100 properties countrywide; from Karasburg in the 
south to Opuwo in the north and from Gobabis in the 
east to Karibib in the west. Our properties range from 
undeveloped erven to residential and commercial 
properties as well as auction facilities, our flagship 
properties being Auas Valley Shopping Mall and Agra 
Hyper@Lafrenz in Windhoek. Currently, 90% of Agra’s 
retail divisions are utilising Agra owned properties. 

A ROSENTHAL
A. Rosenthal specialises in hunting and sports rifles 
with the aim to turn hunting- and sport shooting 
events into the ultimate experience. A. Rosenthal’s 
wide range of leading, quality brands, manufacture 
custom built rifles to industry requirements, and pro-
vide expert advice and quality service.

AUAS WHOLESALERS
Specialist distributor of products to the retail sector of 
Namibia, it offers a wide range of products including 
water equipment, pesticides and fertilisers, animal 
health products, hardware and gardening supplies, 
as well as specialist equipment such as equestrian 
accessories.

AUAS VALLEY 
SHOPPING MALL

Centrally located and easily accessible to the general 
public, Auas Valley Shopping Mall offers ample free 
and secure parking – ensuring comfort and peace of 
mind. With 34 retail outlets offering everything from 
fast-moving consumables to specialist agricultural and 
outdoor products, Auas Valley Shopping Mall is a prime 
destination for nature lovers and convenience shoppers 
alike.  With a variety of restaurants and fast food options, 
personal grooming, medical practitioners, pharmacy 
and everything you could need for the DIY, outdoor and 
farming lifestyles. There is something for everyone at 
Auas Valley Shopping Mall.

AGRA RETAIL
With over 20 branches, from Ondangwa in the 
north, to Karasburg in the south, Agra provides 
an excellent community and nationwide service, 
and a comprehensive product range – from fencing 
material, animal medicine, feeds and licks to 
veterinary products, agronomy equipment, building 
materials, hardware, water equipment, fertilizer, 
seed, consumer goods and fuel. 

AGRA AUCTIONS
As the largest and most flexible livestock marketing 
organisation in the country, Agra provides an effective 
and professional service for producers, including full-
time auctioneers and technical advisory services. 
More than 400 commercial livestock auctions; the 
majority of stud auctions and an increasing number 
of game auctions in Namibia are hosted by Agra every 
year. Agra also serves as marketer and auctioneer of 
agricultural, industrial, commercial and residential 
properties and movable goods. With the introduction 
of Agra Digital Auctions, Agra is able to service a wider 
market in a safe online environment, in real time.

AGRA HYPER@LAFRENZ
The flagship store in the Agra Retail space, with all of 
the Agra lines represented. Boasting a large variety of 
farming, outdoor & camping, firearms, animal health, 
pet care, gardening, groceries, DIY and automotive 
ranges, as well as specialist products (like beekeeping 
equipment) not generally stocked at all Agra branches. 
It offers ample parking and a large instore area for an 
all-in-one shopping experience.

AGRA SAFARI DEN
The preferred retail outlet for all hunting camping 
and safari equipment, with a store in Windhoek and 
a sales department in all Agra branches countrywide. 
Agra Safari Den also provides a full range of firearms, 
ammunition and telescopes, backed by in-store 
expertise and experience.

AGRA DIY
Our DIY range adds to Agra’s existing product 
range, expanding our client base to include building 
contractors, home renovators and DIY enthusiasts. 
The DIY range within 11 of the Agra stores serve 
clients with a large variety of products, from  
hardware, paint & accessories, building material, 
tools, appliances, plumbing, electrical, pool products, 
and so much more. 

GOAGRA CONVENIENCE
The latest addition to the Agra family. This new line 
of convenience stores has become available at Agra 
branches situated on major travel routes. The GoAgra 
Convenience stores are open 24/7. Other than fuel, 
customers can expect a range of convenient items 
such as pre-made food, coffee, cigarettes, essential 
groceries, cool drinks, snacks, ice, charcoal/wood, 
basic camping and automotive equipment.
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85
LONG SERVICE AWARDS

N$ 32 MILLION
Total spent on property 
renovations and upgrades.

61
STUDENTS ENROLLED
in the Agra Agricultural Academy for 
Namibia

542
MALE

317
FEMALE

N$ 607 573
WAS INVESTED
in training during the 
reporting year

754
PARTICIPANTS TRAINED
ProVision trained 754 participants 
in various fields

859
Agra employs 859 employees

HIGHLIGHTS
2021

Agra branches

GoAgra Convenience Stores

N$ 115.8 MILLION
IN GROUP TAX
A further N$26.2 million was contributed 
by staff towards PAYE

Opuwo

Ondangwa Tsumeb

Grootfontein

Otavi

Outjo
Otjiwarongo

Omaruru Okahandja

Karibib Gobabis

Rundu

Rehoboth Aranos

MarientalMaltahöhe

Keetmanshoop

Karasburg

Windhoek

OUR FOOTPRINT

PMR AWARDS
Received 2021 PMR Africa 
Diamond Award:
• Agriculture (game)
• Agriculture (livestock)
• Livestock Feed Suppliers
• Seed Cultivar Providers
• Suppliers of Agricultural 
 Equipment and Products
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PERSPECTIVE ON THE 
INDUSTRY AND 
our stakeholders Livestock farming remains an important 

foreign exchange earner for Namibia, 
contributing around two-thirds of all 
agricultural exports by value.
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Agriculture is one of Namibia’s most important 
economic sectors. It is widely accepted that 
around 70% of the country’s population is 
either directly or indirectly dependent on 
agriculture for their livelihood. While most of 
these individuals form part of the subsistence 
sector, the value of communal livestock is 
often understated in the context of lived 
poverty. According to the Namibian Statistics 
Agency, agriculture contributes around 10% 
of the national Gross Domestic Product. 
Aside from the financial contribution and 
foreign currency earnings, agriculture is also 
the sector that most Namibians depend on 
for subsistence. Livestock farming remains 
an important foreign exchange earner for 
Namibia, contributing to around two-thirds 
of all agricultural exports by value. Most 
Namibian meat is exported to the United 
States, Europe, South Africa, and China. 
Biomass production has become one of 
the fastest growing agricultural offshoots 
in recent years. Charcoal production is 
increasingly popular and it is estimated that 
Namibian charcoal products contribute nearly 
20% of Namibia’s total agricultural exports. 
Namibia is already one of the top ranked 
dollar value charcoal exporters globally and 
we are the largest exporter of charcoal in the 
region. Even though the majority of Namibia’s 
farmland is arid, we produce a large variety of 
crops ranging from cereal grains, fruits and 
vegetables products. Good rainfall over most 
of the country has had a noticeable impact 
on crop and horticulture production during 
the year under review. The total white maize 
harvest for the period increased by around 
25% over that of the previous year. This put 
pressure on the formal marketing system and 
grain storage facilities, as the latter rapidly 
reached full capacity post-harvest.

Agra’s operations are influenced by several 
stakeholders:

• Shareholders 
• Government and other regulatory authorities which 
 regulate the agricultural sector 
• Customers who make use of our products and services 
• Suppliers providing Agra with products and services  
• Members of communities within which we operate 
• The media that shapes consumer attitudes towards our   
 business 
• Employees who are our business partners, and have 
 a major stake in our success

KEY INDUSTRY PLAYERS
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, 

WATER AND FORESTRY
The Ministry of Agriculture, Water and 
Forestry is the entity which originates 
and determines all policies applicable to 
agricultural, water and forestry sectors 
towards the promotion of efficient and 
sustainable socio-economic development.

NAMIBIAN AGRICULTURAL 
UNION

The Namibian Agricultural Union 
spearheads organized agriculture in 
Namibia. In its 63 years of existence this 
national organization has established 
itself well as the mouthpiece and mediator 
of the commercial farmer. The NAU not 
only represents the farmers’ thoughts and 
aspirations up front, but also endeavours 
to develop the agricultural community as 

a whole.

NAMIBIAN NATIONAL 
FARMERS UNION

The Namibian National Farmers Union 
(NNFU) is a national federation of regional 
farmers unions. It was established in 
June 1992 to serve as a mouthpiece 
for Namibian communal and emerging 
farmers. The NNFU aims to increase 
food production for household security, 
enhance opportunities for the marketing 
of farming products in order to increase 
household income, increase participation 
and recognition of woman in farming, 
contribute to environmental protection 
and the sustainable utilization of natural 

resources.

NAMIBIAN EMERGING 
COMMERCIAL FARMERS FORUM
The Namibian Emerging Commercial 
Farmers Forum was created to support 
emerging commercial farmers in relation to 
organised agriculture.
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SUPPLIERS
Our

Agra practices sound supplier relationship management 
to maintain profitability and drive efficiencies. These 
supplier relationship management practices create an 
environment for a controlled and systematic approach to 
sourcing goods and materials needed for operations.

Agra regularly hosts interactive events at retail stores. These 
events often coincide with external media participation and allows 
us to inform customers about what is happening at the retail 
branches in real time. Through these initiatives, Agra (and our 
suppliers) can meaningfully engage with clients, while still reaching 
a wider audience to market specific promotions and competitions. 
These events offer our suppliers a unique opportunity to promote 
their respective brands, increase their client base and personally 
engage with customers. In 2022, Agra was able to resume its 
annual suppliers evening. The event is aimed at strengthening our 
relationship with suppliers, building trust and giving our industry 
partners exposure to the entire Agra brand.
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EMPLOYEES
Our

Agra has different platforms where important information 
is shared with the staff. The CEO session and year end 
function serves as channels for the CEO and Leadership 
to connect with the staff and communicate stories that 
motivates and inspires everyone. A holistic view of the 
company’s status is shared. 

These platforms serves as a good place for employees from 
all levels of the business to connect in an informal setting and 
helps to nurture stronger working relationships, showcasing 
company culture, welcoming new employees and celebrating 
accomplishments. Now, more than ever, it’s important to 
acknowledge the challenges that we’ve all faced collectively and 
individually the past year, and to show appreciation for the hard 
work the team has put in, while maintaining the disciplined culture 
that is instilled. 
Agra regularly analyses and adjusts its strategy to ensure that it 
remains relevant to the industry. The annual managers meeting is 
part of the process where we evaluate our value proposition and 
identify opportunities to enhance synergy between our various 
departments and branches.
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CUSTOMERS
Our

Our customers play a significant role in our business and 
as such, we focus all our efforts and activities towards 
delivering the best customer experience possible. 

Agra is a household name when it comes to delivering good 
quality products and services at competitive prices. Building 
personal relationships with our customers is important, which is 
why continuous engagement through various platforms remain 
an important part of service delivery. These platforms include 
farmers’ association events, sponsored events, auctions, open and 
information days, social media and other industry-related events.
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2021/2022 FINANCIAL YEAR 

Corporate Governance Report
AUDIT AND RISK CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
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The Audit and Risk Committee is driven by the principle that 
compliance to legislation, adherence to good governance 
practices and sound risk management is crucial to the success 
of Agra. The Audit and Risk Committee not only oversees, 
but also challenges management on its implementation and 
maintenance of these principles. In discharging its duties, the 
Audit and Risk Committee requires management to develop 
an increased sensitivity to and awareness of risk factors from 
both internal and external sources. During the 2021/2022 
Financial Year, the Audit and Risk Committee has played 
a crucial role in ensuring that the management and audit 
activities are directed at meeting Agra’s risk management, 
compliance and strategic objectives. 
The external and internal audit functions report to the Audit 
and Risk Committee on a quarterly basis. This enables the 
Audit and Risk Committee to oversee the assurance functions 
and assess their effectiveness and value addition to Agra.  
The Audit and Risk Committee ensured that adequate and 
relevant information was provided to them to enable them 
to take informed decisions. Through its activities, the Audit 
and Risk Committee performed oversight over Agra’s financial 
reporting process, audit process, system of internal controls 
and compliance with laws and regulations.
The Audit and Risk Committee is an essential part of the 
Board of Directors and a key driver in moving Agra towards 
its strategic objectives. The Audit and Risk Committee is 
responsible for the appointment of Agra’s external and 
internal auditors. During the 2021/2022 financial year SGA 
Chartered Accountants and Auditors was reappointed as 
the internal auditors while Ernst & Young Namibia (EY) was 
reappointed as the external auditors. 
The Audit and Risk Committee currently comprises of 

three Board Members. All three being independent non-
executive directors. The Board is satisfied that the committee 
chairperson, has recent and relevant financial experience, 
being a chartered accountant who has held executive roles in 
financial positions. The committee’s other members all play 
an active role in committee meetings held throughout the 
year.
The Agra Board Chairperson, Chief Executive Officer, General 
Manager: Finance, Finance Manager and Governance, Risk 
and Compliance Manager also form part of the committee 
meetings. 
The committee’s principal responsibilities are:
•  Monitoring the integrity of Agra’s financial statements in   
 relation to its financial performance; 
•  Reviewing the effectiveness of the internal and external   
 audit processes; and
• Reviewing the effectiveness of the Group’s financial and   
 internal controls,  including the process for the evaluation,  
 assessment and management of risk
The full responsibilities of the Audit and Risk Committee 
are contained in the Audit and Risk Committee’s Terms of 
Reference and Charter. The Audit and Risk Committee met 
four times during the 2021/2022 financial year.
The Board performed an annual evaluation of internal 
audits performance, and is satisfied that the quality and 
contribution of their assurance and value addition services 
were adequate to meet Agra’s needs. The Board is satisfied 
that both EY and SGA have adequate policies and safeguards 
in place to ensure that they maintain their objectivity and 
independence. The external and internal auditors attend the 
Audit and Risk Committee meetings and report annually, on 
their independence. 
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GOVERNANCE 

2022

Structure

INVESTOR RELATIONS
COMMITTEE

SHAREHOLDERS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CEO

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEEAUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
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The Board composition is made up of 6 non-executive directors from various 
fields of business, such as Agriculture, Legal, Accounting and Auditing, 
Management and Retail. In the discharging of their director’s duties, The 
Board are guided by the Board Charter and Board Committee Terms of 
Reference. The collective professional background and experience of the 
Board members provides for a balanced mix of attributes and skills that 
enable the Board to perform its duties and responsibilities.

COMPOSITION OF THE 
Board
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N O N - E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R

B.H. MOUTON

• Ben Mouton Chartered Accountants
• Organiser of the Top 10 Bonsmara
• Coordinator - Northern Bull Auction

N O N - E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R

A. STEYN

• Namibian Stud farmer with special  
 interest in Dorper, White Dorper, 
 Van Rooy, Boergoat and Swakara 
• Hoogvertoon Farming Trust    
 Manager
• Swakara Board of Namibia 
 Alternative Member
• Previous Sales Manager for Virbac
• Channel 7 Radio Presenter

N O N - E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R

J. WOERMANN

• IB (A-level equivalent) in Wales  
 at the United World College of  
 the Atlantic
• BComm and CA accreditation  
 in Canada and Japan 
• Since 1991 at Woermann Brock 

N O N - E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R

Z.Z. MAJIEDT

• Admitted as a Legal Practitioner of 
 the Supreme Court
• Member of the Law Society of Namibia
• Member of the Standing 
 Committee on Civil Litigation of the   
 Law Society of Namibia 
• Member of the Standing Committee 
 on Legal Ethics and Investigations of 
 the Law  Society of Namibia
• Partner at Engling Stritter & Partners

N O N - E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R

B. AMUENJE

• Chief: Solid Waste Management at the 
 City of Windhoek, August 1997 to date
• Serves on various boards and committees, 
 such as: 
 - Renaissance Medical Aid Fund (Chairman)
 - Namibia Association of Medical Aid Funds 
  (President)
 - Retirement Fund for Local Authorities and 
  Utilities (Vice-Chairman) 
• City of Windhoek - Project Manager: Housing 
 & Land Delivery in Department of Housing  
 Property Management & Human Settlement

C H A I R M A N  O F  T H E  B O A R D

N.A.R. VAN DER MERWE

•  Former President of the Namibian 
 Agricultural Union
•  Member of Namibian Brahman 
 Breeders Society 
•  Former Commissioner of Ancestral 
 Land Right and Claims
•  Former Commissioner of National 
 Planning Commission
•  Former Member of Land Tribunal
•  Former Chairperson of the Namibian 
 Stud Breeders Association
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COMMITTEES
Board

From time to time, the Board delegates its powers and authorities to committees, 
in order to ensure that operational efficiency is ensured and that specific issues are 
attended to with the relevant expertise. Both the Remuneration and Audit and Risk 
committees are established and each of them has specific duties and authorities.

Attendance of Board Meetings 
The Board meets regularly, at least five times a year and holds additional meetings as and when the Board 
reasons appropriate. Below is a summary of the attendance record of each of the directors for the Board 
meetings, as well as the Board Committee meetings held during the 2021/2022 financial year:

DIRECTOR BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE REMUNERATION COMMITTEE

Mr. N.A.R Van Der Merwe  5*  4  1*

Mr.B.H Mouton  5  4*  1

Mr. J Woermann  5  3  **

Mr. B Amuenje  5  **  **

Ms. A Steyn  5  **  **

Ms. Z.Z Majiedt  4  **  1

*Indicates the Director who chaired the meeting

** Indicates none committee member

 - Board meeting dates for the Financial Year under review: 21 October 2021; 25 November 2021; 16 and 17 March 2022; 19 May  
  2022; 20 July 2022.
 - Audit committee meeting dates for the Financial Year under review: 20 October 2021; 15 March 2022; 18 May 2022; 19 July 2022.

Audit and Risk Committee
The Audit and Risk Committee 
serves the Board by monitoring 
internal controls through the risk and 
compliance management system of the 
company.
Risk management is an essential part 
of corporate governance. Effective risk 
management facilitates Agra’s business 
development and operation by 
mitigating risks to an optimal risk level 
and proactively managing new risks.
Risk: The Board is responsible for 
ensuring that sound and effective risk 
management and internal control 
systems are maintained. Management 
ensures that sufficient and effective 
operational controls over the key 
business processes are properly 
implemented with regular reviews and 
updates.
Audit: The Committee’s role includes 
reviewing the Group’s consolidated 
financial statements and Company 
financial statements, the interim and 
full-year results and the significant 
financial reporting judgements 
contained therein.  It also reviews 
the internal controls of Agra and its 
subsidiaries, as well as the scope 
and effectiveness of the Internal and 
External Audit functions.

Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee has 
an independent role, operating 
as an overseer and a maker of 
recommendations to the Board for 
its consideration and final approval. 
The Committee does not assume 
the functions of management, which 
remains the responsibility of the CEO 
and the Management Team, officers 
and other members of management. 

The role of the Committee is to assist the 
Board with the following:
 1. To ensure that the Company   
  remunerates directors, executives  
  and employees fairly and   
  responsibly;
 2.  To approve, guide and influence  
  key human resource policies and  
  strategies;
 3. Implement programmes that   
  ensure the Board’s composition  
  and size is appropriate at all times;
 4. To oversee the annual evaluation  
  of the Board and its committees;  
  and
 5. Monitor and guide strategic   
  progress with regard to the Labour  
  Act, Employment Equity Act and  
  Basic Conditions of the Employment  
  Act.

Investor Relations Committee 
The role and purpose of the Agra Investor 
Relations Committee is to establish, 
monitor and coordinate sound investor 
relations for Agra, which includes the 
complying with relevant legislation 
and the listing requirements of the 
stock exchanges in the countries within 
which it operates. Furthermore, it has 
been established to plan and execute 
effective communication with existing 
and prospective shareholders, debt 
investors, financial and other media, 
rating agencies, analysts, and other 
stakeholder groups of the company. 
The primary objective of building and 
maintaining an investor relations 
function is to maximise the company`s 
current and potential market value 
by continually communicating the 
company`s value proposition to the 
investment community. 
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GOVERNANCE 
Policies and procedures form an important part of the 
governance structure as they guide the behaviour of The 
Board and employees on all levels. During the year, there was 
focus on ensuring that these governance structures reflect the 
principles and provide direction in line with Agra strategies 
and risk management plans. The policies and procedures 
review which started in the 2020/2021 year continued 
throughout Agra, and became a formalised and collaborative 
exercise. This has yielded positive results, enhanced controls 
and improved synergy between various interdependent 
departments within the Group.

RISK MANAGEMENT 
The 2021/2022 financial year proved to be a challenging one 
given the volatility in the business environment because of 
the geopolitical and macroeconomic influences from around 
the world. The start of the Ukraine/Russia conflict in February 
2022 created a domino effect of supply shortages, limited 
transport routes, across the board price increases, and 
uncertainty for many industries. Agra’s risk management 
efforts required a more proactive approach, such as increased 
adaptability, better predictive analysis, contingency planning 
and heightened risk awareness. Management implemented 
stricter monitoring controls and made use of internal and 
external assurance providers to ensure timely situational 
analysis was conducted to inform risk management 
processes. Agra’s Combined Assurance program added 
value in enabling greater risk coverage and more focussed 
approaches taken by assurance providers in executing their 
reviews. There was continued collaboration between Internal 
Audit, Executive Management, Risk Management and Agra’s 
internal Investigations Unit to ensure adequate management 
of risk areas and ongoing monitoring efforts of internal 
control structures throughout the year. 

COMPLIANCE 
During the year, there were a number of proposed and 
confirmed legislative changes which had or had the potential 
to affect Agra. Agra employs a compliance monitoring program 
which involves active stakeholder (regulator) engagements, 
monitoring changes in legislation and updating processes 
where applicable. 

COMPANY SECRETARIAT
Agra’s Secretariat function is outsourced externally. 
Bonsai Secretarial Compliance Services CC is tasked with 
the function and responsibilities of general compliance 
with the Companies Act, minute taking at Annual General 
Meetings (AGM), payment of company fees, registration and 
deregistration of Board Members. The administration of 
Corporate Governance functions is tasked internally. 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – AGM
The AGM for the financial year (FY) ending 31 July 2021 was 
held on 26 November 2021 in Windhoek.
A notice containing information on the proposed resolutions 
and the notice of the 26 November 2021 AGM was sent to 
shareholders one month prior to the meeting.
Clause 66 of the Company’s Articles of Association provides 
that one-third of the Company’s directors shall retire at every 
Annual General Meeting. Mr R van der Merwe and Mr Ben 
Mouton’s Board terms had come to an end. It was noted that 
both Messrs R van der Merwe and B Mouton were eligible for 
re-election. No other nominations were received, it was thus 
resolved that Messrs R van der Merwe and B Mouton be re-
elected for another term. All resolutions proposed at the AGM 
were passed by the shareholders.

COMPOSITION OF BOARD COMMITTEES AS AT 31 JULY 2022

Mr. B.H. Mouton - Chairperson Mr. N.A.R. van der Merwe - Chairperson

Mr. N.A.R. van der Merwe Mr. B.H. Mouton

Mr. J. Woermann Ms. Z.Z. Majiedt

Management Representation (CEO, GM: Human Resources)Internal Audit Representation - SGA

External Audit Representation - ERNST & YOUNG (EY)

Management Representation 
(CEO, Finance, Governance Risk and Compliance)

REMUNERATION COMMITTEEAUDIT & RISK COMMITTEE
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Our intent remains to establish and drive an employment value proposition 
that will continue to attract, engage and retain the best and most diverse 
talent required to deliver the Agra strategy. It is important to foster a safe 
and effective working environment for our employees.

ROOTED IN  
our People
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Our intent remains to establish and drive an employment value proposition that will continue to attract, engage and retain 
the best and most diverse talent required to deliver the Agra strategy. It is important to foster a safe and effective working 
environment for our employees. The Agra staff is comprised of 859 employees, of which 317 are female and 542 are 
male. We continually develop our employees to deliver on our strategy and to embrace the Agra values.  Agra develops 
its workforce by providing various capacity building and skills development programmes. Employees are encouraged and 
supported financially to further their studies, in an effort to bring new skills to the dynamic team. Over the years Agra has 
invested millions of dollars on management development and employee assistance programmes. The Human Resource 
Department is required to emphasise how to better organise, manage, develop, and align our personnel to meet business 
objectives in an ever-changing global environment.

01

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
The Agra work-culture is defined by passion, hard work and mutual respect. As a key stakeholder in the success of the 
company, it is important for employees to have their voice heard. Agra understands the importance of the right of staff to 
belong to a trade union, to help enhance their employment experience at Agra.

02

TRAINING AND ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Agra acknowledges that skilled people are its biggest asset, which is why it creates favourable platforms to enable each 
individual to flourish in their respective roles and departments. Our employees provide the skills, experience, diversity 
and productivity that enable us to operate our business competently and successfully. We recruit people from various 
backgrounds and believe that diversity makes us stronger and drives vision and performance. We aim to continuously 
improve the quality of leadership and management, enhance productivity and service excellence. Our dedicated and 
forward-thinking employees are the heart and soul of the business, as they lay the foundation that enables the execution 
of our business strategy. 
People are recruited, appointed and promoted regardless of race, gender, disability, or religious conviction, thus 
complying with all transformation requirements. Agra adheres to the terms of its own affirmative action policy, as well as 
the Affirmative Action Employment Act of 1998. The growth of staff remains one of our most important priorities, and we 
are dedicated to continuous investment in the development of our employees and their personal growth.
Through our Human Resources division, Agra invested in training 494 employees in various fields, in order to develop 
a compliment of skilled individuals. Some of the training offered to employees include Forklift Training, Customer Service, 
Merchandising, Feeds & Licks, Applied Animal Health, Free-Range Poultry Production, Computer Skills, Animal Nutrition, On-Farm 
Sales Training, Basic Fire Fighting, Basic First Aid, Health & Safety Representative.

A total amount of N$ 607,573 was invested in training during the reporting year. 
A total of 85 long service awards were presented during the reporting year.

03

BURSARY
Agra is proud of Mbapeua Mootu for completing his studies towards a Bachelors of Veterinary Science at the University of 
Pretoria and wish him well in furthering his career.

04
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Agra believes that we have a role to play in developing our economy and 
supporting our communities. Dedicated to agriculture, development, food 
production and investing in our community, Agra has invested a great deal 
of resources into being a responsible corporate citizen by improving the 
socio-economic standards of the communities we serve.

WE Serve
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AGRA SPONSORSHIP 
Activities The diverse investment projects and property 

development initiatives at Agra serves as assurance to 
the greater Namibian community that it is a company 
aimed at developing people, committed to providing 
opportunities for a better life for all Namibians. 

The diverse investment projects and property development 
initiatives at Agra serves as assurance to the greater Namibian 
community that it is a company aimed at developing people, 
committed to providing opportunities for a better life for all 
Namibians. Agra’s Sponsorships goes far beyond compliance 
and the interest of the firm. It engages in activities that 
aim to further social good which has a positive impact on 
the environment and Agra’s stakeholders, including our 
loyal customers, employees, investors and the Namibian 
community as a whole. Agra focusses on supporting initiatives 
that contribute to the productive and sustainable use of 
Namibia’s natural resources and to help develop, educate and 
uplift the Namibian people through an agricultural avenue. 
Organised agriculture is spearheaded by the Namibian 
Agricultural Union (NAU) and the Namibian National Farmers 
Union (NNFU), who speak for producers and intercede for 
resolutions in the agricultural community. These unions 
manage industry matters through the various Farmers 
Associations. These Farmers Associations have earned the 
trust and the confidence of Namibian farmers over many 
years of hard work and dedication. Being affiliated with an 
organised body, farmers are more motivated to participate 
and challenge the pertinent issues in their economic sector, 
thus relying less on government for industry guidance and 
assistance.
In fact, Farmers Associations play a pivotal role in supporting 
government to develop agricultural development plans and to 

facilitate agricultural extension, by assisting and distributing 
information to farmers about innovative agricultural practices 
being developed and implemented. Agra supports and 
sponsors a variety of events organised and hosted by these 
Farmers Associations and Agricultural Unions. This financial 
year Agra has sponsored a total amount of N$ 568,704 to 
various Farmers Associations’ events, as well as N$ 72 500 
sponsored directly towards the Namibian Agricultural Union. 

CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT 
Good and impactful Corporate Social Investment (CSI) does 
not happen in isolation or without context. At Agra, we aim 
to deliver community-based solutions to support business 
while being aligned with national development priorities. We 
focus our efforts away from charity and towards impact. Part 
of Agra’s long term Corporate Social Responsibility focus is to 
invest in agricultural projects. This includes the continuous 
support of the Môreson Special School over the last six years. 
The school uses donations specifically to teach Agricultural 
skills to disabled and impaired learners at the school. 
Agra donated N$ 70 000 towards the locust outbreak in the 
South, as well as various veld fire initiatives. Veld fires pose 
a threat to property, the environment, and put countless 
lives in danger. Severe fires also disrupt the ecosystem and 
affect natural processes, which may be crucial for sustainable 
production and directly impact livelihoods.
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Participants, judges and sponsors at the Feedmaster Youth Cattle Judging Competition.

Agra CEO, Arnold Klein handing over the prize for Best Kept 
Stables at the Windhoek Agricultural Show.

Agra donated towards the purchasing of pesticides in an 
effort to curb the locust outbreak in the south of Namibia and 
negotiated favourable discount rates with suppliers for clients 
for these goods. 

Gobabis Branch Manager, Jaco Louw, with the HP Fire Fighter 
that is utilised by the community and surrounding areas.
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Namfarmers Farmers Information Day. Agra supports local farmers to grow a 
sustainable agri-sector. It is equally important to recognize the role of farmers and 
service providers as they all play a critical role in the economy. In our attempt to bring 
farmers from different backgrounds together, Agra supports various Information days. 
The Namfarmers Farmer’s Information Day took place in the community hall on the 21st 
of August 2021.

Farming is our passion and Agra places tremendous value on 
the role of women in agriculture. We partnered with Women in 
Agriculture to recognize outstanding women in the agricultural 
space for their dedication and hard work. In the picture from 
left to right: Audrey Mostert (Agra Sponsorship & Promotions 
Officer); Yolanda Kavetuna (Sweetveld Farming); Agnes 
Limbo (Lyambezi Food); Chantelle Mouton (Chana-b-farming); 
Chrislemien Ströh (Agra Senior Marketing Manager) and Helvi 
Shindume (Director: Women in Agriculture).

Agra donated fire-fighting equipment to various organisations 
to assist communities and associations in combating the veld 
fires. 

Agra’s Sponsorship and Promotions Officer: Audrey Mostert 
handing over the donation to Môreson Special School’s 
principal, Mrs Anita Kreft.
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Mr Sen Pang, United Nations Resident Coordinator to Namibia, delivering a 
speech at the Agra Nedbank Grow launch.

The GROW competition winners were 
Mr TD du Plessis - Slow Farm (Agriculture), 

Ms Frieda Vatileni - Chilli Queen (Industry) and 
Ms Clara van Heerden - Safari Bingo (Scholar).

AUAS VALLEY SHOPPING MALL
Auas Valley Shopping Mall offers a modern, convenient and 
safe retail experience. It has a unique identity and ambience, 
which has led it to become a popular shopping destination 
among consumers of outdoor, DIY and agricultural products. 
This mall is managed by Agra Properties and has established 
itself as a responsible corporate citizen, which has given back 
to the community on various occasions.

One such occasion was the Agra Nedbank Grow campaign 
which was launched in November 2021. Agra launched 
the Agra Nedbank Grow campaign in association with the 
United Nations, Future Media and Auas Valley Shopping 
Mall. The aim of the campaign was to promote “Buy Local, 
or Bye-Bye Local”. The competition focused on developing 
entrepreneurial potential and business skills in Namibia and 
giving smaller business owners the platform and opportunity 
to develop their skill set and take their business further. 

The GROW winners received a variety of prizes including:
 • Listing opportunities for their products at retail outlets
 • Marketing
 • Design and brand-building mentorship
 • Business model reviews and market efficiency mentorship
 • Access to business networks, including banking services   
  and marketing opportunities
 • Free advertising of their products and brands on various   
  platforms

We are very proud of the contestants and wish them all 
the best with their entrepreneurial endeavours. The GROW 
competition winners were Mr. TD du Plessis - Slow Farm 
(Agriculture), Ms.  Frieda Vatileni - Chilli Queen (Industry) 
and Ms Clara van Heerden - Safari Bingo (Scholar).

Agra Properties also provides floor space at Auas Valley 
Shopping Mall for the Namibian Blood Transfusion Service 
(NamBTS). They may operate from the premises free of 
charge.
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AGRA STAFF INITIATIVE 
Fund The Agra Staff Initiative Fund (ASIF) is a voluntary 

employee initiative where Agra employees donate a 
fixed monthly amount directly from their salaries into 
a central fund.

This fund is then used to alleviate socio-economic pressure 
by helping those in need in the community. Agra volunteers 
who support their communities are valued. ASIF provides 
employees from across the company with the opportunity 
to make a real difference to various community projects. 
During the reported financial year, the ASIF Fund sponsored 
an amount of N$ 88 958. The fund aims to support initiatives 
that make a positive impact in society, by providing tangible 
support to the vulnerable and needy.
Some of the recipients of ASIF donations during the year in 
review include:
 
 • Response Action Based Organisation received a donation  
  of food parcels to the value of N$ 1,903
 • The Mental Health Organisation received food parcels   
  and cosmetic products to the value of N$ 14 033

 • Senior Park Old Age home received N$ 5 070 towards   
  their Knitting project which aims to provide knitwear to   
  other pensioners and welfare organisations; 
 • Magic Shoebox project: received Christmas gifts to the  
  value of N$ 2 988
 • Hope for Life received blankets to the value of N$ 2,099
 • Maltahöhe Youth Project received a N$ 1,486 donation
 • TB Campaign Shoe Box Project received toiletries to the   
  value of N$ 1 768
 • Annual Agra Christmas drive raised N$ 41,069 across 
  20 Agra branches including Corporate Office in the form   
  of food parcels and cash donations.
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Handover of sanitary products to the Your Pain, Your Blessing project.

Ms Jennipher Lifasi, Social Worker for the Ministry of Health 
and Social Services, at the Windhoek Central Hospitals’ Mental 
Health Care Forensic Division, receiving a donation of food items 
and toiletries for patients.

Handover of food items and toiletries as part of the Response 
Action Based Organisation/No To GBV project.

Wool and knitting pens donation to Senior Park Old Age 
Home.
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AGRA 
 ProVision Agra remains relevant by serving the entire community 

and continues to reinvest in the wellbeing of Namibians. 
In line with Government’s goals to achieve sustainable 
agriculture. 

Agra ProVision, an experienced agri-business advisory, 
provides professional industry-related services. The aim 
of Agra ProVision is to promote sustainable growth in the 
agriculture sector, mainly through knowledge and skills 
transfer. Sustainable agriculture for future generations is 
the foundation on which our entire training philosophy is 
built, covering topics for successful business development 
and farming, as well as production management. ProVision 
has become a highly respected training choice by Namibians 
in the agricultural sector, ultimately enabling Namibians to 
implement and manage their own agri-business successfully.
During the financial year under review, ProVision presented a 
variety of courses on vital aspects of farming such as:

 • Hydroponics & Aquaponics 
 • Applied Animal Health Sessions 1,2 & 3
 • Free-Range Poultry Production
 • Basics to Horticulture
 • Advanced Poultry Production
 • Basic Farm Management

 • Basics to Beekeeping 
 • Animal Nutrition
 • Commercial Pig Production
 • Profit-driven cattle breeding
 • Livestock Production
 • Advanced Farm Management
 • Free-Range Poultry Production
 • Baking as a Business
 • Basics to Rabbit Farming
 • Advanced beekeeping
 • Harvesting of bee products

Certificates of attendance are issued to participants for each 
course that is successfully completed.
During this financial year, Agra ProVision trained 381 external 
participants and 373 internal participants, a total of 754 
course participants. 

Anyone who dreams of spending a life being independent, 
working hard, contributing to their community and ultimately 
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Graduates of Agra Agricultural Academy – Class of 2022

Participants who took part in an Animal Health course 
practical.

Beginner Beekeeping course presented in Otavi.

serving their nation, does not have to look much further 
than agriculture to do so.

The Agra Agricultural Academy offers students a fully 
accredited National Certificate, or National Diploma in 
either Plant or Animal Production. Not only is quality, 
accredited education available to every Namibian, but you 
are able to study 100% online. Furthermore, all course 
content and materials are based on Namibian farming 
practices, as used by Namibians, for Namibian farms 
– while practical sessions are facilitated by Namibian 
industry experts with products that are proven to work 
in Namibia. Plus, you can do your practical right on your 
own farm, or one you have access to. 

The Agra Agricultural Academy offers a one-of-a-
kind, e-learning platform which provides students the 
opportunity to study at their own pace, from the comfort 
of their home environment. A total of 61 student’s 
enrolled for this financial year.  To date, 85 students have 
been enrolled. 

This year, the second graduation ceremony was held 
on the 8th of July 2022 at the Agra Bank Windhoek Ring. 
Two graduates received a Diploma and eight graduates 
received Certificates in Animal Production and Plant 
Production respectively.  The Diploma qualifications are 
on an NQF Level 5.

SWAKARA 
Up until 31 March 2022, Agra served the Swakara industry 
in three key areas, namely; the marketing of the pelts, 
the management of the Swakara Board (an SOE under 
the Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry) and the 
management of the Swakara Breeders’ Society, which was 
established in 1919.

Agra was the sole marketing agent for the sought-after 
Swakara pelts. Agra’s Pelt Centre was responsible for 
collecting, sorting, packaging and dispatching pelts 
destined for International Fur Fashion markets. As from 
1 April 2022, Agra only facilitates the transfer of pelts from 
the producer to Swakara.
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AGRA 
 Auctions Agra continues to be a major service provider in the 

livestock sector of Namibian agriculture through the 
marketing of livestock and the provision of animal 
husbandry inputs.

General grazing conditions further improved from the 
previous rainy season, except for areas in the far north western 
region. Good grazing and a positive price outlook contributed 
to the general wellbeing of the primary agricultural sector.  
Restocking and herd improvement still received attention and 
that was confirmed by successful stud auctions and a larger 
number of breeding animals sold during the period under 
review.

During the annual Agra Weaner Championship Series, it was 
once again evident that smaller numbers of heifers were sold 
in comparison to tollies, complimenting the sentiment of 
restocking and the expansion of breeding herds on a national 
level.  However, Agra Auctions again ended the financial 
year with a very successful weaner auction season, with a 
significant increase in numbers when compared to 2021.

Weaner exports always remain an important source of 
income for producers, particularly after a number of difficult 
years.  Tollies achieved an average price of N$ 38.68/kg for 

the year under review and heifers N$ 38.07/kg, compared to 
N$ 38.20/kg and N$ 39.05/kg respectively during the previous 
financial year. Improved grazing conditions across a large part 
of the country also influenced the average weight of weaners 
marketed. The average weaner weight increased with around 
six (6) kilograms per head, averaging at 200kg versus 194kg 
for the previous year. Exceptionally high prices were once 
again paid for weaner calves weighing less than 200kg. Prices 
as high as N$ 59.00/kg were paid for weaners that weighed 
less than 130kg.

The financial year under review will be remembered for 
good, fairly stable livestock prices across the board, including 
commercial and stud animals. The numbers of cattle 
marketed increased by approximately 11% when compared 
to 2021, while the average price per head increased with 3% 
to N$ 9 428.

The Foot and Mouth Disease status of neighbouring South 
Africa posed a threat to Namibia and will continue to do so 
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2021 Agra Weaner Championship Series sponsors and winners.

Agra Auctions agents.

Okosongoro and Super Game Auction.

over the next few years.  The most significant effect of 
this during the past number of years has been the ban on 
seedstock imports.  On the other hand, the affected South 
African Animal Health status has opened new doors to 
Namibia, with regards to the export of seedstock to other 
SADC countries.   

Stud auctions ended the year on a high note with an 
average bull price of N$ 60 600 per head and an increased 
number of Namibian breeding stock being exported to 
South Africa, Botswana, Zimbabwe and Zambia. 

During the period under review, game auctions 
experienced an increase in demand for plains game and 
some exotic species.  The highlight of the season was the 
sale of an Oryx cow for N$ 250 000 and a Sable bull for 
N$ 840 000.

The turnover for sheep marketed through Agra auctions 
increased by 15% compared to 2021, while the average 
price per head increased with 0.5% only. The increase in 
numbers of sheep sold has had a more significant effect 
than the price difference when compared to 2021, where 
the situation was reversed, courtesy of an average price 
increase of nearly 40%. 

Goat marketing was once again challenging with floods 
and political unrest occurring in the KwaZulu Natal area, 
limiting exports for a short period of time.  The gross 
turnover for goats increased from with nearly 40%, while 
the average price increased with N$ 2 per head year on 
year.
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We believe that positive engagement and open communication are critical 
to developing productive networks. Information is valuable!
Let’s Talk.

LET’S  
 Talk
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5 640
TOTAL FOLLOWERS (ALL PAGES)
The Agra Instagram follower base is 
ever growing and serves as a window 
into what the brand is all about.

946
TOTAL FOLLOWERS
Agra on Linkedin shares highlights from 
our CEO speeches as well as vacancies 
and news surrounding the brand.

AGRA
DIGITAL FOOTPRINT

118 149
TOTAL FOLLOWERS (ALL PAGES)
The Agra Facebook follower base has 
had a steady increase in followers 
since its inception and serves as a 
great marketing tool for the brand.100

TOTAL SUBSCRIBERS (AGRA CHANNEL)
200+ VIEWS PER MONTH

549
TOTAL SUBSCRIBERS (AUCTIONS CHANNEL)
6000+ VIEWS PER MONTH

COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORMS 
We believe that positive engagement and open communication 
are critical to developing productive networks. Information is 
valuable hence Agra uses different platforms to engage with 
all our stakeholders.

PODCASTS AVAILABLE ON 
AGRA WEBSITE46 000+

PAGE VIEWS PER MONTH

www.agra.com.na
www.safariden.com.na

www.arosenthal.com.na
www.auasvalley.com.na

LinkedIn

Instagram

Facebook
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We believe in sustainable growth and supporting initiatives that lead to 
positive impacts. We care for the environment.

WE CARE FOR THE  
 Environment
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Sustainable growth is one of Agra`s key strategic goals. To 
guarantee the sustainable and continuous growth of the 
company, each business unit plays an active role in managing 
the impact of all its operations. This includes the recognition 
and management of all opportunities and risks within the 
business, as well as the environment and surrounding 
communities. Environmental sustainability is a prime focus 
of Agra. The impact of drought has long emphasised the 
greater effects of climate change on our industry. Prioritising 
sustainable environmental practises not only guarantees the 
future of our business, but also allows Agra to be a responsible 
corporate citizen while leading the way for our industry. We 
apply good corporate governance, priding ourselves in living 
our company values, while adhering to national Legislation 
and Regulatory standards, including prescribed policies that 
contribute to being environmentally responsible.

Agra Ltd is committed to reducing our carbon footprint by 
the wide-scale adoption of alternative and renewable energy 
sources and water saving measures in our own operations. 
These have proven to be both practical and cost efficient in 
the long-term. For our consumers, Agra sources a variety 
of alternative energy products within the Agra Retail space, 
allowing producers to adopt responsible energy management 
systems in their own businesses.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
The management, maintenance and security of Agra’s 
properties and buildings are crucial to the sustainability 
of our business. The Properties Division ensures that Agra 
facilities are maintained and that properties are accessible to  
authorised personnel and that they are in compliance with all 
legislative, security requirements and regulations. In doing so, 
it seeks to set clear rules and regulations for the maintenance 
and protection of the buildings and properties, as well as for 
security and access.

PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT
Agra aims to reach out to all communities by providing 
nationwide services and comprehensive product ranges. 
Ultimately we invest in property because we believe in 
Namibia. We are putting our money down through a brick 
and mortar presence and we are here for the long run. 
Agra invested approximately N$ 32m in its properties (land 
and buildings) during the year under review. A few key Agra 
property development projects during the year under review:
 • Phase 2 of the new Outjo branch development to   
  the value of N$ 12,7m
 • Construction of the new Okahandja retail branch   
  and feedstore to the value of N$ 12.6m
 • Construction of the new convenience store in 
  Karibib with shaded parking for the service station   
  to the value of N$ 3,2m
 • Construction of the new convenience store in 
  Gobabis, complementing  the fuel station and new   
  auctions offices to the value of N$ 3,7m
 • A new roof structure over the containers in 
  Rehoboth was erected to the value of N$ 290,000
 • A new roof structure over the containers in 
  Maltahöhe was erected to the value of N$ 130,000
 • Upgrading to the Grootfontein branch by interlocking   

  paving around the salt shed and shaded parking   
  at the service station to the value of N$ 150,000
 • New shaded parking at the Aranos branch were 
  constructed to the value of N$ 75,000

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY 
Agra is firmly committed and legally responsible and provides 
a policy enabling all work activities to be carried out safely 
and with all measures taken to remove or minimize risk to 
the health and welfare of employees, contractors, customers, 
authorized visitors and anyone else who may be affected by 
Agra’s operations. The company is committed to ensuring its 
employees comply with the relevant Occupational Health and 
Safety Regulation, No. 11 of 2007, applicable codes of practice
and relevant standards as far as possible. Agra Properties 
Division also ensures that its contractors comply with health 
& Safety legislation while doing construction work on the Agra 
property development projects, and while doing repairs and 
maintenance to existing properties.

AGRA GOING GREEN INITIATIVES
Agra is well aware of environmental threats, particularly 
plastic waste, climate change, pesticide use and other threats 
to biodiversity. It is against this background that the company 
decided to put more emphasis on green initiatives.  Agra’s 
Retail division minimizes the use of plastic bags and sells 
more energy efficient and sustainable farming products. 
Agra is actively living by one of its values of ‘we care for 
the environment’.  Agra charges for plastic bags at all retail 
stores and uses Rent-a-Drum services for recycling paper. 
Additionally, Agra has embarked on paperless initiatives such 
as the monthly digital newsletter. As part of the recycling 
initiative, Agra also purchases customers’ used automotive 
batteries, which are then safely disposed of. 

Since inception of the solar power installations, at the 
commercial properties, Agra reduced its carbon footprint to 
an extent equalling the saving of 23 817 trees, or recycling  
3 122 tons of waste, or burning 4 460 tons of coal, or 34 980 
094 kilometeres driven by an average passenger vehicle.

Ongoing waste management drives at Agra: 
 • Whenever the Properties Division demolishes old  
  buildings for whatever reason (usually for making way  
  for new developments), all re-usable material is 
  salvaged before demolitions take place. The recovered   
  material is then sold again, either directly, or by way of  
  loose goods auctions.
 • Paper: Agra reduces paper trails by considering to send  
  all reports, statements and letters via email, reuse and 
  recycle paper in collaboration with a recycling company;
 • Cardboard boxes and other packaging material: Agra   
  recycles, re-uses where applicable; or alternatively 
  make use of a recycling company to collect and recycle;
 • Plastic crates: Agra re-uses and recycles where applicable;
 • Branding material and signage: Agra re-uses and re-cycles  
  frames of branding material and signage where applicable
 • Bathroom stickers: Marketing initiatives done in order  
  to create more buy-in and awareness of our water   
  saving efforts.
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Karibib Fuel Station

GoAgra Convenience stores, now open in Opuwo, Karasburg, 
Karibib and Gobabis.

New Okahandja branch

New Outjo branch
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Agra Properties has installed solar panels at all Agra owned retail properties and also at the 
Auas Valley Shopping Mall in Windhoek. 

Since installation: 
Total solar output has been 8 660 272 kWh • That translates into 8 920 tons of CO2

 savings  
That’s equivalent to:

Saving 34 980 094 
kilometres driven by 

an average passenger 
vehicle.

Saving a total of 
23 817 trees.

3 122 tons of 
waste recycled

Saving 4 460 tons of 
coal burned
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In a world where change is inevitable, Agra has for the past 42 years, remained 
constant in our culture of excellence, committed to creating breakthrough agricultural 
solutions that delivers on quality and cost-effectiveness. Supporting results-driven 
initiatives that improve the quality of life and growth is part of our strive to constantly 
create a better life for all Namibians.

HOOKED ON  
 Results
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Country of incorporation and domicile Namibia

Nature of business and principal activities Agra is a multipurpose agricultural, rent and consulting group of companies
and has branches throughout Namibia providing auction and related services,
farming inputs and equipment as well as pet accessories, camping
equipment, arms and ammunition, gardening and household goods.

Directors N.A.R. van der Merwe (Chairman)
B.H. Mouton (Vice chairman)
J. Woermann
B. Amuenje
A. Steyn
Z.Z. Majiedt

Registered office Unit 6 Gold Street Business Park
Gold Street
Prosperita
Windhoek

Bankers Bank Windhoek Limited
First National Bank of Namibia Limited
Nampost Savings Bank
Nedbank Namibia Limited
Standard Bank Namibia Limited

Auditors Ernst & Young Namibia

Secretary Bonsai Secretarial Compliance Services

Company registration number 2010/0406

Transfer secretary Transfer Secretaries (Pty) Ltd
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Sponsor PSG Wealth Management (Namibia) (Pty) Ltd
First Floor PSG Building
5 Conradie Street
Windhoek
Registration number 98/528
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Agra Limited
Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 July 2022

Directors' Report

The directors have pleasure in submitting their report on the consolidated and separate annual financial statements of Agra Limited for
the year ended 31 July 2022.

1. Review of financial results and activities

The consolidated and separate annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards and the requirements of the Namibian Companies Act, No 28 of 2004. The accounting policies have been applied consistently
compared to the prior year.

Full details of the financial position, results of operations and cash flows of the group and company are set out in these annual financial
statements.

2. Share capital

There have been no changes to the authorised or issued share capital during the year under review (2021: no change).

3. Dividends

The company's dividend policy is to consider a dividend in respect of each financial year. At its discretion, the board may consider a
special dividend, where appropriate. Depending on the perceived need to retain funds for expansion or operating purposes, the board
may pass on the payment of dividends.

The board proposes a dividend of 13.5 cents per ordinary share in respect the 2022 financial year's results (2021: 10 cents) amounting to 
N$ 13 791 988 (2021: N$ 10 216 287). The declaration is in line with the company’s dividend policy. 

The proposed dividend will be paid in the following financial year and accordingly not recognised as a liability at the reporting date.

4. Directorate

The directors in office during the year and up to and including the date of this report are listed below. All directors are non-executive and
are Namibian citizens.

Directors
N.A.R. van der Merwe (Chairman)
B.H. Mouton (Vice chairman)
J. Woermann
B. Amuenje
A. Steyn
Z.Z. Majiedt

5. Events after the reporting period

The directors are not aware of any material event which occurred after the reporting date and up to the date of this report.

6. Going concern

The directors believe that the group and company have adequate financial resources to continue in operation for the foreseeable future
and accordingly the annual financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis. The directors have satisfied themselves that
the group and company are in a sound financial position and have access to sufficient borrowing facilities to meet its foreseeable cash
requirements. The directors are not aware of any new material changes that may adversely impact the group and company. The directors
are also not aware of any material non-compliance with statutory or regulatory requirements or of any pending changes to legislation
which may affect the group and company.

7. Secretary

The company secretary is Bonsai Secretarial Compliance Services.

8. Auditor

Ernst & Young Namibia is the group and company's auditor and will continue in office in accordance with section 278(2) of the
Company Act of Namibia. 
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Statements of Financial Position as at 31 July 2022
Group Company

2022 2021 2022 2021
Note N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000

Assets

Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment 6 493 960 461 171 493 578 460 718
Right-of-use assets 7 7 178 10 833 7 178 10 833
Investment property 8 45 924 45 424 31 614 31 114
Intangible assets 9 8 607 10 359 8 607 10 345
Investments in subsidiaries 10 - - 17 797 17 797
Investments at fair value 11 644 150 644 150

556 313 527 937 559 418 530 957

Current Assets
Inventories 12 319 638 283 660 303 540 262 956
Loans to group companies 13 - - 6 606 7 271
Trade and other receivables 14 162 576 138 620 161 360 136 387
Prepayments 15 21 868 5 752 15 609 5 185
Current tax receivable 16 3 574 2 926 672 -
Cash and cash equivalents 17 28 879 27 948 20 916 23 042

536 535 458 906 508 703 434 841

Total Assets 1 092 848 986 843 1 068 121 965 798

Equity and Liabilities

Equity

Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of Parent
Share capital 18 102 163 102 163 102 163 102 163
Fair value reserve 19 28 054 27 554 29 994 29 494
Retained income 432 487 366 056 408 556 346 066

562 704 495 773 540 713 477 723
Non-controlling interest 36 21 - -

562 740 495 794 540 713 477 723

Liabilities

Non-Current Liabilities
Borrowings 20 109 828 122 318 109 828 122 318
Lease liabilities 7 6 053 8 455 6 053 8 455
Retirement benefit obligation 21 24 705 28 576 24 705 28 576
Deferred tax 22 65 097 59 779 64 419 59 217
Provisions 23 2 758 2 650 2 732 2 623

208 441 221 778 207 737 221 189
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Statements of Financial Position as at 31 July 2022
Group Company

2022 2021 2022 2021
Note(s) N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000

Current Liabilities
Borrowings 20 12 678 12 752 12 678 12 752
Lease liabilities 7 2 507 3 796 2 507 3 796
Current tax payable 16 9 2 061 - 2 045
Provisions 23 5 851 5 780 5 747 5 680
Trade and other payables 24 187 119 157 352 185 236 155 083
Dividend payable 10 301 7 107 10 301 7 107
Bank overdraft 17 103 202 80 423 103 202 80 423

321 667 269 271 319 671 266 886

Total Liabilities 530 108 491 049 527 408 488 075

Total Equity and Liabilities 1 092 848 986 843 1 068 121 965 798
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Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income
Group Company

2022 2021 2022 2021
Note N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000

Continuing operations
Revenue from contracts with customers * 25 1 977 758 1 790 577 1 953 937 1 741 662
Revenue other than from contracts with customers 25 19 347 18 951 19 382 18 951
Cost of sales (1 563 233) (1 412 502) (1 549 441) (1 374 964)

Gross profit 433 872 397 026 423 878 385 649
Other operating income * 26 11 550 9 648 11 522 9 495
Other operating gains (losses) 27 818 1 509 808 932
Movement in credit loss allowances 28 (810) (3 869) (819) (3 900)
Other operating expenses 28 (329 822) (308 044) (325 129) (300 826)

Operating profit 115 608 96 270 110 260 91 350
Investment income 29 9 832 5 700 9 789 5 650
Finance costs 30 (15 778) (16 249) (16 203) (16 221)
Other non-operating income 31 1 716 1 716

Profit before taxation 109 663 86 437 103 847 81 495
Taxation 32 (34 686) (26 363) (32 820) (24 876)

Profit from continuing operations 74 977 60 074 71 027 56 619
Loss from discontinued operations - (38) - -

Profit for the year 74 977 60 036 71 027 56 619

Other comprehensive income:
Remeasurements on net defined benefit liability 21 2 778 (986) 2 778 (986)
Remeasurements on provision for severance pay 23 436 82 427 84
Income tax effects thereon (1 029) 290 (1 026) 289

Total items that will not be reclassified to profit or loss 2 185 (614) 2 179 (613)

Total comprehensive income for the year 77 162 59 422 73 206 56 006

Owners of the parent:
Equity shareholders - continuing operations 74 962 59 977 71 027 56 619
Equity shareholders - discontinued operations - (38) - -

74 962 59 939 71 027 56 619
Non-controlling interests - from continuing operations 15 97 - -

Profit for the year 74 977 60 036 71 027 56 619

Total comprehensive income attributable to:
Owners of the parent 77 147 59 325 73 206 56 006
Non-controlling interest 15 97 - -

Total comprehensive income for the year 77 162 59 422 73 206 56 006

Basic and diluted earnings per share (cents)
Continuing operations 33 73.37 58.71 - -
Discontinued operations 33 - (0.04) - -

73.37 58.67 - -

*  Certain items of income have been reclassified out of revenue into other operating income. Refer to note 25 for further information.
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Statement of Changes in Equity
Share capital Fair value

reserve
Retained income Total

attributable to
equity holders of

the company

Non-controlling
interests

Total equity

N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000

Group
Balance at 01 August 2020 102 163 26 939 312 454 441 556 (76) 441 480

Profit for the year - - 59 939 59 939 97 60 036
Other comprehensive loss - - (614) (614) - (614)

Total comprehensive income for
the year

- - 59 325 59 325 97 59 422

Transfer between reserves - 615 (615) - - -
Dividends - - (5 108) (5 108) - (5 108)

Total contributions by and
distributions to owners of
company recognised directly in
equity

- 615 (5 723) (5 108) - (5 108)

Balance at 01 August 2021 102 163 27 554 366 056 495 773 21 495 794

Profit for the year - - 74 962 74 962 15 74 977
Other comprehensive income - - 2 185 2 185 - 2 185

Total comprehensive income for
the year

- - 77 147 77 147 15 77 162

Transfer between reserves - 500 (500) - - -
Dividends - - (10 216) (10 216) - (10 216)

Total contributions by and
distributions to owners of
company recognised directly in
equity

- 500 (10 716) (10 216) - (10 216)

Balance at 31 July 2022 102 163 28 054 432 487 562 704 36 562 740

Note 18 19
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Statement of Changes in Equity
Share capital Fair value

reserve
Retained income Total

attributable to
equity holders of

the company

Non-controlling
interests

Total equity

N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000

Company
Balance at 01 August 2020 102 163 28 879 295 783 426 825 - 426 825

Profit for the year - - 56 619 56 619 - 56 619
Other comprehensive loss - - (613) (613) - (613)

Total comprehensive income for
the year

- - 56 006 56 006 - 56 006

Transfer between reserves - 615 (615) - - -
Dividends - - (5 108) (5 108) - (5 108)

Total contributions by and
distributions to owners of
company recognised directly in
equity

- 615 (5 723) (5 108) - (5 108)

Balance at 01 August 2021 102 163 29 494 346 066 477 723 - 477 723

Profit for the year - - 71 027 71 027 - 71 027
Other comprehensive income - - 2 179 2 179 - 2 179

Total comprehensive income for
the year

- - 73 206 73 206 - 73 206

Transfer between reserves - 500 (500) - - -
Dividends - - (10 216) (10 216) - (10 216)

Total contributions by and
distributions to owners of
company recognised directly in
equity

- 500 (10 716) (10 216) - (10 216)

Balance at 31 July 2022 102 163 29 994 408 556 540 713 - 540 713

Note 18 19
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Statements of Cash Flows
Group Company

2022 2021 2022 2021
Note N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000

Cash flows from operating activities

Cash generated from operations 34 80 804 63 104 75 797 59 652
Interest income received 29 9 832 5 700 9 789 5 650
Finance costs paid (5 701) (4 265) (6 126) (4 238)
Tax paid 35 (34 370) (16 409) (32 632) (15 882)
Tax refunded 35 1 273 1 079 1 273 838

Net cash generated from operating activities 51 838 49 209 48 101 46 020

Cash flows from investing activities

Purchase of property, plant and equipment 6 (39 760) (15 818) (39 746) (15 824)
Proceeds on disposal of property, plant and equipment 41 23 42 23
Proceeds on disposal of investment property - 1 054 - 1 054
Loans to group companies repaid - - 56 210 10 857
Loans advanced to group companies - - (55 545) (9 457)
Purchase of investment measured at fair value 11 (494) - (494) -
Proceeds on disposal of assets held for sale - 824 - -
Dividends received 31 1 716 1 716

Net cash from investing activities (40 212) (13 201) (39 532) (12 631)

Cash flows from financing activities

Repayment of borrowings - principal portion 36 (12 564) (21 753) (12 564) (21 753)
Repayment of borrowings - interest portion 36 (9 104) (10 637) (9 104) (10 637)
Lease liability payments - principal portion 36 (3 811) (3 487) (3 811) (3 484)
Lease liability payments - interest portion 36 (973) (1 347) (973) (1 346)
Dividends paid 37 (7 022) (3 568) (7 022) (3 568)

Net cash from financing activities (33 474) (40 792) (33 474) (40 788)

Total cash movement for the year (21 848) (4 784) (24 905) (7 399)
Cash and overdraft at the beginning of the year (52 475) (47 691) (57 381) (49 982)

Total cash and overdraft at end of the year 17 (74 323) (52 475) (82 286) (57 381)
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Accounting Policies

1. Significant accounting policies

The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these consolidated and separate annual financial statements are set out
below.

1.1 Basis of preparation

The consolidated and separate annual financial statements have been prepared on the going concern basis in accordance with, and in
compliance with, International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC)
interpretations issued and effective at the time of preparing these annual financial statements and the Namibian Companies Act, No 28 of
2004.

The annual financial statements have been prepared on the historic cost convention, unless otherwise stated in the accounting policies
which follow and incorporate the principal accounting policies set out below. They are presented in Namibian dollars, which is the group
and company's functional currency. All figures are rounded to the nearest thousand unless indicated otherwise.

These accounting policies are consistent with the previous period.

1.2 Significant judgements and sources of estimation uncertainty

The preparation of annual financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires management, from time to time, to make judgements,
estimates and assumptions that affect the application of policies and reported amounts of assets, liabilities, income and expenses.

These estimates and associated assumptions are based on experience and various other factors that are believed to be reasonable
under the circumstances. Actual results may differ from these estimates. The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an
ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimates are revised, and in any future
periods affected.

Critical judgements in applying accounting policies

The critical judgements made by management in applying accounting policies, apart from those involving estimations, that have the most
significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements, are outlined as follows:

Determining the lease term of contracts with renewal and termination options as lessee

The group and company use judgement in determining the lease term by deciding whether or not a lease contract is likely to be extended.
The lease term is determined with reference to the non-cancellable term of the lease, together with any periods covered by an option to
extend if it is reasonably certain to be exercised, or any periods covered by an option to terminate the lease, if it is reasonably certain not to
be exercised.

The group and company consider all relevant factors that create an economic incentive to exercise either the renewal or termination. After
the lease commencement date, the group and company reassess the lease term if there is a significant event or change in circumstances
that is within its control and affects its ability to exercise or not to exercise the option to renew or to terminate.

Refer to note 7 for further information on the use of judgement in determining the lease term.

Key sources of estimation uncertainty

Impairment of financial assets

The impairment provisions for financial assets are based on assumptions about risk of default and expected loss rates. The group and
company use judgement in making these assumptions and selecting the inputs to the impairment calculation, based on the group and
company’s past history, existing market conditions as well as forward looking estimates at the end of each reporting period. For details
of the key assumptions and inputs used, refer to the individual notes addressing financial assets.

Fair value estimation

Several assets and liabilities of the group and company are either measured at fair value or disclosure is made of their fair values.

Observable market data is used as inputs to the extent that it is available. Qualified external valuers are consulted for the determination
of appropriate valuation techniques and inputs where necessary.
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Accounting Policies

1.2 Significant judgements and sources of estimation uncertainty (continued)

Provisions

Provisions are inherently based on assumptions and estimates using the best information available. Additional disclosure of these
estimates of provisions are included in note 23.

Taxation

Judgement is required in determining the provision for income taxes due to the complexity of legislation. There are many transactions
and calculations for which the ultimate tax determination is uncertain during the ordinary course of business. The group and company
recognise liabilities for anticipated tax audit issues based on estimates of whether additional taxes will be due. Where the final tax
outcome of these matters is different from the amounts that were initially recorded, such differences will impact the income tax and
deferred tax provisions in the period in which such determination is made.

The group and company recognise the net future tax benefit related to deferred income tax assets to the extent that it is probable that
the deductible temporary differences will reverse in the foreseeable future. Assessing the recoverability of deferred income tax assets
requires the group to make significant estimates related to expectations of future taxable income. Estimates of future taxable income
are based on forecast cash flows from operations and the application of existing tax laws in each jurisdiction. To the extent that future
cash flows and taxable income differ significantly from estimates, the ability of the group and company to realise the net deferred tax
assets recorded at the end of the reporting period could be impacted.

For details regarding the assumptions used by the group in recognising deferred tax assets relating to taxable losses of subsidiaries,
refer to note 22.

Post-retirement benefit obligation

The value of the obligation is determined by actuarial calculations. Detailed information on the input, estimates and assumptions made
has been disclosed in note 21.

Discount rate used in determining lease liability

For each lease contract, the group and company estimate the lease term and whether termination or extension options are exercised to
establish the contractual lease payments. A discount rate is applied to present value the contractual lease payments, including any
anticipated residual amounts. The resultant lease liability, less any direct contract costs incurred, and right-of-use asset are raised.

Refer to note 7 for specific information regarding the discount rate.

1.3 Translation of foreign currencies

Foreign currency transactions

A foreign currency transaction is recorded, on initial recognition in Namibian dollars, by applying to the foreign currency amount the
spot exchange rate between the functional currency and the foreign currency at the date of the transaction.

At the end of the reporting period foreign currency monetary items are translated using the closing rate. Non-monetary items that are
measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rate at the date of the transaction.

In circumstances where the group and company receives or pays an amount in foreign currency in advance of a transaction, the
transaction date for purposes of determining the exchange rate to use on initial recognition of the related asset, income or expense is
the date on which the group and company initially recognised the non-monetary item arising on payment or receipt of the advance
consideration.

If there are multiple payments or receipts in advance, group and company determines a date of transaction for each payment or receipt
of advance consideration.

Exchange differences arising on the settlement of monetary items or on translating monetary items at rates different from those at
which they were translated on initial recognition during the period or in previous annual financial statements are recognised in profit or
loss in the period in which they arise.
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1.3 Translation of foreign currencies (continued)

When a gain or loss on a non-monetary item is recognised to other comprehensive income and accumulated in equity, any exchange
component of that gain or loss is recognised to other comprehensive income and accumulated in equity. When a gain or loss on a non-
monetary item is recognised in profit or loss, any exchange component of that gain or loss is recognised in profit or loss.

Cash flows arising from transactions in a foreign currency are recorded in Namibian dollars by applying to the foreign currency amount
the exchange rate between the Namibian dollar and the foreign currency at the date of the cash flow.

1.4 Consolidation of subsidiaries

Basis of consolidation

The consolidated annual financial statements incorporate the annual financial statements of the company and all subsidiaries.
Subsidiaries are entities, including structured entities, which are controlled by the group. Control exists when the group has control of
an entity when it is exposed to or has rights to variable returns from involvement with the entity and it has the ability to affect those
returns through use of its power over the entity.

All inter-company transactions, balances, and unrealised gains on transactions between group companies are eliminated in full on
consolidation. Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of an impairment of the asset transferred.

Acquisitions and changes in ownership

Subsidiaries are fully consolidated into the group's annual financial statements from the effective date of acquisition to the effective
date of disposal or when control ceases.

The group accounts for business combinations using the acquisition method of accounting. The cost of the business combination is
measured as the aggregate of the fair values of assets given, liabilities incurred or assumed and equity instruments issued. Costs directly
attributable to the business combination are expensed as incurred, except the costs to issue debt which are amortised as part of the
effective interest and costs to issue equity which are included in equity.

Goodwill is determined as the consideration paid, plus the fair value of any shareholding held prior to obtaining control, plus non-
controlling interest and less the fair value of the identifiable assets and liabilities of the acquiree. If, in the case of a bargain purchase,
the result of this formula is negative, then the difference is recognised directly in profit or loss.

Goodwill is not amortised but is tested on an annual basis for impairment. If goodwill is assessed to be impaired, that impairment is not
subsequently reversed.

When the group ceases to consolidate or equity account for an investment because of a loss of control, joint control or significant
influence, any retained interest in the entity is remeasured to its fair value, with the change in carrying amount recognised in profit or
loss. This fair value becomes the initial carrying amount for the purposes of subsequently accounting for the retained interest as an
associate, joint venture or financial asset. In addition, any amounts previously recognised in other comprehensive income in respect of
that entity are accounted for as if the group had directly disposed of the related assets or liabilities. This may mean that amounts
previously recognised in other comprehensive income are reclassified to profit or loss.

Non-controlling interests

In the event of an acquisition, non-controlling interests in the acquiree entity are measured on an acquisition-by-acquisition basis either
at fair value or at the non-controlling interests' proportionate share in the recognised amounts of the acquiree's identifiable net assets.
This treatment applies to non-controlling interests which are present ownership interests, and entitle their holders to a proportionate
share of the entity's net assets in the event of liquidation. All other components of non-controlling interests are measured at their
acquisition date fair values, unless another measurement basis is required by IFRS.

Non-controlling interests in the net assets of consolidated subsidiaries are identified and recognised separately from the group's
interest therein, and are recognised within equity. Losses of subsidiaries attributable to non-controlling interests are allocated to the
non-controlling interest even if this results in a debit balance being recognised for non-controlling interest.
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1.4 Consolidation of subsidiaries (continued)

Transactions with non-controlling interests that do not result in loss of control are accounted for as equity transactions and are
recognised directly in the Statement of Changes in Equity. The difference between the fair value of consideration paid or received and
the movement in non-controlling interest for such transactions is recognised in a separate reserve in equity attributable to the owners
of the company. Transactions with non-controlling interests unrelated to interests held in subsidiaries are treated as external party
transactions.

1.5 Segment information

Operating segments are reported in a manner consistent with the internal reporting provided to the board of directors.

Segmental results presented in these annual financial statements include items directly attributable to each segment as well as those
that can be allocated on a reasonable and systematic basis. Unallocated items comprise corporate results.

Transactions between segments are eliminated. Intersegment pricing is determined on an arm’s length basis. The segment summaries
are reconciled back to the rest of the annual financial statements where applicable. The group's segment information is presented in
note 5.

1.6 Property, plant and equipment

Property, plant and equipment are tangible assets which the group and company hold for its own use or for rental to others and which
are expected to be used for more than one year.

An item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with
the item will flow to the group and company, and the cost of the item can be measured reliably.

Property, plant and equipment is initially measured at cost. Cost includes all of the expenditure which is directly attributable to the
acquisition or construction of the asset, including the capitalisation of borrowing costs on qualifying assets and adjustments in respect
of hedge accounting, where appropriate.

Expenditure incurred subsequently for major services, additions to or replacements of parts of property, plant and equipment are
capitalised if it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the expenditure will flow to the group and company and the
cost can be measured reliably. Day to day servicing costs are included in profit or loss in the year in which they are incurred.

Depreciation of an asset commences when the asset is available for use as intended by management. Depreciation is charged to write
off the asset's carrying amount over its estimated useful life to its estimated residual value, using a method that best reflects the
pattern in which the asset's economic benefits are consumed by the group and company. Leased assets are depreciated in a consistent
manner over the shorter of their expected useful lives and the lease term. Depreciation is not charged to an asset if its estimated
residual value exceeds or is equal to its carrying amount. Depreciation of an asset ceases at the earlier of the date that the asset is
classified as held for sale or derecognised.

The residual value, useful life and depreciation method of each asset are reviewed at the end of each reporting year. If the expectations
differ from previous estimates, the change is accounted for prospectively as a change in accounting estimate.

Each part of an item of property, plant and equipment with a cost that is significant in relation to the total cost of the item is
depreciated separately.

The depreciation charge for each year is recognised in profit or loss unless it is included in the carrying amount of another asset.

Impairment tests are performed on property, plant and equipment when there is an indicator that they may be impaired. When the
carrying amount of an item of property, plant and equipment is assessed to be higher than the estimated recoverable amount, an
impairment loss is recognised immediately in profit or loss to bring the carrying amount in line with the recoverable amount.

An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised upon disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected from its
continued use or disposal. Any gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment, determined as
the difference between the net disposal proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount of the item, is included in profit or loss when the
item is derecognised.
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1.7 Leases

The group and company assess whether a contract is, or contains, a lease at the inception of the contract.

A contract is, or contains, a lease if the contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset for a period of time in
exchange for consideration.

In order to assess whether a contract is, or contains, a lease, management determine whether the asset under consideration is
'identified', which means that the asset is either explicitly or implicitly specified in the contract and that the supplier does not have a
substantial right of substitution throughout the period of use. Once management has concluded that the contract deals with an
identified asset, the right to control the use thereof is considered. To this end, control over the use of an identified asset only exists
when the group and company have the right to substantially all of the economic benefits from the use of the asset as well as the right
to direct the use of the asset.

In circumstances where the determination of whether the contract is or contains a lease requires significant judgement, the relevant
disclosures are provided in the significant judgments and sources of estimation uncertainty section of these accounting policies.

Lease contracts where group and company are lessees

The group and company assess whether a contract contains a lease as defined by the standard. If certain criteria are met the group and
company recognise a right-of-use (ROU) asset and a lease liability.

The ROU asset is measured at cost, which is made up of the initial measurement of the lease liability, any initial direct costs incurred by
the group and company, an estimate of any costs to dismantle and remove the asset at the end of the lease, where applicable, and any
lease payments made in advance of the lease commencement date net of any incentives received. ROU assets are included on a
separate line item on the face of the Statement of Financial Position and disclosed in note 7.

ROU assets are subsequently measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment. Depreciation is calculated on a straight-
line basis from the lease commencement date to the earlier of the end of the useful life of the right-of-use asset or the end of the lease
term. If the asset title transfers to the group and company at the end of the lease, the asset is depreciated over its useful life.

The group and company assess the right-of-use asset for impairment when such indicators exist.

Lease liabilities, presented in note 7, are initially measured at the present value of the lease payments unpaid at lease commencement
date, discounted using the interest rate implicit in the lease if that rate is readily available or the group and company’s incremental
borrowing rate. Lease payments usually include fixed payments but may also include variable payments. Payments stipulated in lease
contract extension options are typically not included unless management believes the assets cannot be replaced with minimal cost and
business disruption. Lease liabilities are disclosed as a separate line item in the statement of financial position.

Subsequent to initial measurement, the liability is reduced for payments made and increased for interest incurred.

The liability is remeasured to reflect any reassessment or modification. The corresponding adjustment is reflected in the ROU asset, or
profit and loss if the ROU asset is already reduced to zero.

Depreciation and interest are expensed in the year which they occur and are included in profit or loss.

The group and company do not recognise ROU assets and lease liabilities for short term contracts of twelve months or less, or leases of
low value assets of under US$ 5 000. Instead, the group and company recognise the payments in respect of these leases as an operating
expense on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease unless another systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern in
which economic benefits from the leased asset are consumed. 

Lease contracts where group and company are lessors

Leases for which the group and company are lessors are classified as finance or operating leases. Whenever the terms of the lease
transfer substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership to the lessee, the contract is classified as a finance lease. All other leases
are classified as operating leases. 

Lease classification is made at inception and is only reassessed if there is a lease modification, at which point the lease is accounted for
as a new lease. Any prepaid or accrued lease payments relating to the original lease are treated as part of the lease payments of the
new lease.
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1.7 Leases (continued)

Typically, the group and company's lease contracts are classified as operating leases. Lease rental is recognised on a straight-line basis
over the term of the lease, or other systematic basis considered representative of the pattern of use and benefit derived. Lease rental
income included in rental income in note 25.

1.8 Investment property

Investment properties include properties that are held for long-term rental yields and / or for capital appreciation. Investment
properties may include properties that are being constructed or developed for future use as investment properties.

Investment property is initially recognised at cost. Transaction costs are included in the initial measurement. 

Subsequently, investment properties are measured at fair value. The fair value of investment property is determined on a five-year
rotational basis by independent professional valuers. All properties' valuations are otherwise assessed by directors during the periods in
which they are not independently valuated to determine whether the carrying amount still approximates the fair value. Any changes in
fair value are recognised in profit or loss.

Investment properties may be subject to renovations or improvements at regular intervals. The costs of major renovations and
improvements are capitalised and the carrying amounts of the replaced components are recognised in profit or loss. The cost of
maintenance, repairs and minor improvements is recognised in profit or loss when incurred.

Upon disposal of investment property, the difference between the proceeds and the carrying amount is recognised in profit or loss.

1.9 Intangible assets

Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost. Costs include all costs related to acquisition, net of discounts or rebates, and other
directly attributable costs of preparing the asset for its intended use. Any costs associated with maintaining the asset are expensed
when incurred.

These costs are amortised to other operating expenses included in profit or loss using the straight-line method over a period which is
the shorter of their estimated useful lives and periods of contractual rights. The useful lives and amortisation methods of intangible
assets other than goodwill are reviewed at least at each year end date. The effects of any revision are recognised in profit or loss when
the changes arise. For information on the periods and methods of amortisation of intangible assets refer to note 9.

Internally generated brands, mastheads, publishing titles, customer lists and items similar in substance are not recognised as intangible
assets.

An intangible asset is derecognised upon disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected from its continued use or disposal.
Any gain or loss arising from the derecognition of that intangible asset is determined as the difference between the net disposal
proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount of the item, is included in profit or loss when the item is derecognised.

1.10 Investments in subsidiaries

Investments in subsidiaries in the company annual financial statements are carried at cost less any accumulated impairment losses. This
excludes investments which are held for sale and are consequently accounted for in accordance with IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held for
Sale and Discontinued Operations.

1.11 Financial instruments

Broadly, the classifications which are adopted by the group and company are as follows:

− Financial assets which are debt instruments classified as assets measured at amortised cost. These include loans to group
companies, trade and other receivables and cash and cash equivalents;

− Financial assets which are equity instruments classified as assets measured at fair value through profit or loss. This includes shares
in investments;

− Financial liabilities classified as liabilities measured at amortised cost. This includes loans group companies, borrowings, trade and
other payables, dividends payable and bank overdraft.
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1.11 Financial instruments (continued)

Note 3 Risk management and financial instruments presents the financial instruments held by the group and company based on their
specific classifications. The note highlights the risks related to those instruments and the management policies and procedures in place
to address each significant risk.

Regular way purchases and sales of financial assets are recognised on trade-date, the date on which the group commits to purchase or
sell the asset. Financial assets are derecognised when the rights to receive cash flows from the financial assets have expired or have
been transferred and the group has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership.

Financial assets held at fair value are not tested for impairment as their carrying amounts inherently take into account fluctuations in
fair value.

Financial liabilities are derecognised when the obligation specified in the contract is discharged, cancelled or expires.

The specific accounting policies for the classification, recognition and measurement of each type of financial instrument held by the
group and company are presented as follows.

Loans to group companies at amortised cost

Classification

Loan to group company are classified as financial assets subsequently measured at amortised cost.

They have been classified in this manner because the contractual terms of these loans give rise, on specified dates to cash flows that
are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal outstanding, and the company's business model is to collect the
contractual cash flows on these loans.

Recognition and measurement

Loans to group companies are recognised when the company becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the loan. The loans are
initially measured at fair value plus transaction costs, if any, and subsequently at amortised cost.

The amortised cost is the amount recognised on the loan initially, minus principal repayments, plus cumulative amortisation (interest)
using the effective interest method of any difference between the initial amount and the maturity amount, adjusted for any loss
allowance.

Impairment

The company recognises a loss allowance for expected credit losses on all loans receivable measured at amortised cost.  The amount of
expected credit losses is updated where applicable at each reporting date to reflect changes in credit risk since initial recognition of the
respective loans.

Loans to group companies are usually payable on demand at the reporting date, where each borrower has access to sufficient funds in
order to repay the loan if demanded at the reporting date. Accordingly, the expected credit loss is likely to be immaterial.

Where the strategy is to recover the loan over time, any credit loss calculated after taking into account the interest rate charged and
the amount expected to be recovered has been assessed to not be material.

Write off policy

The company writes off a loan when there is information indicating that the counterparty is in severe financial difficulty and there is no
realistic prospect of recovery. Loans written off may still be subject to enforcement activities under the company recovery procedures,
taking into account legal advice where appropriate. Any recoveries made are recognised in profit or loss.

Investments in equity instruments

Classification

Investments in equity instruments are classified as mandatorily at fair value through profit or loss.  
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1.11 Financial instruments (continued)

Recognition and measurement

Investments in equity instruments are recognised when the group and company become a party to the contractual provisions of the
instrument. The investments are measured, at initial recognition, at fair value. All other transaction costs are recognised in profit or
loss.

Investments in equity instruments are subsequently measured at fair value with any decreases or increases in fair value recognised in
profit or loss. Details of the valuation techniques and inputs are presented in note  4.

Dividends received on equity investments are recognised in profit or loss when the group and company's right to receive the dividends
is established, unless the dividends clearly represent a recovery of part of the cost of the investment. 

Trade and other receivables

Classification

Trade and other receivables which meet the definition of financial instruments are classified as financial assets subsequently measured
at amortised cost.

They have been classified in this manner because their contractual terms give rise, on specified dates to cash flows that are solely
payments of principal and interest on the principal outstanding, and the group and company's business model is to collect the
contractual cash flows on trade and other receivables.

Recognition and measurement

Trade and other receivables are recognised when the group and company become a party to the contractual provisions of the
receivables. They are measured, at initial recognition, at fair value plus transaction costs, if any.

They are subsequently measured at amortised cost.

The amortised cost is the amount recognised on the receivable initially, minus principal repayments, plus cumulative amortisation
(interest) using the effective interest method of any difference between the initial amount and the maturity amount, adjusted for any
loss allowance.

Impairment

The group and company recognise a loss allowance for expected credit losses on the trade and other receivables which are financial
assets. The amount of expected credit losses is updated at each reporting date.

The group and company measure the loss allowance for trade and other receivables at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses
(lifetime ECL), which represents the expected credit losses that will result from all possible default events over the expected life of the
receivable.

Measurement and recognition of expected credit losses

The group and company make use of a provision matrix as a practical expedient to the determination of expected credit losses on trade
and other receivables. The provision matrix is based on historic credit loss experience, adjusted for factors that are specific to the
debtors, general economic conditions and an assessment of both the current and forecast direction of conditions at the reporting date,
including the time value of money, where appropriate.

The customer base is widespread and does not show significantly different loss patterns for different customer segments. The loss
allowance is calculated on a collective basis for all trade and other receivables in totality. Details of the provision matrix is presented in
note 14.

An impairment gain or loss is recognised in profit or loss with a corresponding adjustment to the carrying amount of trade and other
receivables, through use of a loss allowance account.  The impairment loss is included in other operating expenses in profit or loss as a
movement in credit loss allowance.
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1.11 Financial instruments (continued)

Write off policy

The group and company write off a receivable when there is information indicating that the counterparty is in severe financial difficulty
and there is no realistic prospect of recovery, e.g. when the counterparty has been placed under liquidation or has entered into
bankruptcy proceedings. Receivables written off may still be subject to enforcement activities under the group and company recovery
procedures, taking into account legal advice where appropriate. Any recoveries made are recognised in profit or loss.

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand and demand deposits, and other short-term highly liquid investments that are readily
convertible to a known amount of cash and are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value. These are initially and subsequently
recorded at fair value.

Financial liabilities

Classification

Loans from group companies, borrowings, trade and other payables, dividends payable and bank overdrafts are classified as financial
liabilities subsequently measured at amortised cost. Only those balances within trade and other payables which meet the definition of
financial instruments are included.

Recognition and measurement

The liabilities are recognised when the group and company become a party to the contractual provisions of the loan and measured, at
initial recognition, at fair value plus transaction costs, if any.

They are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.

Interest expense, calculated on the effective interest method, is included in profit or loss in finance costs.

Derecognition

Financial assets

The group and company derecognise a financial asset only when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the asset expire, or when
it transfers the financial asset and substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the asset to another party. If the group and
company neither transfers nor retains substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership and continues to control the transferred
asset, the group and company recognise retained interest in the asset and an associated liability for amounts which may have to paid. If
substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of a transferred financial asset are retained, the group and company continue to
recognise the financial asset and also recognise a collateralised borrowing for the proceeds received.

Any gains or losses arising on the derecognition of financial assets is included in profit or loss.

Financial liabilities

The group and company derecognise financial liabilities when, and only when, the group and company obligations are discharged,
cancelled or they expire.

The difference between the carrying amount of the financial liability derecognised and the consideration paid and payable, including
any non-cash assets transferred or liabilities assumed, is recognised in profit or loss.

1.12 Tax

Current tax assets and liabilities

Current tax for current and prior periods is, to the extent unpaid, recognised as a liability. If the amount already paid in respect of
current and prior periods exceeds the amount due for those periods, the excess is recognised as an asset.

Current tax liabilities or assets for the current and prior periods are measured at the amount expected to be paid to or recovered from
the tax authorities, using the tax rates and tax laws that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the end of the reporting period.
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1.12 Tax (continued)

Management periodically evaluates positions taken in tax returns with respect to situations in which applicable tax regulation is subject
to interpretation and establishes provisions where appropriate on the basis of amounts expected to be paid to the tax authorities.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities

A deferred tax liability is recognised for all taxable temporary differences, except to the extent that the deferred tax liability arises from the
initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction which at the time of the transaction, affects neither accounting profit nor taxable
profit or tax loss.

A deferred tax asset is recognised for all deductible temporary differences to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be
available against which the deductible temporary difference can be utilised. A deferred tax asset is not recognised when it arises from the
initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction at the time of the transaction, affects neither accounting profit nor taxable profit or
loss.

A deferred tax asset is recognised for the carry forward of unused tax losses to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profit
will be available against which the unused tax losses can be utilised.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply to the period when the asset is realised or
the liability is settled, based on tax rates and tax laws that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the end of the reporting
period.

Tax expenses

Current and deferred taxes are recognised as income or an expense and included in profit or loss for the period, except to the extent
that the tax arises from a transaction or event which is recognised, in the same or a different period, to other comprehensive income,
or a business combination.

Current tax and deferred taxes are charged or credited to other comprehensive income if the tax relates to items that are credited or
charged, in the same or a different period, to other comprehensive income.

1.13 Inventories

The cost of inventories comprises of all costs of purchase, costs of conversion and other costs incurred in bringing the inventories to
their present location and condition, net of trade discounts and rebates. Costs are assigned using the weighted average cost formula.

Inventories are subsequently measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in
the ordinary course of business less the estimated costs of completion and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale.

At each reporting date or when indications of impairment exist, management considers the amount of any write-down of inventories to
net realisable value. All losses of inventories are recognised as an expense in the period the write-down or loss occurs. The amount of
any reversal of any write-down of inventories, arising from an increase in net realisable value, are recognised as a reduction in the
amount of inventories recognised as an expense in the period in which the reversal occurs.

When inventories are sold, the carrying amount of those inventories are recognised as an expense in the period in which the related
revenue is recognised.

1.14 Impairment of assets

For assets other than goodwill or assets carried at fair value, the group and company assess at each end of the reporting period
whether there is any indication that an asset may be impaired. If any such indication exists, an impairment test is done.

For goodwill, management performs an annual impairment test regardless whether there are indications of impairment or not.

For assets carried at fair value, no impairment tests are necessary as any possible impairment or reversal of impairment is intrinsically
included in the fair value of the asset.
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1.14 Impairment of assets (continued)

An impairment test involves comparing the recoverable amount of an individual asset or cash-generating unit with its carrying amount.
The recoverable amount of an asset is the higher of its fair value less costs to sell and its value in use. If the recoverable amount of an
asset is less than its carrying amount, the carrying amount of the asset is reduced to its recoverable amount and the resulting reduction
is an impairment loss. An impairment loss on an asset carried on the cost model is recognised immediately in profit or loss. Any
impairment loss on an asset on the valuation model is treated as a revaluation decrease to the extent of the revaluation surplus
through equity, and anything further is recognised through profit and loss.

An entity assesses at each reporting date whether there is any indication that an impairment loss recognised in prior periods for assets
other than goodwill may no longer exist or may have decreased. If any such indication exists, the recoverable amounts of those assets
are estimated.

The increased carrying amount of an asset other than goodwill attributable to a reversal of an impairment loss does not exceed the
carrying amount that would have been determined had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset in prior periods.

A reversal of an impairment loss of assets carried at cost less accumulated depreciation or amortisation other than goodwill is
recognised immediately in profit or loss. Any reversal of an impairment loss of a revalued asset is treated as a revaluation increase.

1.15 Share capital and reserves

An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual interest in the assets of an entity after deducting all of its liabilities.

The company's dividend policy is to consider a final dividend in respect of each financial year up to a maximum of 20% of the net profit
after tax for that year, subject to project financing and contractual operating requirements and availability of cash resources.

Ordinary shares are recognised at par value and classified as 'share capital' in equity. Any amounts received from the issue of shares in
excess of par value is classified as 'share premium' in equity. Dividends are recognised as a liability in the company in which they are
declared.

1.16 Employee benefits

Short-term employee benefits

Liabilities which relate to short-term employee benefits are not discounted and are recognised as current liabilities within trade and
other payables.

A defined contribution plan is one under which the group and company pay fixed contributions into a separate entity and there is no
legal or constructive obligation to pay any further contributions should that plan hold insufficient assets to fund all employee benefits
relating to employee services in the current or prior periods. Payments to defined contribution retirement benefit plans are charged as
an expense as they fall due.

The cost of short-term employee benefits is recognised in the period in which the service is rendered. Short-term costs include salaries,
wages, annual and sick leave costs, bonus and other profit-sharing costs and defined contribution costs.

The expected cost of paid leave is recognised as an expense as the employees render services that increase their entitlement or, in the
case of non-accumulating leave, when the leave occurs.

The expected cost of profit sharing and bonus payments is recognised as an expense when there is a legal or constructive obligation to
make such payments as a result of past performance.

Non-current benefits: severance pay

The group and company recognise a provision for the benefits which are paid on termination of a contract with an employee. The
liability is not expected to be settled within 12 months of the end of the period in which the service is provided and accordingly it is
discounted. The group and company do not have an unconditional right to defer settlement and accordingly the provision is recognised
as current.

The amount recognised in the Statement of Financial Position represents the present value of the severance obligation as adjusted for
unrecognised actuarial gains and losses and unrecognised service cost. Actuarial calculations are performed annually by independent
professionals. There are no benefit assets.
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1.16 Employee benefits (continued)

The service and interest costs related to the severance liability are expensed in profit or loss. Changes in assumptions or estimates are
recognised in other comprehensive income as actuarial gains or losses in the year that they arise, net of any applicable tax.

Post-retirement medical aid defined benefit

The liability recognised in the Statement of Financial Position represents the present value of the defined benefit obligation as adjusted
for unrecognised actuarial gains and losses. There is no service cost as there are no longer any employees who qualify under this
scheme. There are no plan assets. None of the future payments are determined to fall due within 12 months of the year end and
therefore, the whole liability is presented as non-current.

The group and company's policy is to increase the PRMA subsidy scheme subsidy payment annually to minimise the impact of inflation.
The increases are not linked to medical aid contribution increases.

The cost of providing the defined benefits is determined using the projected unit credit method. Actuarial valuations are conducted
annually by independent professionals. There are no benefit assets.

Interest costs are expensed in profit or loss. Changes in the estimates and assumptions relating to underlying data are recognised in
equity through other comprehensive income as actuarial gains or losses in the year that they arise.

1.17 Provisions and contingencies

Provisions are recognised when management believes that an obligation meets certain recognition criteria.

The amount of a provision is the present value of the expenditure, excluding future operating losses, which is expected to be required
to settle the obligation. Management uses its own estimations and assumptions as well as the services of professionals to measure the
value of the expected obligation.

When there is certainty of reimbursement by another party, the reimbursement is recognised as a separate asset equal to or less than
the related provision.

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised.

1.18 Revenue from contracts with customers

The group and company recognises revenue from the following major sources:

− Wholesale and retail sales of agricultural, hunting and outdoor and related products. The group and company also operate fuel
stations around the country;

− Auctions of livestock and agricultural products;

− Agricultural-related training courses and mentoring services

The group and company derive revenue from the transfer of goods and services at a point in time and from services over time.

Revenue is measured based on the consideration specified in a contract with a customer and excludes amounts collected on behalf of third
parties. The group and company recognise revenue when it transfers control of a product or service to a customer. Costs incurred in
respect of contracts are expensed as they arise.

Sale of wholesale goods

For sales to the wholesale market, revenue is recognised when control of the goods has transferred, being when the goods have been
shipped to the wholesaler’s specific location. Following delivery, the wholesaler has full discretion over the manner of distribution and
price to sell the goods, has the primary responsibility when on selling the goods and bears the risks of obsolescence and loss in relation
to the goods. A receivable is recognised by the group and company when the goods are delivered to the wholesaler as this represents
the point in time at which the right to consideration becomes unconditional, as only the passage of time is required before payment is
due. No element of financing is deemed present as the sales are made with a credit term of 30 days, which is consistent with market
practice.
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1.18 Revenue from contracts with customers (continued)

Sales-related warranties associated with goods are provided by the original supplier of the goods and not by the group and company
and no liability is recognised related to warranties. The group and company do, however, facilitate the process.

Goods are occasionally sold with volume discounts on a transaction-by-transaction basis and not on a contractual basis.

Sale of retail goods

The group and company sell agricultural, hunting and outdoor goods directly to customers both through its own retail outlets situated
around Namibia, as well ships to the customers location. The group and company also operate fuel stations within the country.

For sales of goods to retail customers, revenue is recognised when control of the goods has transferred, being at the point the customer
purchases the goods at the retail outlet. Payment of the transaction price is due immediately at the point the customer purchases the
goods, or within 6 months for account holding customers.  A receivable is recognised for account holding customers.  No financing
element is recognised as the payment terms are within twelve months.

Fuel is sold at the group retail outlets or service stations and the terms are strictly cash on delivery or on a prepaid account basis. The
fuel price is regulated by the government. Revenue from sale of fuel is recognised when the customer has received the stock. 

Under the group and company standard contract terms but excluding fuel, customers have a right of return within thirty days. At the
same time, the group and company have a right to recover the product when customers exercise their right of return, and consequently
a right to returned goods asset, included in inventories, is recognised, with a corresponding adjustment to cost of sales. The group and
company use accumulated historical experience to estimate the number of returns on a portfolio level using the expected value
method. It is considered highly probable that a significant reversal will not occur given the consistent level of returns over previous
years.

Sales-related warranties associated with goods are provided by the original supplier of the goods and not by the group and company
and no liability is recognised related to warranties. The group and company do, however, facilitate the process.

Auction services

The group and company provide facilitation and liaison services in respect of auctions of livestock and agricultural products. A
percentage of the sales value of the auction item is earned as commission. The debtor is invoiced after completion of the auction
service which is typically within days of the service being provided. The revenue is recognised at a point in time.

Training and consulting services

The group and company offer training courses and consulting services. Revenue from providing the services is recognised in the
accounting period in which the services are rendered and is based on an estimate of the actual service provided to the end of the
reporting period as a proportion of the total services to be provided. This is because the customer receives and uses the benefits
simultaneously. This is determined based on number of training hours or consulting hours stipulated in the contract.

The revenue generated from these services is recognised over time, and a contract asset is raised for the difference between the
revenue recognised and the invoice raised. Projects that extend over three months are recognised over time. Short-term projects are
recognised at a point in time as the deferred portion is not considered to be material. 

1.19 Borrowing costs

Borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of a qualifying asset are capitalised as part
of the cost of that asset.

The amount of borrowing costs eligible for capitalisation are costs incurred on funds specifically borrowed for the purpose of obtaining
a qualifying asset less any temporary investment of those borrowings. For general borrowings, the amount that is capitalised is the
weighted average borrowing cost of the group. The borrowing costs capitalised do not exceed the total borrowing costs incurred. Any
interest income received on temporary investment of the borrowed funds are set off against the borrowing costs capitalised.

The capitalisation of borrowing costs commences when expenditures have occurred, borrowing costs are incurred and activities
necessary to bring the asset into intended use or sale are in progress. Once substantially all these  are completed, capitalisation ceases.

All other borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in profit or loss in the period in which they are incurred.
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2. New Standards and Interpretations

2.1 Standards and interpretations effective and adopted in the current year

In the current year, the group and company has adopted the following amendments to standards and interpretations that are effective for
the current financial year and that are relevant to its operations:

Interest Rate Benchmark Reform - Phase 2: Amendments to IFRS 7

The amendment sets out additional disclosure requirements related to interest rate benchmark reform.

The effective date of the group and company is for years beginning on or after 01 January 2021. The group and company have adopted the
amendment for the first time in the 2022 annual financial statements.

The impact of the amendment is not material.

Interest Rate Benchmark Reform - Phase 2: Amendments to IFRS 16

If there is a lease modification as a result of the interest rate benchmark reform, then as a practical expedient the lessee is required to apply
paragraph 42 of IFRS 16 to account for the changes by remeasuring the lease liability to reflect the revised lease payment. The amendment
only applies to modifications as a result of the interest rate benchmark reform.

The effective date of the group and company is for years beginning on or after 01 January 2021. The group and company have adopted the
amendment for the first time in the 2022 annual financial statements.

The impact of the amendment is not material.

2.2 Standards and interpretations not yet effective

The group and company has chosen not to early adopt the following amendments to standards and interpretations, which have been
published and are mandatory for the group and company’s accounting periods beginning on or after 01 August 2022 or later periods:

Deferred tax related to assets and liabilities arising from a single transaction - Amendments to IAS 12

The amendment adds an additional requirement for transactions which will not give rise to the recognition of a deferred tax asset or
liability on initial recognition.  Previously, deferred tax would not be recognised on the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a
transaction which is not a business combination and at the time of the transaction affects neither accounting profit or loss.  The additional
requirement provides that the transaction, at the time of the transaction must not give rise to equal taxable and deductible temporary
differences.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on or after 01 January 2023.

It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on the group and company's annual financial statements.

Disclosure of accounting policies: Amendments to IAS 1 and IFRS Practice Statement 2.

IAS 1 was amended to require that only material accounting policy information shall be disclosed in the annual financial statements. The
amendment will not result in changes to measurement or recognition of financial statement items, but management will undergo a review
of accounting policies to ensure that only material accounting policy information is disclosed.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on or after 01 January 2023.

The adoption of this amendment is not expected to impact on the results of the group and company, but may result in less disclosure than
is currently provided in the annual financial statements.
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2. New Standards and Interpretations (continued)

Definition of accounting estimates: Amendments to IAS 8

The definition of accounting estimates was amended so that accounting estimates are now defined as monetary amounts in annual
financial statements that are subject to measurement uncertainty.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on or after 01 January 2023.

It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on the group and company's annual financial statements.

Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-Current - Amendment to IAS 1

The amendment changes the requirements to classify a liability as current or non-current.  If an entity has the right at the end of the
reporting period, to defer settlement of a liability for at least twelve months after the reporting period, then the liability is classified as non-
current.

If this right is subject to conditions imposed on the entity, then the right only exists, if, at the end of the reporting period, the entity has
complied with those conditions.

In addition, the classification is not affected by the likelihood that the entity will exercise its right to defer settlement. Therefore, if the right
exists, the liability is classified as non-current even if management intends or expects to settle the liability within twelve months of the
reporting period. Additional disclosures would be required in such circumstances.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on or after 01 January 2023.

It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on the group and company's annual financial statements.

IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts

The IFRS establishes the principles for the recognition, measurement, presentation and disclosure of insurance contracts issued.

The effective date of the standard is for years beginning on or after 01 January 2023.

It is unlikely that the standard will have a material impact on the group and company's annual financial statements.

Annual Improvement to IFRS Standards 2018-2020: Amendments to IFRS 9

The amendment concerns fees in the '10 per cent' test for derecognition of financial liabilities. Accordingly, in determining the relevant
fees, only fees paid or received between the borrower and the lender are to be included.

The effective date of the group and company is for years beginning on or after 01 January 2022.

It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on the group and company's annual financial statements.
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3. Risk management and financial instruments

Capital risk management

Capital risk is managed for the group as a whole. The group's capital management objectives are to preserve the group's ability to
continue as a going concern in order to provide adequate shareholders returns and stakeholder benefits as well as to maintain an
optimal capital structure to reduce the cost of capital.

The capital structure of the group consists of borrowings and equity. Borrowings consists of non-current and current portions of bank
borrowings as well as current overdraft balances. Equity consists of share capital, reserves and non-controlling interests.

In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, the group may adjust the amount of dividends paid to shareholders, return capital
to shareholders, issue new shares or sell assets to reduce debt. Capital projects are financed out of working capital, with the exception
of larger capital projects which are financed with long term bank borrowings.

Management provides feedback to the board of directors on a regular basis regarding certain ratios, in particular those pertaining to
the group's liquidity.  Should the ratios reach levels that could impede on contractual arrangements or raise any going concern issues,
management takes remedial action to maintain acceptable ratios. 

Key liquidity ratios which are measured at a group level are the current ratio, quick, or acid test ratio and gearing ratio. All ratios are
within acceptable range of the benchmark ratios. Each is explained in the following paragraphs.

Current ratio Measures whether or not the group has sufficient resources to meet its short-term obligations. It is calculated by dividing
current assets by current liabilities. A ratio of less than 1 indicates liquidity issues, and a benchmark ratio is 2. The group's ratio at the
reporting date was 1.67 (2021: 1.70). 

Quick ratio A similar measure as the current ratio, where the focus is shifted to measure how easily immediate obligations are being
met. Inventory is removed from the numerator, being less liquid than other current assets. A benchmark ratio is 0.5. The group's ratio
at the reporting date was 0.68 (2021: 0.65). 

Gearing ratio The group uses this ratio to measure leverage by comparing the ratio of equity to borrowings. It is calculated by dividing
non-current liabilities and overdraft by equity before non-controlling interests. The group's ratio at the year end reporting date was
0.55 (2021: 0.65).  

There have been no changes to what the group manages as capital or the strategy for capital maintenance from the previous year.

Financial risk management

Overview

The group and company’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks: credit risk, liquidity risk and market risk. Market risk is further
divided into currency risk, interest rate risk and price risk.

The board has overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of the group and company's risk management framework. Risk
management policies are established to identify and analyse the risks faced by the group and company, to set appropriate risk limits
and controls, and to monitor risks and adherence to limits. Risk management policies and systems are reviewed regularly to reflect
changes in market conditions and the group and company's activities.

There were no significant changes in the manner which risk is managed in comparison to the previous period.

Credit risk

Credit risk is managed on a group basis. Credit risk arises mainly out of loans to group companies, trade and other receivables and cash
and cash equivalents.

Credit risk for exposures other than those arising on cash and cash equivalents, are managed by making use of credit approvals, limits
and monitoring. The group and company only deal with reputable counterparties with consistent payment histories. Sufficient collateral
or guarantees are also obtained when necessary. Each counterparty is analysed individually for creditworthiness before terms and
conditions are offered. The analysis involves making use of information submitted by the counterparties as well as external bureau
data, where available. Counterparty credit limits are in place and are reviewed and approved by credit management committees. The
exposure to credit risk and the creditworthiness of counterparties is continuously monitored. 
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3. Risk management and financial instruments (continued)

Management reviews and critically assesses the group loans by taking the current economic circumstances into consideration.

The loan by the company to its subsidiary, Bonsec Investments Sixty-Four (Pty) Ltd (Bonsec), is considered fully recoverable and
serviceable based on the subsidiary's repayment capabilities. The recent performance history and the forecasted free cash flow to be
generated from rental income out of Bonsec indicates that the subsidiary is capable of repaying the loan in full.

Credit loss allowances for expected credit losses are calculated for all debt instruments and losses recognised where necessary. The
impact of the forward-looking information to calculate the loss allowances has been assessed and considered insignificant. Refer to
note 14, trade and other receivables, for expected credit loss allowance calculations.

Credit risk exposure arising on cash and cash equivalents is managed by the group and company through dealing with well-established
financial institutions with high credit ratings. 

The maximum exposure to credit risk is the carrying amount of the instruments presented in these notes.

Liquidity risk

The group and company are exposed to liquidity risk, which is the risk that the group and company will encounter difficulties in meeting
its obligations as they become due. 

The group and company manage liquidity risk by effectively managing its working capital, capital expenditure and cash flows. The
financing requirements are met through a mixture of cash generated from operations and long and short-term borrowings. Committed
borrowing facilities are available for meeting liquidity requirements and deposits are held at the group and company's banking
institutions.

In order to manage liquidity risk, management performs cash flow forecasts which take cognisance of group and company debt
financing plans, covenant compliance, internal ratio targets and any external regulatory or legal requirements that may be in place.

A rolling cash flow forecast is maintained individually at operating entity level and consolidated by Company Finance. This forecast is
regularly performed to monitor group and company's liquidity requirements and to ensure there is sufficient cash to meet operational
and capital needs while maintaining sufficient headroom on undrawn committed borrowing facilities which the group and company
have access to. This cash flow management process ensures that the group and company do not breach borrowing limits or covenants
on any of its facilities, where applicable.

The table below presents the financial liabilities that expose the group and company to liquidity risk and analyses the financial liabilities,
respectively, into relevant maturity groupings based on the remaining period until contractual maturity date as at the statements of
financial position. These amounts are the contractual undiscounted cash flows of the liabilities. The amounts due within twelve months
equal their carrying balances in these annual financial statements as the impact of discounting is not significant, with the exception of
borrowings and lease liabilities.

Group - 2022 (N$'000)
Note Less than

1 year
Between 1 and 5

years
Over

5 years
Total

undiscounted
cash flows

Carrying amount
of financial

liabilities

Non-current liabilities
Borrowings 20 - 87 427 51 573 139 000 109 828
Lease liabilities 7 - 6 803 - 6 803 6 053

Current liabilities
Borrowings 20 21 857 - - 21 857 12 678
Trade and other payables 24 171 465 - - 171 465 171 465
Lease liabilities 7 3 198 - - 3 198 2 507
Dividend payable 10 301 - - 10 301 10 301
Bank overdraft 17 103 202 - - 103 202 103 202

310 023 94 230 51 573 455 826 416 034
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3. Risk management and financial instruments (continued)

Group - 2021 (N$'000)
Note Less than

1 year
Between 1 and 5

years
Over

5 years
Total

undiscounted
cash flows

Carrying amount
of financial

liabilities

Non-current liabilities
Borrowings 20 - 86 501 72 542 159 043 122 318
Lease liabilities 7 - 9 878 - 9 878 8 455

Current liabilities
Borrowings 20 21 625 - - 21 625 12 752
Trade and other payables 24 144 874 - - 144 874 144 874
Lease liabilities 7 4 775 - - 4 775 3 796
Dividend payable 7 107 - - 7 107 7 107
Bank overdraft 17 80 423 - - 80 423 80 423

258 804 96 379 72 542 427 725 379 725

Company - 2022 (N$'000)
Note Less than

1 year
Between 1 and 5

years
Over

5 years
Total

undiscounted
cash flows

Carrying amount
of financial

liabilities

Non-current liabilities
Borrowings 20 - 87 427 51 573 139 000 109 828
Lease liabilities 7 - 6 803 - 6 803 6 053

Current liabilities
Borrowings 20 21 857 - - 21 857 12 678
Trade and other payables 24 169 817 - - 169 817 169 817
Lease liabilities 7 3 224 - - 3 224 2 507
Dividend payable 10 301 - - 10 301 10 301
Bank overdraft 17 103 202 - - 103 202 103 202

308 401 94 230 51 573 454 204 414 386

Company - 2021 (N$'000)
Note Less than

1 year
Between 1 and 5

years
Over

5 years
Total

undiscounted
cash flows

Carrying amount
of financial

liabilities

Non-current liabilities
Borrowings 20 - 86 501 72 542 159 043 122 318
Lease liabilities 7 - 9 878 - 9 878 8 455

Current liabilities
Borrowings 20 21 625 - - 21 625 12 752
Trade and other payables 24 142 876 - - 142 876 142 876
Lease liabilities 7 4 775 - - 4 775 3 796
Dividend payable 7 107 - - 7 107 7 107
Bank overdraft 17 80 423 - - 80 423 80 423

256 806 96 379 72 542 425 727 377 727
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2022 2021 2022 2021
N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000

3. Risk management and financial instruments (continued)

Secured financing facilities

Bank overdraft facility, reviewed annually and payable on call
Bank Windhoek Limited (review November 2022) 120 000 120 000 120 000 120 000
Standard Bank Namibia Limited (review April 2023) 30 000 30 000 20 000 20 000
Nedbank Namibia Limited (review February 2023) 30 000 10 000 30 000 10 000

180 000 160 000 170 000 150 000

Undrawn portion of facilities at the reporting date
Bank Windhoek Limited 60 902 45 025 60 902 37 189
Standard Bank Namibia Limited 13 556 30 000 3 556 20 000
Nedbank Namibia Limited 3 144 10 000 3 144 10 000

77 602 85 025 67 602 67 189

Foreign currency risk

The majority of the group and company's purchases outside of Namibia are denominated in South African rands. The Namibian dollar is
linked to the South African rand on a 1:1 ratio and accordingly there is no currency risk in respect of those transactions. Rand-
denominated loans are not considered to be foreign loans. The group and company also purchase goods from other parts of the world
and is exposed to various currency risks, primarily with respect to the US dollar. The US dollar exposure is not considered to be
significant.

Interest rate risk

Fluctuations in interest rates impact on the value of investments and financing activities, giving rise to interest rate risk.

The group and company's interest rate risk arises mostly from borrowings at floating interest rates (refer note 20).

The group and company have no specific requirements on the exact proportion of fixed or floating interest rates. The position is
reviewed periodically when the lending facilities are negotiated annually. Various factors are considered in the review including existing
debt covenant restrictions, forecast core debt levels and prevailing market conditions.

Interest rate sensitivity analysis

The table below presents the cash flow interest rate risk related to the variable interest rate borrowings in the group and company,
respectively. The values represent the amount of change in profit or loss that could have arisen for a reasonable change in the interest
rates. The values are calculated by applying the interest rate change to the average borrowings outstanding during the year for all
periods presented and adjusting for corporate tax.

Cash flow interest rate risk analysis

Increase 100bp
Cash and cash equivalents 193 239 149 212
Borrowings (624) (580) (624) (577)
Overdraft (876) (992) (876) (992)

Net decrease in net profit after tax (1 307) (1 333) (1 351) (1 357)
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2022 2021 2022 2021
N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000

3. Risk management and financial instruments (continued)

Decrease 100bp
Cash and cash equivalents (193) (239) (149) (212)
Borrowings 624 580 624 577
Overdraft 876 992 876 992

Net increase in net profit after tax 1 307 1 333 1 351 1 357

Price risk 

The group and company own unlisted investments in equity instruments which are measured at fair value, disclosed in note 11. The
exposure to price risk on the investments is not considered to be significant in the current year. 

Categories of financial instruments

Categories of financial assets

Group - 2022 (N$'000)

Note Fair value
through profit or
loss - Mandatory

Amortised cost Total

Investments at fair value 11 644 - 644
Trade and other receivables 14 - 162 324 162 324
Cash and cash equivalents 17 - 28 879 28 879

644 191 203 191 847

Group - 2021 (N$'000)

Note Fair value
through profit or
loss - Mandatory

Amortised cost Total

Investments at fair value 11 150 - 150
Trade and other receivables 14 - 137 530 137 530
Cash and cash equivalents 17 - 27 948 27 948

150 165 478 165 628

Company - 2022 (N$'000)

Note Fair value
through profit or
loss - Mandatory

Amortised cost Total

Loans to group companies 13 - 6 606 6 606
Investments at fair value 11 644 - 644
Trade and other receivables 14 - 161 360 161 360
Cash and cash equivalents 17 - 20 916 20 916

644 188 882 189 526
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3. Risk management and financial instruments (continued)

Company - 2021 (N$'000)

Note Fair value
through profit or
loss - Mandatory

Amortised cost Total

Loans to group companies 13 - 7 271 7 271
Investments at fair value 11 150 - 150
Trade and other receivables 14 - 136 274 136 274
Cash and cash equivalents 17 - 23 042 23 042

150 166 587 166 737

Categories of financial liabilities

Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost Note
Bank overdraft 17 103 202 80 423 103 202 80 423
Borrowings 20 122 506 135 070 122 506 135 070
Trade and other payables 24 171 465 144 874 169 817 142 876
Dividend payable 10 301 7 107 10 301 7 107

407 474 367 474 405 826 365 476

4. Fair value information

Fair value hierarchy

The group and company carry certain assets at their fair values, as presented in the table below.

The different levels of fair value hierarchy are defined as follows:

− Level 1: quoted unadjusted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the group and company can access at
measurement date;

− Level 2: Inputs other than quoted prices included in level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability either directly or indirectly;

− Level 3: Unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.

There were no transfers into or out of level 3 assets into other levels.

Information on the valuation techniques and inputs are disclosed in the relevant notes to the level 3 asset as well as an analysis of the
changes in carrying amount. 

Level 3 assets Note
Investment property 8 45 924 45 424 31 614 31 114
Investments at fair value 11 644 150 644 150

46 568 45 574 32 258 31 264
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5. Segment information

The group as a whole is primarily engaged in the agricultural retail and wholesale industry and in addition has ancillary product and
service offerings to compliment the industry. Management organises information primarily based on the economic characteristics of
the relevant product or service provided by each line of business.

The segment information reported below is consistent with the internal reports presented to the board of directors and key
management of the group.

The group has four reportable operating segments which are discussed below.

Retail and Wholesale: This line of business operates from branches situated around the country and includes retail, wholesale and
distribution of agricultural, hunting and outdoor and related products. It also includes business derived from fuel stations.

Auctions: This part of the business organises and facilitates the auction and liaison services of livestock and agricultural products.
Swakara is part of this segment, which deals with the local collecting and sorting of pelts and the sale thereof in the international
market, as well as the selling of breeding stock.

Rental: This segment measures the performance of several commercial and residential properties situated around the country, from
which the group earns rental income.

ProVision: This corporate social investment initiative has been set up to enhance the skills and expertise within the sector, while
uplifting the community with funded development projects through providing training and consulting services.

Head office and group services which are not allocated to the segments are included under 'corporate ' in the tables below. All figures
are presented in N$ 000's.

Group operating segments - 2022 Retail and
wholesale

Auctions Rental ProVision Corporate Total

External segment revenue 1 899 371 74 952 19 241 3 102 439 1 997 105
Cost of sales (1 561 263) (1) (170) (672) (1 127) (1 563 233)

Gross profit 338 108 74 951 19 071 2 430 (688) 433 872
Other income 5 591 4 377 970 - 606 11 544

Gross income 343 699 79 328 20 041 2 430 (82) 445 416
Stock costs (6 368) - - - - (6 368)
Marketing (3 575) (356) (94) (128) (746) (4 899)
Selling and distribution (4 654) (19 374) - (2) (159) (24 189)
Building costs (17 011) (4 165) (8 195) (61) (613) (30 045)
Transport and asset costs (7 713) (668) (1) (115) (180) (8 677)
Staff and related costs (111 826) (14 604) (5 761) (2 923) (61 157) (196 271)
Directors' costs - - - - (1 161) (1 161)
Administrative costs (31 132) (5 816) (1 763) (329) (7 559) (46 599)
Depreciation and amortisation (8 552) (494) (318) (53) (3 000) (12 417)

Total expenses (190 831) (45 477) (16 132) (3 611) (74 575) (330 626)

Operating profit (loss) 152 868 33 851 3 909 (1 181) (74 657) 114 790
Net operating gains (losses) 393 (16) 500 (1) (58) 818

Operating profit (loss) before
interest and tax

153 261 33 835 4 409 (1 182) (74 715) 115 608
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5. Segment information (continued)

Group operating segments - 2021 Retail and
wholesale

Auctions Rental ProVision Corporate Total

External segment revenue 1 720 080 64 650 18 782 5 536 480 1 809 528
Cost of sales (1 409 380) (9) (206) (2 431) (476) (1 412 502)

Gross profit 310 700 64 641 18 576 3 105 4 397 026
Other income 6 349 1 774 1 249 - 276 9 648

Gross income 317 049 66 415 19 825 3 105 280 406 674
Stock costs (10 685) - - - (2) (10 687)
Marketing (3 480) (253) (54) (108) (562) (4 457)
Selling and distribution (4 789) (17 114) - (252) (266) (22 421)
Building costs (16 786) (3 942) (6 641) (67) (602) (28 038)
Transport and asset costs (6 555) (445) (1) (52) (65) (7 118)
Staff and related costs (107 483) (14 365) (5 541) (3 479) (51 946) (182 814)
Directors' costs - - - - (1 180) (1 180)
Administrative costs (26 557) (6 865) (1 695) (272) (7 229) (42 618)
Depreciation and amortisation (8 549) (458) (329) (54) (3 190) (12 580)

Total expenses (184 884) (43 442) (14 261) (4 284) (65 042) (311 913)

Operating profit (loss) 132 165 22 973 5 564 (1 179) (64 762) 94 761
Net operating gains (losses) 330 (2) 1 177 6 (2) 1 509

Operating profit (loss) before
interest and tax

132 495 22 971 6 741 (1 173) (64 764) 96 270

For detailed information on revenue from the sale of products and services, refer to note 25.

The intercompany transactions referred to in note 40 occur within the Retail and Wholesale segment and are set-off against the
respective line items.

There are no individual external customers within the group with whom transactions amount to 10% or more of the consolidated
revenue.

6. Property, plant and equipment

Group (N$ '000) 2022 2021

Cost Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying value Cost Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying value

Land 37 553 - 37 553 37 553 - 37 553
Buildings 422 882 (3 066) 419 816 390 992 (2 615) 388 377
Machinery and electrical
equipment

12 052 (6 818) 5 234 9 270 (5 900) 3 370

Furniture and fittings 4 559 (3 231) 1 328 4 561 (2 974) 1 587
Motor vehicles 19 846 (13 178) 6 668 19 846 (12 728) 7 118
Office equipment 193 (142) 51 316 (230) 86
IT equipment 24 925 (18 851) 6 074 24 375 (17 263) 7 112
Signage 1 668 (479) 1 189 1 235 (350) 885
Leasehold improvements 10 591 (6 800) 3 791 10 591 (6 447) 4 144
Branch fittings and displays 19 882 (11 130) 8 752 17 651 (9 924) 7 727
Operating assets 11 805 (8 301) 3 504 10 903 (7 691) 3 212

Total 565 956 (71 996) 493 960 527 293 (66 122) 461 171
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6. Property, plant and equipment (continued)

Company (N$ '000) 2022 2021

Cost Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying value Cost Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying value

Land 37 553 - 37 553 37 553 - 37 553
Buildings 422 670 (2 895) 419 775 390 780 (2 446) 388 334
Machinery and electrical
equipment

11 837 (6 673) 5 164 9 055 (5 777) 3 278

Furniture and fittings 4 557 (3 231) 1 326 4 559 (2 974) 1 585
Motor vehicles 19 724 (13 056) 6 668 19 724 (12 606) 7 118
Office equipment 186 (137) 49 309 (227) 82
IT equipment 24 705 (18 676) 6 029 24 155 (17 112) 7 043
Signage 1 595 (453) 1 142 1 162 (331) 831
Leasehold improvements 10 591 (6 800) 3 791 10 591 (6 447) 4 144
Branch fittings and displays 19 649 (11 047) 8 602 17 418 (9 862) 7 556
Operating assets 11 755 (8 276) 3 479 10 868 (7 674) 3 194

Total 564 822 (71 244) 493 578 526 174 (65 456) 460 718

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - Group - 2022 (N$'000)
Opening balance Additions Disposals Depreciation Closing balance

Land 37 553 - - - 37 553
Buildings 388 377 31 890 - (451) 419 816
Machinery and electrical equipment 3 370 2 860 (9) (987) 5 234
Furniture and fittings 1 587 47 (5) (301) 1 328
Motor vehicles 7 118 - - (450) 6 668
Office equipment 86 1 (12) (24) 51
IT equipment 7 112 1 285 (83) (2 240) 6 074
Signage 885 436 - (132) 1 189
Leasehold improvements 4 144 - - (353) 3 791
Branch fittings and displays 7 727 2 243 (1) (1 217) 8 752
Operating assets 3 212 998 (10) (696) 3 504

461 171 39 760 (120) (6 851) 493 960

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - Group - 2021 (N$'000)
Opening balance Additions Disposals Transfers from

investment property
Depreciation Closing balance

Land 37 553 - - - - 37 553
Buildings 380 076 9 428 - (684) (443) 388 377
Machinery and electrical
equipment

1 973 1 837 (13) 186 (613) 3 370

Furniture and fittings 1 872 32 (3) 2 (316) 1 587
Motor vehicles 7 213 433 - - (528) 7 118
Office equipment 99 10 - - (23) 86
IT equipment 8 784 1 041 (52) - (2 661) 7 112
Signage 749 242 (6) - (100) 885
Leasehold improvements 4 008 43 (31) 491 (367) 4 144
Branch fittings and displays 7 426 1 407 - (2) (1 104) 7 727
Operating assets 2 542 1 345 (10) - (665) 3 212

452 295 15 818 (115) (7) (6 820) 461 171
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6. Property, plant and equipment (continued)

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - Company - 2022 (N$'000)
Opening balance Additions Disposals Depreciation Closing balance

Land 37 553 - - - 37 553
Buildings 388 334 31 890 - (449) 419 775
Machinery and electrical equipment 3 278 2 861 (9) (966) 5 164
Furniture and fittings 1 585 47 (5) (301) 1 326
Motor vehicles 7 118 - - (450) 6 668
Office equipment 82 1 (13) (21) 49
IT equipment 7 043 1 285 (83) (2 216) 6 029
Signage 831 436 - (125) 1 142
Leasehold improvements 4 144 - - (353) 3 791
Branch fittings and displays 7 556 2 243 (1) (1 196) 8 602
Operating assets 3 194 983 (10) (688) 3 479

460 718 39 746 (121) (6 765) 493 578

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - Company - 2021 (N$'000)
Opening balance Additions Disposals Transfer from

investment property
Depreciation Closing balance

Land 37 553 - - - - 37 553
Buildings 380 030 9 428 - (683) (441) 388 334
Machinery and electrical
equipment

1 850 1 825 (5) 186 (578) 3 278

Furniture and fittings 1 872 29 - - (316) 1 585
Motor vehicles 7 198 447 - - (527) 7 118
Office equipment 94 7 - 2 (21) 82
IT equipment 8 658 1 054 (49) - (2 620) 7 043
Signage 688 242 (6) - (93) 831
Leasehold improvements 4 008 44 (31) 490 (367) 4 144
Branch fittings and displays 7 234 1 406 - (2) (1 082) 7 556
Operating assets 2 519 1 342 (8) - (659) 3 194

451 704 15 824 (99) (7) (6 704) 460 718

Property, plant and equipment encumbered as security

Land and buildings with a carrying amount of N$ 337.3 million (2021: N$ 337.3 million) are held as security for certain overdraft and
borrowings of the group and company. Refer to notes 17 and 20 for details.

Depreciation

The average useful lives of property, plant and equipment have been assessed as listed below. Items are depreciated on a straight-line
method with the exception of land which is not depreciated.

Item Average useful life
Land Infinite
Buildings 50 years
Machinery and electrical equipment 5 years
Furniture and fixtures 5 - 10 years
Motor vehicles 3 - 5 years
Office equipment 3 - 10 years
IT equipment 5 years
Signage 10 years
Leasehold improvements 5 - 20 years
Branch fittings and displays 10 years
Operating assets 5 years
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6. Property, plant and equipment (continued)

Other information

Each of the properties included in buildings is valued by an independent third party at least once in a five-year cycle. The valuations are
based on the replacement cost method and the rental income method and were last performed by Mr Frank-Schultz, a qualified
property valuator from Joseph and Snyman Real Estate. The valuer has recent experience in the location and categories of the
properties being valued. All properties valuations are otherwise assessed by directors during the periods in which they are not
independently valuated to determine whether the carrying amount still approximates the fair value. 

The fair value of the group and company land and buildings is considered to be N$ 675 million (2021: N$ 662 million). The last valuation
was performed on 05 July 2022. This information is provided for disclosure purposes only as land and buildings are carried at cost by
both the group and company.

Registers with details of land and buildings are available for inspection by shareholders or their duly authorised representatives at the
registered office of the company and its respective subsidiaries.

7. Leases where the group and company are lessees

This note provides information for leases where the group and company are lessees. For leases where the group and company are
lessors, see note  8.

Use of estimates and judgements

The values of the ROU assets and corresponding liabilities are arrived at by management making certain judgements and estimates
regarding the lease terms and payments and applying a specific discount rate.

In determining the lease term, management considers the facts and circumstances that create an economic incentive to exercise an
extension option, or not exercise a termination option. If management is reasonably certain that extension options or termination
options will be exercised then the lease payments include or exclude the payments relating to the extension or termination,
respectively.

The most relevant factors to be considered when the option to extend leases arises are usually whether there are penalties to be
incurred not to extend or to terminate, or whether any leasehold improvements have retained value. Usually the group and company's
approach is to avoid penalties and for significant improvements, to extend leases. However, the group and company also consider other
factors including historical lease durations and the costs and business disruption required to replace the leased asset. These factors are
considered on a lease by lease basis.

The discount rate used by the group and company is the average incremental borrowing rate which falls in the range of 8 and 10.25%,
which is calculated with reference to recent third party financing received. The rate is adjusted for any changes in financing conditions,
if relevant. If recent third party rates are not available a risk free rate is used and adjusted for credit risk. The rate is then adjusted
specifically according to the lease term, security held or other relevant factors. Leases with similar factors are grouped together.

Right-of-use assets

2022 2021

Group
(N$ '000)

Cost Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying amount Cost Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying amount

Buildings 9 428 (5 626) 3 802 10 860 (4 771) 6 089
Motor vehicles 5 426 (2 407) 3 019 5 427 (1 074) 4 353
Office equipment 555 (198) 357 686 (295) 391

15 409 (8 231) 7 178 16 973 (6 140) 10 833
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7. Leases where the group and company are lessees (continued)

2022 2021

Company
(N$ '000)

Cost Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying amount Cost Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying amount

Buildings 9 428 (5 626) 3 802 10 860 (4 771) 6 089
Motor vehicles 5 426 (2 407) 3 019 5 427 (1 074) 4 353
Office equipment 555 (198) 357 686 (295) 391

15 409 (8 231) 7 178 16 973 (6 140) 10 833

Group - 2022 (N$ '000) Opening
balance

Additions Derecognised Remeasurement Depreciation Closing
balance

Buildings 6 089 - - 71 (2 358) 3 802
Motor vehicles 4 353 - - - (1 334) 3 019
Office equipment 391 203 (115) - (122) 357

10 833 203 (115) 71 (3 814) 7 178

Group - 2021 (N$ '000) Opening
balance

Derecognised Remeasurement Depreciation Closing
balance

Buildings 8 475 - - (2 386) 6 089
Motor vehicles 5 305 - 351 (1 303) 4 353
Office equipment 1 630 (909) - (330) 391

15 410 (909) 351 (4 019) 10 833

Company - 2022 (N$ '000) Opening
balance

Additions DerecognisedRemeasurement Depreciation Closing
balance

Buildings 6 089 - - 71 (2 358) 3 802
Motor vehicles 4 353 - - - (1 334) 3 019
Office equipment 391 203 (115) - (122) 357

10 833 203 (115) 71 (3 814) 7 178

Company - 2021 (N$ '000) Opening
balance

Derecognised Remeasurement Depreciation Closing
balance

Buildings 8 475 - - (2 386) 6 089
Motor vehicles 5 305 - 351 (1 303) 4 353
Office equipment 1 608 (891) - (326) 391

15 388 (891) 351 (4 015) 10 833

Depreciation rates

The right-of-use (ROU) assets are depreciated on a straight-line basis over the following periods which are the shorter of the assets'
useful lives or the lease terms:

Item Depreciation period
Buildings 5 - 10 years
Motor vehicles 5 years
Office equipment 4 years

Depreciation has been included in operating expenses in profit or loss.
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7. Leases where the group and company are lessees (continued)

Lease liabilities

Non-current portion 6 053 8 455 6 053 8 455
Current portion 2 507 3 796 2 507 3 796

8 560 12 251 8 560 12 251

A maturity analysis of the lease liabilities has been included in the liquidity risk section of note 3. Interest incurred is included in finance
charges and is disclosed in note 30. Cash flow information relating to lease liabilities is disclosed in note 36.

8. Investment property

Investment property 45 924 45 424 31 614 31 114

Reconciliation of investment property - Group 2022 (N$ '000)

Opening balance Fair value
adjustments

Closing balance

Investment property 45 424 500 45 924

Reconciliation of investment property - Group 2021 (N$ '000)

Opening balance Disposals Transfers from
held for sale

Transfers from
property, plant
and equipment

Fair value
adjustments

Closing balance

Investment property 41 072 (470) 4 200 7 615 45 424

Reconciliation of investment property - Company - 2022 (N$ '000)

Opening balance Fair value
adjustments

Closing balance

Investment property 31 114 500 31 614

Reconciliation of investment property - Company - 2021 (N$ '000)

Opening balance Disposals Classified as held
for sale

Transfers Fair value
adjustments

Total

Investment property 26 762 (470) 4 200 7 615 31 114

Investment properties encumbered as security

Investment property with a carrying amount of N$ 9 million (2021: N$ 9 million) situated at erf 4302, Windhoek, is held as security for
an overdraft facility which is currently unutilised (2021: unutilised).

Registers with details of land and buildings are available for inspection by shareholders or their duly authorised representatives at the
registered office of the company and its subsidiaries.
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8. Investment property (continued)

Details of valuation

Each of the investment properties is valued by an independent third party at least once in a five-year cycle. The valuations are based on
the replacement cost method and the rental income method and were last performed by Mr Frank-Schultz, a qualified property
valuator from Joseph and Snyman Real Estate. The valuer has recent experience in the location and categories of the investment
properties being valued. All properties valuations are otherwise assessed by directors during the periods in which they are not
independently valuated to determine whether the carrying amount still approximates the fair value. 

The average rental income used in the calculation to determine fair values on the rental income method was N$ 713 per square metre
of rental space (2021: N$ 708 per square metre). A change in the assumption of the estimated rental value would be accompanied by a
directionally similar change in the rent growth per annum and discount rate and an opposite change in the long-term vacancy rate.

The effective date of the valuations was 05 July 2022. 

Leasing arrangements

Investment properties are leased under long-term operating leases. Rentals are payable monthly. Minimum lease payments receivable
in respect of non-cancellable leases of investment properties are detailed in the following table. These amounts have not yet been
recognised in revenue.

Minimum lease payments
Due less than 1 year 17 154 18 228 15 860 16 999
Due within 1 to 5 years 30 877 38 138 28 696 34 663
Due after 5 years 89 1 864 89 1 864

48 120 58 230 44 645 53 526

Amounts recognised in profit and loss for the year from investment properties
Rental income from investment property 3 323 3 131 2 132 2 155
Direct operating expenses from rental-generating property (867) (67) (608) 35
Fair value gain 500 615 500 615

2 956 3 679 2 024 2 805

9. Intangible assets

Group - (N$ '000) 2022 2021

Cost Accumulated
amortisation

Carrying value Cost Accumulated
amortisation

Carrying value

Computer software - ERP 17 379 (8 772) 8 607 17 379 (7 034) 10 345
Computer software - other 1 253 (1 253) - 1 362 (1 348) 14

Total 18 632 (10 025) 8 607 18 741 (8 382) 10 359
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9. Intangible assets (continued)

Company - (N$ '000) 2022 2021

Cost Accumulated
amortisation

Carrying value Cost Accumulated
amortisation

Carrying value

Computer software - ERP 17 379 (8 772) 8 607 17 379 (7 034) 10 345
Computer software - other 1 111 (1 111) - 1 220 (1 220) -

Total 18 490 (9 883) 8 607 18 599 (8 254) 10 345

Reconciliation of intangible assets - Group - 2022

Opening balance Amortisation Closing balance
Computer Software - ERP 10 345 (1 738) 8 607
Computer software - other 14 (14) -

10 359 (1 752) 8 607

Reconciliation of intangible assets - Group - 2021

Opening balance Amortisation Closing balance
Computer Software - ERP 12 083 (1 738) 10 345
Computer software - other 14 - 14

12 097 (1 738) 10 359

Reconciliation of intangible assets - Company - 2022

Opening balance Amortisation Closing balance
Computer Software - ERP 10 345 (1 738) 8 607

Reconciliation of intangible assets - Company - 2021

Opening balance Amortisation Closing balance
Computer Software - ERP 12 083 (1 738) 10 345

Amortisation

The useful lives of intangible assets have been assessed as follows, amortised over a straight-line method with no residual value:

Item of intangible assets Average useful life    
Computer software - ERP 10 years
Computer software - other 5 years

10. Investments in subsidiaries

The following table lists the entities which are controlled directly by the company, including a consolidated structured entity, and the
carrying amounts of the investments in the company's separate financial statements.
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10. Investments in subsidiaries (continued)

Name of company Number of
shares held

% holding
2022

% holding
2021

Carrying amount
2022

Carrying amount
2021

Agra Properties (Pty) Ltd 100 %100.00 %100.00 - -
Ondangwa Service Station (Pty) Ltd 700 %70.00 %70.00 1 1
Agra Oshivelo Retail (Pty) Ltd 84 %84.00 %84.00 - -
The Agra Employee Share Trust None - refer

below
%- %- - -

Auas Veterinary and Medical Suppliers (Pty) Ltd 1 %100.00 %100.00 - -
A. Rosenthal (Pty) Ltd 8000 %100.00 %100.00 11 361 11 361
Kalahari Arms and Ammunition (Pty) Ltd 1000 %100.00 %100.00 1 160 1 160
Bonsec Investments Sixty Four (Pty) Ltd 100 %100.00 %100.00 5 275 5 275
A Rosenthal (Cape) (Pty) Ltd  * 100 %- %100.00 - -
Inter-Arms (Pty) Ltd  * 100 %- %100.00 - -

17 797 17 797

*  These entities were previously included in discontinued operations and have been deconsolidated during the current financial year at
no profit or loss.

Interest in consolidated structured entity

The Agra Employee Share Trust (the trust) is a consolidated structured entity of the group. The trust has been established to provide
financial support to employees in order to become owners of shares in Agra Limited. Currently the trust is dormant and there are no
assets or liabilities, contingent or otherwise, associated with the subsidiary. The trust is consolidated 100% into the group (2021: 100%).

11. Investments at fair value
Equity investments measured at fair value through profit or
loss

150 150 150 150

Debt investments at fair value through profit or loss 494 - 494 -

644 150 644 150

Mandatorily at fair value through profit or loss:

Unlisted 'A' shares in Guard Risk cell
150 150 150 150

Insurance asset 494 - 494 -

644 150 644 150

Insurance asset 

The group and company have taken out a contingency insurance plan which provides cover against losses suffered as a result of fraud
not usually covered by other insurance policies.

Fair value information

The group actively monitors share price of Alexander Forbes and no significant changes have been noted. When movement in fair value
is not material, no changes are made to the valuation.

Risk information

 Refer to note 3 for information on risk management relating to investments measured at fair value through profit or loss. 
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12. Inventories

Merchandise 326 059 289 844 308 505 267 255
Provisions for inventory losses (6 421) (6 184) (4 965) (4 299)

319 638 283 660 303 540 262 956

Stock losses included in profit or loss for the group and company amount to N$6.2 million and N$6.5 million (2021: N$10.4 million and
N$10.3 million), respectively.

13. Loan to group company

Subsidiary

Bonsec Investments Sixty Four (Pty) Ltd - - 6 606 7 271

Loans are unsecured and bear interest at rates agreed upon between the parties. There are no fixed dates of repayment but management
reviews the bank and loan balances within the group regularly so that where possible any positive bank balances in the wholly-owned
subsidiaries are used to repay loans while there are net overdraft balances outstanding within the group.

The group loan has been assessed as low to no credit risk and accordingly no expected credit loss has been provided. 

Exposure to interest rate risk 

Refer to note 3 for details of risk management for loan to group company.

14. Trade and other receivables

Financial instruments:
Trade receivables 173 524 147 955 172 457 146 312
Trade receivables - related parties - - 10 244
Loss allowance (11 836) (11 069) (11 737) (10 918)

Trade receivables at amortised cost 161 688 136 886 160 730 135 638
Other receivables 636 644 630 636

Non-financial instruments:
VAT 252 977 - -
Prepayments - 113 - 113

Total trade and other receivables 162 576 138 620 161 360 136 387

Financial instrument and non-financial instrument components of trade and other receivables

At amortised cost 162 324 137 530 161 360 136 274
Non-financial instruments 252 1 090 - 113

162 576 138 620 161 360 136 387
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14. Trade and other receivables (continued)

Trade and other receivables pledged as security

Retail and wholesale receivables and auction receivables, included in trade receivables above, with a carrying amount of N$ 169.3
million (2021: N$ 142.2 million) for the group and company have been ceded to Bank Windhoek Limited as security for the overdraft
facility in note 17.

Exposure to credit risk

Trade receivables inherently expose the group and company to credit risk, being the risk that the group and company will incur financial
loss if customers fail to make payments as they fall due. The expected credit loss (ECL) allowance is determined as follows:

Group (N$ '000) Estimated
gross carrying

amount at
default

Lifetime ECL
allowance

Estimated
gross carrying

amount at
default

Lifetime ECL
allowance

Retail and wholesale receivables
Not past due: 1.95% (2021: 1%) 34 495 (646) 30 327 (430)
Less than 30 days past due: 3.48% (2021: 1.9%) 11 872 (336) 9 291 (260)
31 - 60 days past due: 5.56% (2021: 2.9%) 3 276 (235) 6 379 (285)
61 - 90 days past due: 14.01% (2021: 7.1%) 3 442 (474) 1 925 (272)
91 - 120 days past due: 33.4% (2021: 19%) 1 846 (395) 1 590 (375)
121 - 150 days past due: 22.41% (2021: 11.5%) 1 815 (329) 2 801 (1 280)
More than 151 days: 61.94% (2021: 34.7%) 16 091 (3 572) 13 395 (3 375)

72 837 (5 987) 65 708 (6 277)

Auctions receivables
Less than 30 days past due: 2.47% (2021: 6.2%) 67 895 (4 013) 71 816 (3 704)
31 - 60 days past due: 0.28% (2021: 0.6%) 18 977 (597) 3 699 (49)
61 - 90 days past due: 1.41% (2021: 3.1%) 5 912 (98) 739 (87)
91 - 180 days past due: 0.15% (2021: 0.1%) 2 457 (84) 1 231 (260)
More than 180 days past due: 18.77% (2021: 3.5%) 2 248 (1 015) 644 (638)

97 489 (5 807) 78 129 (4 738)

Other trade receivables
Not past due: 1.95% (2021: 1%) 3 406 (8) 4 578 (2)
Less than 30 days past due: 3.48% (2021: 1.9%) 38 (11) 132 (23)
31 - 60 days past due: 5.56% (2021: 2.9%) 253 (10) 31 (22)
61 - 180 days past due: 23.27% (2021: 12.5%) 55 (6) 9 (7)
More than 180 days past due: 61.94% (2021: 34.7%) 82 (7) 12 -

3 834 (42) 4 762 (54)

Total 174 160 (11 836) 148 599 (11 069)
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14. Trade and other receivables (continued)
     

Company (N$ '000)

 

Estimated
gross carrying

amount at
default

Lifetime ECL
allowance

Estimated
gross carrying

amount at
default

Lifetime ECL
allowance

Retail and wholesale receivables
Not past due: 1.95% (2021: 1%) 34 184 (643) 29 499 (422)
Less than 30 days past due: 3.48% (2021: 1.9%) 11 709 (334) 9 184 (259)
31 - 60 days past due: 5.56% (2021: 2.9%) 3 224 (234) 6 250 (247)
61 - 90 days past due: 14.01% (2021: 7.1%) 3 363 (473) 1 893 (272)
91 - 120 days past due: 33.4% (2021: 19%) 1 825 (393) 1 512 (375)
121 - 150 days past due: 22.41% (2021: 11.5%) 1 803 (329) 2 798 (1 280)
More than 151 days: 61.94% (2021: 34.7%) 15 661 (3 482) 12 941 (3 271)

71 769 (5 888) 64 077 (6 126)

Auction receivables
Less than 30 days past due: 2.47% (2021: 6.2%) 67 895 (4 013) 71 816 (3 704)
31 - 60 days past due: 0.28% (2021: 0.6%) 18 977 (597) 3 699 (49)
61 - 90 days past due: 1.41% (2021: 3.1%) 5 912 (98) 739 (87)
91 - 180 days past due: 0.15% (2021: 0.1%) 2 457 (84) 1 231 (260)
More than 180 days past due: 18.77% (2021: 3.5%) 2 248 (1 015) 644 (638)

97 489 (5 807) 78 129 (4 738)

Other trade receivables
Not past due: 1.95% (2021: 1%) 3 406 (8) 4 588 (2)
Less than 30 days past due: 3.48% (2021: 1.9%) 38 (11) 204 (23)
31 - 60 days past due: 5.56% (2021: 2.9%) 253 (10) 173 (22)
61 - 180 days past due: 23.27% (2021: 12.5%) 55 (6) 9 (7)
More than 180 days past due: 61.94% (2021: 34.7%) 87 (7) 12 -

3 839 (42) 4 986 (54)

Total 173 097 (11 737) 147 192 (10 918)

Reconciliation of loss allowances

The following table shows the movement in the loss allowance (lifetime expected credit losses) for lease receivables:

Opening balance (11 069) (7 200) (10 918) (7 029)
Amounts written off as irrecoverable 4 786 2 754 4 664 2 668
New provisions raised (5 596) (6 623) (5 483) (6 557)
Provisions reversed 43 - - -

Closing balance (11 836) (11 069) (11 737) (10 918)

Risk information

Refer to note 3 for further information on risk management relating to trade and other receivables. 
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15. Prepayments

Prepayments 21 868 5 752 15 609 5 185

In order to secure orders for goods, part-payments are made to foreign creditors. The prepayments are governed by a contractual
agreement with each of the various global suppliers with which the group has had a long-standing business relationship.

There are no indicators of impairment and accordingly no impairment has been made.

16. Current tax

Current tax receivable 3 574 2 926 672 -
Current tax payable (9) (2 061) - (2 045)

3 565 865 672 (2 045)

Analysis of movement in current tax asset
Opening balance 865 4 108 (2 045) 958
Current year provision (30 397) (18 573) (28 642) (18 047)
Provisional tax payments 34 370 16 409 32 632 15 882
Tax refunds (1 273) (1 079) (1 273) (838)

Closing balance 3 565 865 672 (2 045)

17. Cash and cash equivalents

Cash on hand 1 398 2 716 1 392 2 688
Bank balances 27 481 25 232 19 524 20 354
Bank overdraft (103 202) (80 423) (103 202) (80 423)

(74 323) (52 475) (82 286) (57 381)

Current assets 28 879 27 948 20 916 23 042
Current liabilities (103 202) (80 423) (103 202) (80 423)

(74 323) (52 475) (82 286) (57 381)

Credit quality of cash at bank and short-term deposits, excluding cash on hand

The credit quality of cash at bank and short-term deposits, excluding cash on hand that are neither past due nor impaired can be
assessed by reference to external credit ratings, where available, or historical information about counterparty default rates:

Credit rating
Bank Windhoek Limited A1+[NA] 24 073 17 661 16 333 13 146
First National Bank Namibia Limited A1+[ZA] - 299 - 299
Nedbank Namibia Limited A1+[NA] 1 856 5 563 1 856 5 563
Nampost Savings Bank, no external credit rating 669 111 669 111
Standard Bank Namibia Limited A1+[ZA] 883 1 598 666 1 235

27 481 25 232 19 524 20 354
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17. Cash and cash equivalents (continued)

Overdraft security

Bank Windhoek Limited
Bank Windhoek Limited overdraft of N$ 59.8 million (2021: N$ 80.4 million) for both the group and company has been secured by 1st,
2nd, 3rd and 4th covering mortgage bonds of N$ 20 million, N$ 120.2 million, N$ 20 million and N$ 25 million (2021: N$ 20 million, N$
120.2 million, N$ 20 million and N$ 25 million) respectively over erf 2225, Windhoek, as well as 1st mortage for N$ 24.7 million (2021:
N$ 24.7 million) over erf 81, Windhoek. These erven are included in property, plant and equipment at a net book value of N$ 198.1
million (2021: N$ 197.9 million) and also serve as security for borrowings detailed in note 20. 

Retail and wholesale receivables and auction receivables with a carrying amount of N$ 169.3 million (2021: N$ 142.2 million) for the
group and company are pledged as security for the Bank Windhoek Limited overdraft.

In addition the group and company have ceded an insurance policy N$ 605.3 million (2021: N$ 605.3 million) for the above-mentioned
properties in favour of Bank Windhoek Limited for the overdraft facility.

Standard Bank Namibia Limited
The Standard Bank of Namibia Limited overdraft of N$ 16.4 million (2021: nil) for both the group and company is unsecured.

First National Bank of Namibia Limited
An untilised overdraft facility with First National Bank of Namibia Limited for the group and the company (2021: unutilised) is secured
by a first mortgage bond of N$ 3.8 million over erven 936, 1163 and 1164, Okahandja (2021: N$ 3.8 million); first mortgage bond of N$
8.9 million over consolidated erf 1154 Church Street, Gobabis (2021: N$ 8.9 million); first mortgage bond of N$ 7 million over erf 4302
Messum Street, Windhoek (2021: N$ 7 million), and first mortgage bond of N$ 6.7 million over erven 206, 207, 209, 210 and 801 Long
Street, Mariental (2021: N$ 6.7 million). These erven are included in property, plant and equipment at a net book value of N$ 8.6
million (2021: N$ 8.6 million) and in investment property at a carrying amount of N$ 9 million (2021: N$ 9 million).

The group and company have the right to request an overdraft facility with First National Bank of Namibia Limited which was unutilised
at the reporting date in the current and prior year.

Nedbank Namibia Limited
The overdraft with Nedbank Namibia Limited for the group and the company of N$ 26.9 million (2021: nil) is secured by a first mortgage
bond of N$ 87.5 million over erf 232 Windhoek (2021: N$ 87.5 million). The property is included in property, plant and equipment at a
net book value of N$ 130.6 million (2021: N$ 130.8 million).

In addition the group and company have ceded an insurance policy for the above-mentioned property in favour of Nedbank Namibia
Limited for the facility.

Risk information

Refer to note 3 for further information on risk management relating to cash and cash equivalents. 

18. Share capital

Authorised
120 000 000 ordinary shares of N$ 1each 120 000 120 000 120 000 120 000

Issued, fully paid-up shares
102 162 871 ordinary shares 102 163 102 163 102 163 102 163

There were no changes in authorised or issued share capital for all the periods presented. The unissued shares are under the control of the
directors until the next annual general meeting.
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19. Fair value reserve

The reserve comprises the fair value adjustments relating to the investment properties and is non-distributable.

Opening balance 27 554 26 939 29 494 28 879
Transfers during the year 500 615 500 615

Closing balance 28 054 27 554 29 994 29 494

20. Borrowings

Held at amortised cost
Bank Windhoek Limited
The loan is repayable in 86 (2021: 98) instalments of
N$  1.3 million (2021: N$ 1.3 million) and bears interest at a
variable rate of 8.25% (2021: 7.5%), being prime less 0.25%.

84 446 93 364 84 446 93 364

Nedbank Namibia Limited
The loan is repayable in 94 (2021: 106) instalments of N$
527 thousand (2021: N$ 507 thousand) and bears interest at
a variable rate of 7% (2021: 6%), being prime less 1.5%.

38 060 41 706 38 060 41 706

122 506 135 070 122 506 135 070

Split between non-current and current portions

Non-current liabilities 109 828 122 318 109 828 122 318
Current liabilities 12 678 12 752 12 678 12 752

122 506 135 070 122 506 135 070

Refer to note 36 for details of the movement in the borrowings during the reporting period.

Security

The loan with Bank Windhoek Limited is secured by means of a first, second, third and fourth covering mortgage bond of N$ 20 million,
N$ 120.2 million, N$ 20 million and N$ 25 million (2021: N$ 20 million, N$ 120.2 million, N$ 20 million and N$ 25 million) respectively
over erf 2225, Windhoek, as well as 1st mortage for N$ 24.7 million (2021: N$ 24.7 million) over erf 81, Windhoek.  These erven are
included in property, plant and equipment at a net book value of N$ 198.1 million (2021: N$ 197.9million) and also serve as security for
the overdraft disclosed in note 17.

The loan with Nedbank Namibia Limited is secured by means of a first mortgage bond of N$ 87.5 million (2021: N$ 87.5 million) over erf
232, Lafrenz (Extension 1). This erf is included in property, plant and equipment at a net book value of N$ 130.6 million (2021: 
N$ 130.8 million).

Risk information

For details on risk management information and disclosures relevant to borrowings refer to note  3.
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21. Retirement benefit obligation

Retirement defined benefit medical aid subsidy scheme

The group and company operate a post-retirement medical aid subsidy scheme (PRMA) and has recognised a liability on the statement
of financial position which represents the present value of future post-retirement medical aid benefits. This scheme is not required by
any acts of law or any other regulatory or legislative frameworks, however, the benefit is provided to qualifying members.

The group and company pay either 50% or 100% of the Express Care product of the Renaissance Health Medical Aid Fund subsidy on
behalf of qualifying PRMA members directly to the fund during the lifetime of the qualifying members. Qualifying members are former
employees surviving spouses who are currently receiving a monthly PRMA subsidy scheme payment. There are no longer any new
employees who qualify for this benefit, as this benefit ceased 1 August 1998.

The method used to value the liability is the projected unit credit method.

The present value of the liability is determined by discounting the estimated future cash outflows using market yields of high-quality
corporate bonds that are denominated in the currency in which the benefits will be paid, and have tenures approximating that of the
related post-employment benefit obligations.

The net costs associated with the liability are recognised over the expected period of obligation in the period which they are expected
to materialise.

The scheme is not funded by any assets.

Reconciliation of obligation

Opening balance 28 576 28 822 28 576 28 822
Benefits paid (3 454) (3 579) (3 454) (3 579)
Net losses recognised (417) 3 333 (417) 3 333

24 705 28 576 24 705 28 576

Net losses recognised

Interest cost recognised in profit or loss 2 361 2 347 2 361 2 347
Actuarial (gains) losses recognised in other comprehensive
income

(2 778) 986 (2 778) 986

(417) 3 333 (417) 3 333

Maturity profile of retirement benefit obligation

Due within 1 year 3 379 3 578 3 379 3 578
Due within 1 and 5 years 9 164 10 880 9 164 10 880
Due after 5 years 12 162 14 118 12 162 14 118

24 705 28 576 24 705 28 576

The projected maturity profile in the table above represents the present value of the likely effect on the group and company's future
cash flows.

Key assumptions used and sensitivity analysis

The key valuation assumptions used in the valuation, last done on 31 July 2022, can be split into financial and demographic
assumptions.
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21. Retirement benefit obligation (continued)

Financial assumptions

Financial assumptions used both group and company are as follows:
Discount rates used %10.70 %8.80
Inflation %6.50 %5.20

These two financial assumptions are interactive and are not viewed independently. A net actuarial gain of N$ 0.8 million 
(2021: loss of N$ 1.1 million) is the cumulative differences as a result of changes in financial assumptions relating to discount rates and
inflation and the effect on subsidy payments.

If the real rate of return of 3.6% (2021: 3.6%) used in the calculation had changed by 1% either way, the obligation would have been
valued N$ 23.4 million or N$ 26.1 million (2021: N$ 27 million or N$ 30.4 million) for an increase or decrease in the rate, respectively.
The effect on profit or loss would not have been material.

Demographic assumptions

Key demographic assumptions are continuation member mortality rates and family statistics. An actuarial gain of N$ 2 million (2021: N$
81 thousand) is attributable to these changes.

Currently there are 63 retired pensioner members (2021: 69) at an average age of 80 (2021: 80). The post-retirement mortality
assumptions are based on the PA (90) Mortality Table with a one-year age adjustment and allows for mortality improvements of 0.5%
p.a. from 2007 onwards. These assumptions are consistent with those that are being used for valuing retirement funds in Namibia.

The financial impact of a heavier mortality rate, based on the PA (90) Mortality Table, would result in a lower liability of N$ 23.1 million
(2021: N$  26.7 million) being recognised.

22. Deferred tax

Deferred tax asset

Provisions and accruals 11 721 14 973 11 713 14 964
Income received in advance 2 156 1 269 2 062 1 260
Other deferred tax assets 3 216 2 259 2 844 1 748

Deferred tax balance from temporary differences other than
unused tax losses

17 093 18 501 16 619 17 972

Assessed losses recognised 94 124 - -

17 187 18 625 16 619 17 972

Total deferred tax asset 17 187 18 625 16 619 17 972

Deferred tax liability

Property plant and equipment (81 952) (78 284) (80 706) (77 079)
Prepaid expenses (332) (120) (332) (110)

Total deferred tax liability (82 284) (78 404) (81 038) (77 189)

Deferred tax asset 17 187 18 625 16 619 17 972
Deferred tax liability (82 284) (78 404) (81 038) (77 189)

Total net deferred tax liability (65 097) (59 779) (64 419) (59 217)
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22. Deferred tax (continued)

Reconciliation of net deferred tax liability

At beginning of year (59 779) (52 281) (59 217) (52 677)
Temporary differences on property, plant and equipment (3 667) (1 739) (3 627) (1 841)
Temporary differences on prepaid expenses (212) (119) (222) (110)
Temporary differences on other assets 972 281 1 108 96
Temporary differences on provisions and accruals recognised
in profit or loss

(2 217) (4 679) (2 216) (4 414)

Temporary differences on provisions and accruals recognised
in other comprehensive income

(1 029) 289 (1 026) 289

Temporary differences on income received in advance 887 (620) 801 (540)
Temporary differences on Bank Windhoek Ring expense (20) (20) (20) (20)
Utilisation of assessed loss (32) (891) - -

Closing balance (65 097) (59 779) (64 419) (59 217)

Recognition of deferred tax asset on assessed losses

A deferred tax asset of N$ 94 thousand (2021: N$ 124 thousand) has been recognised for assessed losses incurred within the group.
Management believes that the losses will be utilised against taxable profits in the near future. This assumption is based on board-approved
budget plans.

Expected recovery of net deferred tax liability

The table below presents the estimated timing of recovery of the deferred tax balances.

Within 12 months 5 476 4 563 4 917 3 930
After 12 months (70 573) (64 342) (69 336) (63 147)

(65 097) (59 779) (64 419) (59 217)

23. Provisions

Reconciliation of provisions - Group - 2022  (N$ '000)

Opening balance Additions Utilised during
the year

Reversed during
the year

Actuarial gain Closing balance

Provision for bonuses 5 780 27 921 (26 261) (1 589) - 5 851
Provision for severance pay 2 650 544 - - (436) 2 758

8 430 28 465 (26 261) (1 589) (436) 8 609

Reconciliation of provisions - Group - 2021  (N$ '000)

Opening balance Additions Utilised during
the year

Reversed during
the year

Actuarial gain Closing balance

Provision for bonuses 6 151 19 353 (19 482) (242) - 5 780
Provision for severance pay 2 303 472 (29) (14) (82) 2 650

8 454 19 825 (19 511) (256) (82) 8 430
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23. Provisions (continued)

Reconciliation of provisions - Company - 2022  (N$ '000)

Opening balance Additions Utilised during
the year

Reversed during
the year

Actuarial gain Closing balance

Provision for bonuses 5 680 27 762 (26 106) (1 589) - 5 747
Provision for severance pay 2 623 536 - - (427) 2 732

8 303 28 298 (26 106) (1 589) (427) 8 479

Reconciliation of provisions - Company - 2021  (N$ '000)

Opening balance Additions Utilised during
the year

Reversed during the
year

Actuarial gain Closing
balance

Provision for bonuses 6 011 19 171 (19 265) (237) - 5 680
Provision for severance pay 2 272 464 (29) - (84) 2 623

8 283 19 635 (19 294) (237) (84) 8 303

Non-current liabilities 2 758 2 650 2 732 2 623
Current liabilities 5 851 5 780 5 747 5 680

8 609 8 430 8 479 8 303

Provision for bonuses

The provision for bonuses represents management's best estimate of incentive and annual bonuses to be paid to employees. The
bonuses are expected to be settled within the next 12 months.

Provision for severance pay

The provision for severance pay represents the actuarial calculation of the severance benefits payable to employees in accordance with
Namibian Labour Act. The benefits become due to the employee or their families at the termination of the employment contract for
various possible reasons. There are no assets held to offset the provision for severance pay.

The method used to value the severance pay liability is the Projected Unit Credit method. The present value of the liability present value
of expected future benefits based on service up to the valuation date but projecting salaries until the expected date of exit from
employment. The projected value of the liability at the end of the next reporting period is expected to be N$ 3.08 million (2021: N$ 2.89
million) for the group and N$ 3.05 million (2021: N$ 2.86 million) for the company.

The key valuation assumptions used in the valuation can be split into financial and demographic assumptions.

Financial assumptions used on last severance pay liability valuation on 31 July 2022 for both group and company are discount rate 9.6%
(2021: 7.3%), salary inflation of 7.5% (2021: 5.1%). Had the real interest rate of 2.1% (2021: 2.2%) been 1% higher or lower, valuation of
the liability would have been N$ 140 thousand (2021: N$ 28 thousand) lower and N$ 155 thousand (2021: N$ 32 thousand) higher
respectively. The effect on profit or loss would not be material.

The key demographic assumptions are mortality, withdrawal, retirement and the promotional salary scale which did not change in
comparison with the prior year's valuation. Assuming a 50% (2021: 50%) lower withdrawal rate, the valuation of the liability and the
effect on profit or loss would not be material.

The provision for severance pay is expected to realise beyond the next 12 months.
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24. Trade and other payables

Financial instruments:
Trade payables 148 987 122 780 148 302 121 651
Other payables 22 478 22 094 21 515 21 225

Non-financial instruments:
Accrued leave pay 11 929 11 174 11 734 10 935
VAT 3 725 1 304 3 685 1 272

187 119 157 352 185 236 155 083

Financial instrument and non-financial instrument components of trade and other payables

At amortised cost 171 465 144 874 169 817 142 876
Non-financial instruments 15 654 12 478 15 419 12 207

187 119 157 352 185 236 155 083

Risk information

Trade and other payables are unsecured and are usually paid within thirty days of recognition. For details on risk management
information and disclosures relevant to trade and other payables refer to note 3.

25. Revenue

Revenue from contracts with customers
Sale of goods 1 899 741 1 720 546 1 875 917 1 671 323
Rendering of services * 77 411 69 124 77 411 69 124
Other revenue 606 907 609 1 215

1 977 758 1 790 577 1 953 937 1 741 662

Revenue other than from contracts with customers
Rental income 19 347 18 951 19 382 18 951

1 997 105 1 809 528 1 973 319 1 760 613

Disaggregation of revenue from contracts with customers

Sale of goods
Sale of goods - wholesale and retail 1 899 741 1 720 546 1 875 917 1 671 323

Rendering of services *
ProVision consulting fees 3 172 5 552 3 172 5 552
Auction commission and liaison services fees 74 239 63 572 74 239 63 572

77 411 69 124 77 411 69 124

*  Management made an assessment that certain other income included in revenue from contracts with customers is not considered
part of the group's core business and has been reclassified out of revenue to other operating income, disclosed in note 26.

Other revenue
Miscellaneous other revenue 606 907 609 1 215

1 977 758 1 790 577 1 953 937 1 741 662
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25. Revenue (continued)

Timing of revenue recognition

At a point in time *
Sale of goods 1 899 741 1 720 546 1 875 917 1 671 323
Rendering of services 96 476 86 874 96 511 86 874
Other revenue 606 907 609 1 215

1 996 823 1 808 327 1 973 037 1 759 412

Over time
Rendering of services 282 1 201 282 1 201

Total revenue from contracts with customers 1 997 105 1 809 528 1 973 319 1 760 613

*  Management made an assessment that certain other income included in revenue from contracts with customers is not considered
part of the group's core business and has been reclassified out of revenue to other operating income, disclosed in note 26.

26. Other operating income

Bad debts recovered 5 670 3 114 5 644 3 061
Other income * 5 880 6 534 5 878 6 434

11 550 9 648 11 522 9 495

*  Management made an assessment that certain other income included in revenue from contracts with customers in note 25 is not
considered part of the group's core business and has been reclassified out of revenue to other operating income.

27. Other operating gains (losses)

(Losses) gains on disposals of assets
Property, plant and equipment 6 (79) (75) (79) (75)
Right-of-use assets 7 33 121 33 119
Investment property 8 - 584 - 584
Investment in shares - 808 - -

(46) 1 438 (46) 628

Foreign exchange gains (losses)
Net foreign exchange gains (losses) 364 (544) 354 (311)

Fair value gains (losses)
Investment property 8 500 615 500 615

Total other operating gains (losses) 818 1 509 808 932
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28. Operating profit

Operating profit for the year is stated after charging (crediting) the following, amongst others:

Auditor's remuneration - external
Audit fees 1 899 1 905 1 566 1 606
Adjustment for previous year (135) (34) (135) (34)
Other consultation services 284 164 146 87
Tax and secretarial services 41 148 18 113

2 089 2 183 1 595 1 772

Employee costs *
Salaries, wages, bonuses and other benefits 175 270 163 183 172 701 159 633
Directors' fees 883 921 883 921
Directors' reimbursive costs 278 259 278 259
Other short-term costs 1 038 1 213 845 1 048
Retirement benefit plans: defined contribution expense 17 448 16 548 17 164 16 218

194 917 182 124 191 871 178 079

* Certain balances have been restated to ensure consistent presentation throughout the group. As a result some lines have been
aggregated or disaggregated. There is no effect on the primary statements.

Leases
Short-term leases 3 787 3 573 3 782 3 262
Leases of low value assets 1 386 1 043 1 386 1 032

5 173 4 616 5 168 4 294

Depreciation and amortisation
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment 6 851 6 820 6 765 6 704
Depreciation of right-of-use assets 3 814 4 019 3 814 4 015
Amortisation of intangible assets 1 752 1 738 1 738 1 738

12 417 12 577 12 317 12 457

Movement in credit loss allowances
Trade and other receivables 810 3 869 819 3 889
Loans to group companies - - - 11

810 3 869 819 3 900

29. Investment income

Interest income
Bank and other cash 600 488 570 445
Trade and other receivables 9 048 5 204 9 035 5 198
Other financial assets 184 8 184 7

9 832 5 700 9 789 5 650

Interest income is calculated using the effective interest rate method.
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30. Finance costs

Group loans - - 502 55
Trade and other payables 196 157 196 157
Lease liabilities 973 1 347 973 1 346
Bank overdraft 3 142 1 745 3 067 1 679
Bank borrowings 9 104 10 637 9 104 10 637
Retirement benefit obligation 2 361 2 347 2 361 2 347
Other interest paid 2 16 - -

15 778 16 249 16 203 16 221

31. Other non-operating income

Other non-operating income
Dividend income from unlisted investment 1 716 1 716

32. Taxation

Major components of tax expense

Current
Local income tax - current period 30 414 19 092 28 659 18 566
Local income tax - prior period over provision (17) (519) (17) (519)

30 397 18 573 28 642 18 047

Deferred
Originating and reversing temporary differences 4 418 7 771 4 307 6 806
Arising from prior period adjustments (129) 19 (129) 23

4 289 7 790 4 178 6 829

34 686 26 363 32 820 24 876

Reconciliation between applicable tax rate and average effective tax rate

Accounting profit 109 663 86 437 103 847 81 495

Tax at the applicable tax rate of 32% (2021: 32%) 35 092 27 660 33 231 26 078

Tax effect of adjustments on taxable income
Amounts not subject to tax (263) (713) (265) (706)
Utilisation of assessed losses not previously recognised - (84) - -
Deferred tax on assessed losses not recognised 3 - - -
Current tax prior period adjustments (17) (519) (17) (519)
Deferred tax prior period adjustments (129) 19 (129) 23

34 686 26 363 32 820 24 876

No tax is attributable to discontinued operations.
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33. Earnings per share

Basic earnings per share (cents per share)
Continuing operations 73.37 58.71 - -
Discontinued operations - (0.04) - -

73.37 58.67 - -

Basic earnings per share is based on net profit attributable to equity shareholders of the company as per the Statement of Profit of Loss
and Other Comprehensive Income of N$ 74.96 million (2021: N$ 59.9 million) and a weighted average number of ordinary shares
outstanding during the year of 102 162 871 (2021: 102 162 871). It is calculated by dividing the net profit attributable to equity holders
of the company by the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the year.

Headline earnings per share

Headline earnings per share is determined by dividing headline earnings by the weighted average number of ordinary share outstanding
during a period.

Headline earnings are determined by adjusting basic earnings by excluding separately identifiable re-measurement items. Headline
earnings are presented after tax and non-controlling interests.

Consolidated basic and diluted headline earnings (cents per
share)
Continuing operations 72.91 56.99 - -
Discontinued operations - (0.04) - -

72.91 56.95 - -

Reconciliation between earnings and headline earnings
Basic earnings 74 962 59 939 - -
Adjusted for:
Net (gains) losses on disposal of assets 46 (1 438) - -
Remeasurement loss (gain) on lease modification (6) 79 - -
Fair value gains on remeasurement of investment properties (500) (615) - -
Tax effects of headline adjustments (13) (11) - -
Non-controlling interests' share in headline adjustments - 243 - -

Headline earnings 74 489 58 197 - -

The discontinued operations results are fully attributable to the equity shareholders of the company. There are no dilutive shares in
issue and accordingly there is no dilutive impact on basic or headline earnings per share for all years presented.
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34. Cash generated from operations

Note
Profit before taxation from continuing operations 109 663 86 437 103 847 81 495
Loss before taxation from discontinued operations - (38) - -
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation 12 417 12 577 12 317 12 457
Net losses (gains) on disposals of assets 27 46 (1 438) 46 (628)
Fair value gains (500) (615) (500) (615)
Group company loan impairment - - - 6
Interest income (9 832) (5 700) (9 789) (5 650)
Finance costs 15 778 16 249 16 203 16 221
Remeasurement (gain) loss on lease modification (6) 79 (6) 79
Dividend income (1) (716) (1) (716)
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Inventories (35 978) (22 516) (40 584) (22 051)
Trade and other receivables (23 956) (25 512) (24 973) (23 620)
Prepayments (16 116) 2 138 (10 424) 61
Movement in retirement benefit obligation (1 093) (1 232) (1 093) (1 232)
Movements in provisions 615 58 603 104
Trade and other payables 29 767 3 333 30 151 3 741

80 804 63 104 75 797 59 652

35. Tax paid

Balance at beginning of the year 865 4 108 (2 045) 958
Current tax for the year recognised in profit or loss (30 397) (18 573) (28 642) (18 047)
Balance at end of the year (3 565) (865) (672) 2 045

(33 097) (15 330) (31 359) (15 044)

Comprising the following:
Provisional tax payments (34 370) (16 409) (32 632) (15 882)
Refunds in respect of prior years 1 273 1 079 1 273 838

(33 097) (15 330) (31 359) (15 044)

36. Changes in liabilities arising from financing activities

Group - 2022  (N$ '000)

Opening
balance

Non-cash
movements

in leases,
refer below

Interest
charged

Dividends
declared

Cash
outflows

Closing
balance

Borrowings 135 070 - 9 104 - (21 668) 122 506
Lease liabilities 12 251 120 973 - (4 784) 8 560
Dividend payable 7 107 - - 10 216 (7 022) 10 301

 154 428 120 10 077 10 216 (33 474) 141 367
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36. Changes in liabilities arising from financing activities (continued)

Group - 2021  (N$ '000)

Opening
balance

Non-cash
movements in
leases, refer

below

Interest
charged

Dividends
declared

Cash
outflows

Closing
balance

Borrowings 156 823 - 10 637 - (32 390) 135 070
Lease liabilities 16 339 (601) 1 347 - (4 834) 12 251
Dividend payable 5 567 - - 5 108 (3 568) 7 107

 178 729 (601) 11 984 5 108 (40 792) 154 428

Company - 2022  (N$ '000)

Opening
balance

Non-cash
movement in
leases, refer

below

Interest charged Dividends
declared

Cash
outflows

Closing
balance

Borrowings 135 070 - 9 104 - (21 668) 122 506
Lease liabilities 12 251 120 973 - (4 784) 8 560
Dividend payable 7 107 - - 10 216 (7 022) 10 301

154 428 120 10 077 10 216 (33 474) 141 367

Company - 2021  (N$ '000)

Opening
balance

Non-cash
movement in
leases, refer

below

Interest charged Dividends
declared

Cash
outflows

Closing
balance

Borrowings 156 823 - 10 637 - (32 390) 135 070
Lease liabilities 16 314 (579) 1 346 - (4 830) 12 251
Dividend payable 5 567 - - 5 108 (3 568) 7 107

178 704 (579) 11 983 5 108 (40 788) 154 428

Non-cash movements in lease liabilities
New leases recognised 203 - 203 -
Leases derecognised (148) (1 031) (148) (1 009)
Lease modification 65 430 65 430

120 (601) 120 (579)

37. Dividends

Dividend cash flow
Balance at beginning of the year (7 107) (5 567) (7 107) (5 567)
Dividends (10 216) (5 108) (10 216) (5 108)
Balance at end of the year 10 301 7 107 10 301 7 107

(7 022) (3 568) (7 022) (3 568)
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37. Dividends (continued)

Dividends on ordinary shares declared, recognised in the
statement of changes in equity
Dividend declared 2021: 10 cents per share (2020: 5 cents
per share)

10 216 5 108 10 216 5 108

The board proposes a dividend of 13.5 cents per ordinary share in respect the 2022 financial year's results (2021: 10 cents) amounting
to N$ 13 791 988 (2021: N$ 10 216 287).  The proposed dividend will be paid in the following financial year and accordingly not
recognised as a liability at the reporting date.

38. Commitments

Capital expenditure

Already contracted for but not provided for
Property, plant and equipment 16 370 18 156 16 370 18 156

Capital expenditure not yet authorised by directors, not
contracted
Property, plant and equipment 48 939 54 036 48 939 54 036

This committed expenditure will be financed by available bank facilities and cash resources.

39. Contingencies

The group and company have a contingent liability in favour of Standard Bank Namibia Limited in respect of guarantees supplied by the
bank on behalf of the group. The guarantees in place are for the benefit of the Ministry of Finance and amount to N$ 200 thousand
(2021: N$ 200 thousand), Meat Board of Namibia for N$ 25 thousand (2021: N$ 25 thousand) and the Department of Water Affairs for
N$ 68 thousand (2021: N$ 68 thousand).

40. Related parties
`

Relationships

For a complete list of subsidiaries refer to note 10. Key managers are considered to be members of executive management and
directors.

Related party balances

Loans to subsidiaries - - 6 606 7 271
Amounts included in trade and other receivables owed by
subsidiaries

- - 10 244

- - 6 616 7 515

Related party transactions

Revenue from subsidiaries - - 4 198 6 399
Rental income from subsidiaries - - 1 228 1 170
Management fee earned from subsidiaries - - 3 308
Purchase of goods from subsidiaries - - (2 485) (2 450)
Finance charges paid to subsidiaries - - (502) (55)

- - 2 442 5 372
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Notes to the Annual Financial Statements
Group Company

2022 2021 2022 2021
N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000

40. Related parties (continued)

Compensation to directors and other key management
Salary and other short-term employee benefits 18 937 18 875 18 937 18 875
Post-employment pension benefits - defined contribution
plan

1 942 1 815 1 942 1 815

20 879 20 690 20 879 20 690

41. Directors' emoluments

Directors' fees paid to non-executive directors for the year amounted to N$ 883 thousand (2021: N$ 921 thousand). Reimbursive costs of
N$ 278 thousand were paid to non-executive directors (2021: N$ 259 thousand).

No other amounts were paid to the directors during the year.

42. Events after the reporting period

The directors are not aware of any material event which occurred after the reporting date and up to the date of this report.

43. Pension scheme

The group and company's permanent employees are members of the Agra Retirement Fund which is a defined contribution fund
governed by the Pension Funds Act of Namibia. The group and company are currently contributing 9% or 15% of total salaries to the
fund, dependant on the option selected by the member.
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Group Company

2022 2021 2022 2021
Note N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000

Continuing operations

Revenue
Sale of goods 1 899 741 1 720 546 1 875 917 1 671 323
Rendering of services * 77 411 69 124 77 411 69 124
Rental income ** 19 347 18 951 19 382 18 951
Miscellaneous other revenue 606 907 609 1 215

25 1 997 105 1 809 528 1 973 319 1 760 613

Cost of sales
Opening stock before loss provisions (289 844) (263 959) (267 255) (242 920)
Purchases (1 599 448) (1 438 387) (1 590 691) (1 399 299)
Closing stock before loss provisions 326 059 289 844 308 505 267 255

(1 563 233) (1 412 502) (1 549 441) (1 374 964)

Gross profit 433 872 397 026 423 878 385 649

Other operating income
Bad debts recovered 5 670 3 114 5 644 3 061
Other income * 5 880 6 534 5 878 6 434

26 11 550 9 648 11 522 9 495

Other operating gains (losses)
(Losses) gains on disposal of assets (46) 1 438 (46) 628
Foreign exchange gains (losses) 364 (544) 354 (311)
Fair value gains 500 615 500 615

27 818 1 509 808 932

Movement in credit loss allowances 28 (810) (3 869) (819) (3 900)

Operating expenses (Refer to page 65) (329 822) (308 044) (325 129) (300 826)

Operating profit 28 115 608 96 270 110 260 91 350
Investment income 29 9 832 5 700 9 789 5 650
Finance costs 30 (15 778) (16 249) (16 203) (16 221)

Other non-operating gains (losses)
Gains on disposal of assets or settlement of liabilities 31 1 716 1 716

Profit before taxation 109 663 86 437 103 847 81 495
Taxation 32 (34 686) (26 363) (32 820) (24 876)

Profit for the year from continuing operations 74 977 60 074 71 027 56 619
Discontinued operations - (38) - -

Profit for the year 74 977 60 036 71 027 56 619

*     Items of income have been reclassified out of revenue into other operating income. Refer to note 25 for further information.
**  Certain balances have been restated to ensure consistent presentation throughout the group. As a result some lines have been
aggregated or disaggregated. There is no effect on the primary statements.
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2022 2021 2022 2021
Note(s) N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000 N$ '000

Other operating expenses
Advertising * (4 898) (4 456) (4 817) (4 353)
Amortisation 28 (1 752) (1 738) (1 738) (1 738)
Auditor's remuneration - external audit 28 (2 089) (2 183) (1 595) (1 772)
Bad debts (4 744) (2 754) (4 665) (2 668)
Bank charges (12 860) (11 351) (12 545) (10 847)
Cleaning (1 569) (1 477) (1 561) (1 465)
Commission paid * (19 571) (17 238) (19 571) (17 238)
Computer expenses * (8 379) (7 375) (8 301) (7 268)
Consulting and professional fees - other (4 779) (4 698) (4 772) (4 589)
Consulting and professional fees - legal fees (1 814) (1 631) (1 814) (1 623)
Consumables (91) (254) (42) (206)
Freight and delivery expenses * (7 328) (7 362) (7 226) (7 273)
Depreciation 28 (10 665) (10 839) (10 579) (10 719)
Employee costs * 28 (194 917) (182 124) (191 871) (178 079)
Stock losses (6 159) (10 432) (6 468) (10 297)
Insurance (2 854) (2 840) (2 784) (2 750)
Leases of low value assets (1 386) (1 043) (1 386) (1 032)
Short-term leases (3 787) (3 573) (3 782) (3 262)
Levies (33) (6) (29) (10)
Motor vehicle expenses (4 601) (3 204) (4 573) (3 163)
Municipal expenses (13 799) (13 424) (13 595) (12 831)
Other expenses * (446) 351 (372) 268
Postage (499) (551) (495) (546)
Printing and stationery (2 817) (2 524) (2 782) (2 442)
Repairs and maintenance * (4 084) (3 164) (4 050) (3 116)
Security (6 979) (6 872) (6 907) (6 650)
Staff training and welfare (2 515) (1 900) (2 471) (1 813)
Subscriptions (656) (826) (639) (808)
Telephone and fax (887) (835) (872) (815)
Travel - local (2 819) (1 720) (2 796) (1 720)
Travel - overseas (45) (1) (31) (1)

(329 822) (308 044) (325 129) (300 826)

* Certain balances have been restated to ensure consistent presentation throughout the group. As a result some lines have been
aggregated or disaggregated. There is no effect on the primary statements.
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